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THE MOSAIC
ADVANTAGE
Works in both Atari 400 & 800
Gold edge connectors for better
reliability .
Fits Atari 400 without
modification
Custom components for better
performance & reliability
Highest quality components for
the best screen clarity
Full year warranty
Designed to take advantage of
Atari 800's superior bus structure.
Can be used with 8K, J6K and
future products.
Allows Atari 800 to have 2 slots
for future expansion
Designed so there's no danger of
damaging your computer
Designed for inter-board
communication in Atari 800
Easy to follow instructions for
simpler no-solder installation in
Atari 400
Available companion board (55) to
allow running 32K board
independent of other boards
Full flexible memory configuration
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You own the best micro computer available, the Atari*. At
Mosaic we've made Atari computers our only business and
have made our products the best anywhere. You've seen the
advantage of having a 32K RAM board. The Mosaic 32K
RAM is the only board designed to meet your needs now
and in the future too. It has designed-in flexibility to be
compatible with products available in the near future. See
for yourself, Mosaic is the only choice for the serious
Atari owner.

THE BEST SCREEN CLARITY
Here's what ANA.L.G.G. magazine had to say: "Mosaic
uses, what we feel are the highest quality components,
which may improve reliability." and "The Mosaic showed no
sign of interference and gave the best screen clarity"
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Direct from Mosaic $189.95

PO. Box 748 Oregon City, Oregon 97045 503/655-9574
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SPICI
BY CHARLES BACHAND

REQUIRES 16K, 410 RECORDER
OR 810 DISK DRIVE, AND
TWO JOYSTICKS.
A GAME FOR TWO PLAYERS
CASSETTE $21.95

DISK $24.95

ANALOG
SOFTWARE
P.o. BOX 23
\NORCESTER J
MA01603

(617) 892-8808

CHALLENGE THE ASTEROIDS
Your mission: pilot your spaceship through a dangerous asteroid belt in a hostile, uncharted
solar system while dodging zooming comets. Avoid the interstellar obstacles if you can, but
beware - you may find yourself under attack by your opponent's well-armed battle cruiser!
Try to escape your foe through the threatening universe of anti-matter! Options let you select
from any of 128 different versions of the game. Written entirely in machine language with multicolor player/missile type graphics and outer space sound effects!

. ATTENTION PROGRAMMERS!
A. N.A. L.O. G. 400/800 Magazine is interested in programs, articles, and software review submissions dealing with the ATARI 400 and 800 home computers. If you feel that you can write as well as
you can program, then submit those articles and reviews that have been floating around in your
head, awaiting publication. This is your opportunity to share your knowledge with the growing
family of ATARI computer owners. AN.AL.O.G. pays $30.00 per printed page for text articles,
$50.00 and up for feature programs, depending on length and complexity. All submissions for
publication must be typed, upper and lower case with double spacing. Program listings should be
provided in printed form, or on cassette or disk if possible. By submitting articles to A.N.AL.O.G.
400/800 Magazine, authors acknowledge that such materials, upon acceptance for publication,
become the exclusive property of AN.A.L.O.G. If not accepted for pUblication, the articles and/or
programs will remain property of the author. If submissions are to be returned, please supply a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. All submissions of any kind must be accompanied by the author's full
address and telephone number.

NOTE: ATARI® is a registered !rademark of ATARI, INC., a Warner Communications Company
and all references to ATARI® should be so noted.
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EDITORIAL
by Lee Pappas
400'5 & 800'5

As we move into the new year we also move a step
closer to a new era. As the sales of personal computers soar, and additional software continues to
become available for the ATARI, I ask you, what do
YOU use your computers for? To me, using an
ATARI 400 or 800 for only one application is a
waste. When someone says to me, "isn't your
ATARI just a game computer?" I reply "yes." That
is, of course, if you consider it entertainment when
my 800 at the office keeps track of over ten thousand
names on a mailing list and regularly runs off software and magazine invoices for several hundred
dealers. At this moment, there exists fine software
allowing you to do extensive word processing, large
mailing lists and varied database management. At the
other end of the spectrum there is entertainment in
the form of computer games. Now I must admit,
when I purchased my 800 two years ago, my excuse
for the expenditure was GAMES. Yes, GAMES.
However, it wasn't long before my ATARI was
helping me write engineering papers, keep track of
my video tape collection, and allow me to experience
outside services such as Compuserve. After
AN.AL.O.G. was formed, my 800 moved away
from home and now resides on my office desk. My
poor 800 sees few games nowadays, however it saves
me a great deal of time, taking the drudgery out of
business paperwork.
If you haven't figured it out yet, I'm trying to get
across the idea "please don't use your computer for
only one job." Expand on it and really see what it can
do for you.

THE MAGAZINE
A.N.A.L.O.G. has moved to new offices and at
the same time has a new staff member to handle the
magazine. Jon A Bell (just shipped from Missouri) is
now managing editor of AN.A. L.O.G. We hope to
get this publication on schedule with a more steady
interval between issues (2 months). We now have
over ten thousand readers, and A.N.A.L.O.G. is
distributed in 6 countries, with additional readers in
24 other countries.
Issues 2, 3, and 4 are SOLD OUT. Next issue we
will announce availability. Until then please don't
inquire - we have no copies left (and I mean none!).

USER GROUPS
Recently I have noticed articles in user group
newsletters which contradict the nature of what a

user group should be. It is up to the officers of these
clubs to see that software pirating is pushed into
oblivion. We get reports of clubs whose main
function is to reproduce software at the meetings.
I see articles in several newsletters accompanied with
program listings so members can duplicate copyprotected disks. What total irresponsibility on the
part of club officers! On the other hand, I commend
organizations such as ACE, based in Eugene, Oregon for much of the discretion they implement in
their publication. I suggest other clubs take a close
look at THEIR ethics. 0

SOFTWARE REVIEWS
A new method for software reviews is now implemented starting in this issue. Each review includes a
chart stating our opinion on just how much the program utilizes the ATARI's advanced capabilities and
the value of the game.
The five categories include CONCEPT, ORIGI~
NALITY, CHALLENCE, SKILL, and GRAPH~

ICS/SOUND.
CONCEPT:How good is the overall. concept on
which the game is based.
ORIGINALITY: How original is the game based
on other games of a similar nature (10 would
indicate a completely original game).
CHALLENGE: How much of a challenge does
the game provide.
SKILL: How well does the game adjust to the
skill of the player.
GRAPHICS: How well does the game utilize the
machine's capabilities.
N.A.: Not applicable to this program.

ABOUT THE COVER ...
The design for rhe cover was created as follows: the original arrwork
was dtawn black on white, then a negative was shot and reduced to the
size of the final cover. The negative was placed on a light table and rephotographed with a standard 35mm SLR camera loaded with black and
white film. The background elements of the negative were masked off
and the foreground exposed (this was done to make the foreground
brighter). Then the entire negative was exposed to reveal the background.
Finally, the background was masked off again to reveal only the man,
television, computer, disk drive and disks. A mask of posterboard with
needle holes punched in it was placed over the foreground elements. A
crosstar filter was placed over the camera lens, and then this was exposed
as the third stage of the shot, to imparr "starburst" pinpoints of light over
the foreground elements. All of these exposures were "piled up" on the
same frame of film in the camera. The film was developed, printed, and
voila! Here is the cover to issue #5 of A.N.A.L.O.G.!
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READER COMMENT...
Dear Sir:
I am writing to let you know
how much I appreciate your fine
publication. As an Atari owner of
only a few months, I find it very
useful. It is especially good to be
able to read evaluations of
software on the market. But
everything is great so keep up the
good work.
I do have a couple of questions
that perhaps you could answer.
First of all, do you happen to
know of any user groups in the
area around Minneapolis or St.
Paul?
The second question concerns
the program "Download
Terminal" which appeared in
issue #2. I just cannot get it to run.
The program seems to be exactly
what I want and so it is very disap~
pointing not to be able to run it.
Perhaps one of the authors
could give me some ideas on the
problems I am encountering. First
let me say that I have checked the
listing several times. It is correct. I
always get the error, "850
INTERFACE NOT BOOTED".
Upon examining the program, I
discovered the error was in line 30
of the second part, "D:TERMI~
NAL". Whenever #2 port was
opened to "R" an error would
appear, (error 130 - non~existent
device). I discovered this by re~
moving the trap 180. There was
no way to get around this prob~
lem, so I called Atari. They said
the reason that I could not access
the 850 interface was that I
needed DOS.2.0S. I have
DOS.2.S. So after a week, I
received the new DOS.
Guess what? It still doesn't
work. Maybe you could tell me if!
am doing something wrong. My
system seems to work fine with
TELELlNK when I log onto
Source. Any comments would be
greatly appreciated. One question that was never answered in
the instructions was at what point

do you put the telephone on the
modem? I never got to do that
since I thought the program had to
be run first. Maybe that is the
problem. Thank you for your
time.
Sincerely,
Roger L. Felton
West St. Paul, MN
Download Terminal works fine
and is bug-free - the problem you
are encountering still appears to be
the booting process. You may have
DOS 11, but do you have the A UTORUN.SYS file on the disk that contains the "booter" for the RS-23 2
handler? That handler checks to ;ee
if the interface module is present and
powered on. Without the Autorun
file you won't be able to use the
interface module. -LP

Dear ANALOG,
Do you know if there is a way to
change that ominous "READY"
prompt? I'm sort of sick of my
computer saying the same thing
over and over again. There has to
be a way to PEEK and POKE a
"WHAT'S UP?" or a "COME
ON, DO SOMETHING!" into
my machine. I'm sure a lot of
people out there would love to get
some variation in their ready
prompts once in a while.
Good luck & thanks,
David Gaertner
It would be a simple matter to
change the "Ready" prompt in
Basic, provided that Basic were
resident in RAM. But since Basic is
stored on ROM chips, you can Peek
the memory locations of Basic, but it
is impossible to Poke to Basic. You
will just have to wait for Microsoft
Basic to come out for the Atari. Since
this Basic will be shipped on disk and
RAM resident, you will be able to
Poke to it all you want, changing the
even the spelling of
Ready prompt
the commands! -CB

or

Dear A.N.AL.O.G.,
Here in Oklahoma City we are
very fortunate to have several
computer stores. Some have been
kind enough to offer their estab~
lishments for computer users'
groups. High Technology is just
one computer store who does just
that. They have offered their help
in several different areas with
businesses of this nature who help
individual groups in organizing
and providing a place to hold
meetings and help strengthen the
groups and the community where
they are located.
That is why I am taking this
time to write to you to inform
others of the cooperation and
support we have received in es~
tablishing a computer users'
group. And to say thank you for
providing your magazine, with all
the information, and interesting
articles, not to mention the
fanta,stic programs you've been so
kind in sharing with us.
. I would like to ask you at this
time to please mention our users'
group in your magazine, as we are
very new and need the support.
We are very interested in con~
tacting other users' groups and
learning more about them. We
would like to hear from anyone
interested in contacting us.
Sincerely,
Ric Wails
Dear Editor,
Please inform your readers
about a free COMPUTER
BULLETIN BOARD in Jacksonville, Florida. The name of it is
the SEB BBS and is supported by
SEB COMPUTER. The hours
are: Sun~Wed, 6 p.m.-8 a.m. and
Thu~Sat, 9 p.m.~8 a.m.
The access number is 904~ 743~
7050 and the sysop is Sam Bateh.
Sam Betah
SEB COMPUTERS
1705 University Blvd. North
Jacksonville, FL 32211
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Spend a few pleasant hours in our English pub without
air fare, jet lag, or travel miseries! Just good clean fun,
spectacular scenery, and great sounds on your Atari 400
or 800 computer.
Darts - Spectacular graphics, animation, and sound
make this THE program to demonstrate your Atari computer. A challenging game of coordination for 1 or 2
players with 10 difficulty levels. Machine language,
requires 16K and a joystick for each player. Cassette CS
7011 $14.95

Billiards - Three-ball pocket billiards with features similar
to Pool above. 16K, machine language, requires joystick(s).
Cassette CS 7012 $1495
Snooker - This thoroughly British variation of pool uses
15 red balls and six colored balls. Not available on
cassette.
Dominoes - Excellent graphics and a tough opponent
are found in draw dominoes for one player against the
computer. Two options, repeating draw or alternating
draws. Basic, 16K. Cassette CS 7007 $11.95
Cribbage - Single player against the computer. Twice
around the board (121 points) to win, deal alternates.
After pegging, dealer shows and scores first. Basic, 16K
Cassette CS 7008 $11.95
Disk packages
Darts and Tilt 16K 1 disk CS 7506 $24.95
Pool, Snooker, and Billiards 16K 1 disk CS 7509
$24.95
Dominoes and Cribbage 32K 1 disk CS 7507 $19.95
All programs ©® Thorn EM I Video Programmes Ltd.
Available in North America only.

rtnfi\

~
Order Today
Tilt - Try to roll and keep the balls into four corner and
one center holes in this simulated hand held maze. For 1
or 2 players, with 9 skill levels and 9 speeds. 8K, joysticks,
Cassette CS 7013 $1195
Pool- Practice, 8 Ball, and Tournament Pool. Outstanding
graphics and sound effects. Real skill is needed to make
angles and combinations. You control angle and force
behind shot, balls accelerate and rebound realistically.
16K, machine language, requires joystick(s). Cassette
CS 7010 $14,95
Atari is a trademark of Atari, Inc.

To order any of these software packages
send payment plus 5200 postage and
handling per order to Creative ComputlnQ
Morns PlainS, NJ 079S0 Visa MasterCard
and American Express orders may be called
In toll-tree

Order today at no risk " you are not
completely satisfied your money WIll he
promptly and courteously refunded
Creative Computing Soltwar(:
Attn: Carolyn
Morns PlainS NJ 07950
TOII·free 800-631·8112
In NJ 20\ -')40·Q44,>

GP6fttlv6 Gompntlug sOftWftP6
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Dear Mike,
I have a question concerning a
problem with my Atari to address
to your "Bugs & Bytes" column. I
know of at least one other Atari
owner in my area whose machine
suffers from a similar problem, so
perhaps there are others who
could benefit from an answer to
this question.
It deals with what I believe to be
a hardware problem - but I could
be wrong. Since I know next to
nothing about the innards of
computer-kind, aliI can do is describe what happens when the
problems occurs. Hopefully, you
might be able to get some diagnostic insight through a description of the symptoms.
First of all, I have an Atari 800
with 32K of RAM. The problem
seems to occur while running a
program, but does not happen
every time, except as described
later. There seems to be no way to
predict when it will happen, nor
what makes it go away (which it
always does eventually - so far).
What happens is this: in the middle of a game, a band of what
seems to be electrical interference
about 114" wide appears at the
bottom of the screen and extends
all the way across it. It then travels
rapidly to the top of the screen,
accompanied by a loud, buzzing
noise from the TV, and disappears, to be followed immediately by another, identical band.
One cycle takes about 3 seconds
to traverse the screen. This continues unabated for as long as the
computer is on.
The program is not affected by
this disturbance, but the buzzing is
so loud that it becomes necessary
to turn the sound off in order to
continue playing the game or
whatever. This, of course,
distracts from the enjoyment of
many of the Atari games. If you
happen to be using a one-text
game, such as an Adventure, there
is no buzzing while the computer
is waiting for a user input (although the inferference cycle continues, but a's soon as the com-

A.N.A.L.O.G.

puter begins placing words or
graphics on the screen, the buzzing
recommences). This interference
is most obvious when the screen is
colored something other than the
standard blue, although once it
starts, it is always present.
Turning the computer off and
then, back on will not eliminate
the problem, and the condition
normally continues for a number
of days. Then one day, for some
reason, when the computer is
turned on, the interference is gone
and doesn't return for some
weeks usually. Now, that's a real
bug!
Also, it seems to happen
regardless of the type of cartridge
that is in the machine - even no
cartridge at all - as with Adams'
Adventures.
On the suggestion of my local
Atari dealer, I have tried pulling
out the memory modules and
reseating them, but to no avail.
A friend of mine has the same
problem (or a close approximation thereof) and has tried replacing the chips inside the machine,
as well as talking to Atari
"experts" over the phone, but
none of those things worked
either.
Do you have any suggestions?
Thanks,
Bob deWitt
What you describe is not a bug, but
a hardware problem in your computer. From your description it sounds
like a fault in your ATARI 800
power supply. If you haven't already
done so, the computer (and power
supply in specific) should be checked
out by an authorized ATARI repair
center. -LP
To the Readers,
Two months is too long to wait
for your publication. I know it
won't be long before you're
forced to go monthly! I forsee
Atari Computers and owners
increasing in such numbers that
your subscription department
will have to double in no time.
After all Atari has hit on a winning combination with a com-
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puter that's fun and can keep up
with all the competition in
number crunching at the same
time, and can save you enough
money so you can invest in a
printer or disc drive or a box full
of software.
On page 14 of the Basic Reference Manual you find that you can
depress Control key and #2 key
and you'll hear the buzzer; alright
next time you are loading a
program from cassette and everybody is complaining about
listening to the data loading into
the computer just depress CTRL
2 and turn down the volume on
the TV. When your program is
finished loading the internal
buzzer will sound like a little alarm
clock and you'll know that everything is ready to go. How simple
can you get!!! I suppose you can
use this method anytime the
computer is busy working out
equations or running some time
consuming basic programs. You
can use the WSC/CTRL/2
within a print statement in your
programs if you want a little buzz
every now and then, make several
in a row and you'll get a lot of
buzz!
Well, enough on that. Someone more learned than me should
write in and give us beginners
some really fancy uses of this little
buzzer, after all Atari must have
put it there to be used often. I'm
just glad they didn't make it buzz
every time an ERROR is made.
Sincerely yours,
Douglas H. Arnold
Hanceville, AL
Dear Editor:
I just got a note from someone
with a copy of a recent issue in
which it stated that we are no
longer producing Conversational
Italian. Not true! We're cranking
them out.
Hope you have a good New
Year.
]. Peter Nels~n
Public Relations Manager
Computer Division, ATARI
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The Ultimate Personal Finance Management System
This new. comprehensive system enables you to determine how much you can
afford to spend and what can be saved or invested. It graphically illustrates
the answers to: "Where does the money go?" It also does a great deal more
. . nothing else even comes close!
Chsck Entry
You are given 21 categories for which
you enter a monthly plan and your
anticipated income. The categories can
be modified by name or amount at any
time by you. The program prompts you
every step of the way.
Enter data _.. month. check #.
amount, y or n for tax deductibility.
payee. Enter bank deposits and
interest. Record up to ninety-six checks
per month in amounts up to $99,999.00.

Your checks can be sorted and displayed in four different ways: Name,
Category. Tax Deductibility, Number.
This can be done on a monthly or
annual basis. The checks. deposits
and interest data are automatically
filed for access by the Bank Statement Reconciliation Program.
Expense Comperieons
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Detailed comparisons are displayed on
a monthly or categorical basis which
show ± and percentage relationships.
You can then identify and analyze obVIOUS
and not-so-obvious relationships
of the entered factors.
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Colored bar charts are generated
rapidly via machine language comparing
the amounts projected with actual
expendi tures. Chart displays are produced
for both months and categories.

Also included in the system are:
• Printout options-all popular 40/80 col. printers.
• Multi-color graphics and sound enhancements.
4 record keeping categories for electric usage, gas
consumption or whatever you wish to track.
Check reconciliation-calculating totals and displaying
# of checks and deposits outstanding.
An audio/visual reward if your account balances.
8 utility programs.
User-friendly operation and full documentation.
The system is designed for Atari* computers having
a minimum of 24K and operating from a disk drive.
* trade mark of A

ri, Inc.

OK Residents Add 4 % Tax

The price of the system is only $49.95 plus $2.00 for handling/ postage.
If your local dealer does not have the Rnancial WIZard ...
Telephone orders are accepted on Mastercharge or Visa credit cards.
Mail order must be accompanied by check or money-order or credit card #.
Dealer inquiries invited. [405J 751-2783
From Computari.

Exclusively
thru

o CHECK ENCLOSED
NAME [PrintJ

o

Address
City
Card #

10944-A North May
Oklahoma City, OK 13120
(405) 751-2781
VISA
0 MASTERCHARGE
_
State

Exp.

Zip
Sig.

•
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AJARI NEWS
NEW VIDEO GAME TO STOMP THE
COMPETITION FLAT
When I saw the commercials this past Holiday
season, with the competition 'knocking' ATARI's
VCS, I knew ATARI wouldn't take this lightly. Well,
their new game system is a lightyear ahead of the
four-and-a-half year old VCS. The graphics & sound
rival home computer capability, and later, an add on
feature will give the game voice/speech ability. The
console is a futuristic-style cabinet with storage areas
for the hand held controllers. The game also automatically switches from TV to game; you never have
to flip a switch on the television set. Also, when the
game is shut off, there is no static/noise emitted from
the TV. The hand helds combine joysticks, paddles,
and keyboard controllers into one unit. The joysticks move in 8 directions to control both direction
and speed of the objects on the screen. The integrated
keyboard consists of 12 keys and can accept overlays
if required. Release is scheduled for late this year
along with over 10 game cartridges including
Asteroids, Space Invaders, Galaxian, and several
advanced sports games. $349.95 will be the retail
price.

NEW PRICES
With the increased production of ATARI 800's
comes a reduced list price. The old cost of $1080.00
has now become $899.00. On the other hand, increased cost of parts has raised the price of The Entertainer™ kit to $109.95, and the Educator™ to
$165.95.
Also most of the individual software prices have
gone up an average of five dollars.
NEW PACKAGING
The 800 Computer, 810 Disk Drive, and 410 Program Recorder now come in attractive silver/full
color packaging. At the same time, the instruc~ion
manuals follow the same silver and full color scheme
to appeal to the average consumer. These are similar

to the 400 packaging theme of last year (and are very
nice).
And if you haven't received it yet, ATARI has
produced a 'third party' software/hardware catalog
of additional products for your computer. Those
who mailed in their warranty cards should have received them by now.
WINTER CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
SHOW - Las Vegas
The biggest event in the consumer electronics
industry saw the announcements and demos of many
new ATARI products. Several new 400/800 software pieces, new VCS cartridges, and a totally new
cartridge/game system. Check the VCS Update
column for information on that product line.
Our main interest here, of course, is what is new
for the ATARI 400 & 800 Computers during the
first half of this year. Three new games: Caverns Of
Mars™ to be released in April, PacMan * scheduled
for May, and Centipede™ in June. Caverns Of Mars
will be available on diskette only and retail for
$39.95, with the typically excellent ATARI packaging. Though originally released through the ATARI
Program Exchange, the game will be shipped under
the ATARllabel this spring.
PacMan & Centipede (to be reviewed next issue)
are VERY close to the arcade versions of the same
name. Both are cartridge based and have a minimum
memory requirement of only 8K. List price is $44.95
each.
The ATARI BOOKKEEPER is an accounting
package that generates professional style reports applicable to accounts receivable & payable, balance
sheets, and profit & loss statements. The system is
capable of handling up to 1000 transactions a month
and 350 general ledger accounts. The BOOKKEEPER
System requires 48K of memory, BASIC cartridge,
an 810 disk drive, and 850 interface module with
printer. The package consists of four diskettes; one
a sample data diskette allowing you to familiarize
yourself with the program.
The HOME FILING MANAGERTM allows the
user to create, edit, store, retrieve, & print data in
'index style' fashion. Search routines can be located
via alphabetical or reverse alphabetical order, and by
an item's title or specific word it contains.
Other items of interest include the release of a
numeric keypad later this year. This add-on unit is a
calculator style laid out keyboard allowing the user
to enter in numeric data much faster than is possible
on a "QWERTY" style keyboard ("QWERTY" is
the standard typewriter key layout). 0

'PacMan is a trademark of Namco-America, Inc.
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NEW PRODUCTS...
HI-RES GRAPHICS FOR ATARI 400/800
COMPUTERS
VERSA COMPUTING
ANNOUNCES GRAPHICS COMPOSER
Newbury Park, CA - Versa Computing, Inc.
announces the release of Graphics Composer, the
complete joysticklpaddle graphics software package
for ATAR1 400/800 Computers.
With Graphics Composer, you use paddles or
joystick to draw a picture on hi~res screen Mode 8 or
7. Then use color fill-in, color brushes and add Text
to complete your graphic designs. Save your
graphics to disk or cassette.
Graphics Composer allows easy creation of
PLAYER/MISSILE shapes which may be used in
other programs. The GEOMETRIC FIGURES program lets the user define circles, triangles, polygons,
parallelograms, and even trigonometric curves!
Loading routines are provided so that pictures can
be used in other programs or traded with friends.
Graphics Composer is available on cassette or
disk for only $39.95, and requires 32K RAM. Call
Versa Computing at (805) 498-1956, or ask your
local computer retailer for Graphics Composer. 0
BYTM SYSTEMS, INC.
389 FIFTH AVE (SUITE 400)
NEW YORK, NY 10016
BYTM Systems, Inc. announces the introduction
of a new TVIMonitor stand for ATARI 400/800
and APPLE II consoles.
The stand is made of clear polished high~impact
acrylic. It securely holds a TVIMonitor up to 15
inches (diagonal) in screen size. Its open design
allows maximum air flow around the console and
provides easy access to top, sides and rear for cable
or ROM cartridge insertion.
The use of the stand reduces workspace crowding
while raising the TVIMonitor to eye level.
For ATARI 400/800 owners with ATARI 810
Disk Drives, it also provides a simple means of mini~
mizing the potential problem identified by ATARI
that:
Placing the ATARI 810 Disk Drive within 12
inches of a television set or monitor causes
alteration of the data. Use the disk drive a minimum of 12 inches from the TV or monitor.
The CLEAR STAND raised the TV/Monitor
10 inches above the table and makes leaving a
diagonal of 12 inches from the disk drive an
easy problem to solve.

CLEAR STAND is available for $59.95 from
BYTM Systems, Inc., 389 Fifth Avenue (Suite 400),
New York, NY 10016. Dealer inquiries are invited. 0

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER BEATS
SPACE INVADERS!
Are personal computer owners planning to take
control of the nation's air traffic? A computer pro~
gram which simulates the responsibilities of an ~ir
traffic controller is outselling other programs, mcluding the popular arcade games. The game, called
Air Traffic Controller, was written by David Mannering, a former air traffic controller.
Creative Computing Software, of Morris Plains,
NJ, has noted a substantial increase in sales of the
simulation since the beginning of the PATCO strike.
The program, available for six different home computers, has long been a best seller, but now outsells
all other programs in the Creative Computing lin~.
Like the air traffic controller's job, the simulation'
demands steady nerves under pressure and the
ability to analyze complex situations quickly under
pressure.
The player's goal is to get all of the aircraft to their
destination before the end of his shift. The computer
screen shows a radar display of aircraft positions in
the control area; coded information giving aircraft
heading, destination and fuel supply; and navaids
where aircraft can circle or be assigned automatic
approaches.
In Air Traffic Controller the player assumes responsibility for the safety of air traffic in a 400
square mile sector. During one shift in charge of this
airspace, 26 aircraft come under his control. Jets and
prop planes must be guided to and from airports,
navigational beacons and entry/exit fixes. The aircraft enter the airspace at various altitudes and headings, and they enter whether the controller is ready
or not.
The controller alters the altitudes and headings of
the various aricraft by typing commands on the key~
board of the computer.
An advanced version allows more aircraft, introduces fuel limitations, and has four additional area
maps, each with different challenges. No two games
in either version are ever alike.
Air Traffic Controller is available for the Atari
personal computer. The basic version sells for
$11.95 on cassette and the advanced version is
$19.95 on disk.
Creative Computing Software, 39 E. Hanover
Avenue, Morris Plains, NH 07950. (201) 5400445.0

•••

PREMIUM
SOFTWARE
FOR YOUR AlARI

B

..II\-.

DEDICATED TO

ATAR I(!)

Fantasy for your AlARI

Ali Baba

aM" tl1c fort\1 tl1icvcs

ARCADE GAMES 24K disk; 16K cassette; Joystick required

I~y

Add these HIGH RESDLUTIDN, REAL-TIME, ANIMATED games to your software arsenal. Get
FAST ACTION and FULL SOUND GRAPHICS that take advantage of the unique features of
your ATAR!. Enjoy challenge that requires strategy and skill.
SPACE CHASE Fly against intelligent invader clones. Arm Yourself with Nuclear Defense
Charges and play with or without Defense Shields. Enjoy this action-packed multicolor
space odyssey. Displays top score, number of planets saved and number of galaxies
conquered. $14.95 cassette; $19.95 disk
TIMEBOMB Meet the challenge of this fast moving animated race against time, enemy
aircraft and enemy bombs as you attempt to disarm timebombs set to explode ammunition depots. Avoid aircraft of varYing sizes and speeds - and their. bombs. Choose one of
ten Dayor Night Missions. Use from one to four Joysticks. Any number can play; top
players listed on scoreboard. $14.95 cassette; $19.95 disk

DATA MANAGEMENT

Sluart Smith

.

FILE-IT With this startup database system you can file and manage personal information
and data. Use this database system to create, sort, store, and manipulate information such
as appointment calendars, address or telephone data, credit or charge card records, stock
investments, medical or prescription information, hobby, coupon or other types of
collection informaton...and more. With a printer you get 1 or 2 across mailing labels, disk
Jacket Inventory covers and neatly written copy of all your data files. Comes with well
documented instruction manual explaining basics of computer filing. Fast and easy to
use. Holds 100+ records in 24K and over 300 in 40K. Requires minimum of 24K and one
disk drive. Pinter optional. $34.95 (Disk Only)
FILE-IT 2 An ex~anded database system which extends FILE-IT, provides the following
additional capabilities. User controlled data selection for creating subfiles from main data
files. Random access file updating for label and financial data files. Financial entry and
report generator programs provide data selection by code(s) and/or date(s). Monthly bar
graph program. generates visual pictures of selected data on screen/printer. Requires 1
disk drive, minimum of 24K RAM, and an 80 column printer. Supports single or multiple
disk drIVes. Includes detailed documentation, users manual and utility programs. $49.95

EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT
MY FIRST ALPHABET Will give your youngster an unparalleled learning experience.
Complete with melodies and thirty-six professional drawings, children see pictures and
hear tunes with letters and numbers of their own choosing or the ones you choose to
show. Package Includes a GRAPHICS EDITOR for creating, editing and VIEWING your own
custom drawings in real time. Use drawings with any basic program or as part of MY
FIRST ALPHABET. Instruction manual included. Minimum of 24K and disk required.
$29.95
WORDGAMES This package is jam-packed with hours of fun and challenge. Wordgames
contains GUESSIT, WORDJUMBLE and POSSIBLE. GUESSIT, a deductive alphabetic
reasoning ~ame for 1 or.2 players can also be used for teaching or learning dictionary
look-up skills. Comes with 60 word vocabulary. WORDJUMBLE is a multiple word
descrambling puzzle with play-on-word hints and mystery answers. Comes with 20
puzzles. Instructions show how to substitute your own words and clues. Use POSSIBLE as
a word game tool to assist creating or playing word or letter scrambling games by showing
all combinations of letters you supply. If you like word games you will love this package.
16K cassette $14.95; 24Kdisk $19.95

Guide your alter ego. ,\Ii Baba. rhcough the thieves mountain
den in an attenlpt [0 rescue the heautiful princess. Treasure.
magic. and great u,1nger await you! ()ne Of more human players
can guide up 10 seventeen frienclly characters through the many

rooms. halls. and caves. Some characters wander around
randomly. makin/( each adventure a little different.
ALI SABA A D THE. FORTY THIE.VE.S is written in high
resolulion color graphics and includes music and sound effecls.
Adventures can be saved 10 disk and resumed al a later lime.
Requires 32K.
On Diskette Only - $32.95

Graphics for your AlARI

Character Magic
Bv Chris Hull

UTILITIES
PROGRAMMING AIDS PACKAGE I Is four utility programs to help increase programming
effiCiency and learn more about your computer. RENUMBER handles references and even
variables. Generates Diagnostic Tables for programming error detection. PROGRAM
DECODER,. DECIMAL TO BCD and BCD TO DECIMAL programs give you a practical way of
studYing. Internal program representatIOn and ATARI number-conversion procedures.
Comes with comprehenSive users manual. 16K cassette $14.95; 24K disk $19.95
SWIFTY. UTILITIES Make programming time more efficient; increase programming
productivity. Includes all of PROGRAMMING AIDS I plus has REM Remover, Variable
Lister, Dlsklist, DOS Caller (access DOS Utilities with program in core), MENU/SELECTOR
(to run programs in either saved or listed format) and Custom Print (for preparing
condensed and indented program listings on either EPSON MX-80's or ATARI 825
printers). (Listings skip page perforations and title and number pages.) Minimum of 24K
disk system required. $29.95
DISKETTE INVENTORY SYSTEM Use this system to gain control of your expanding
disk/program Inventory. QUickly get locatIOns of single or multiple copies of your
programs and all your valuable files. An invaluable tool, this system is easy and
convenient to use and to update. 24K disk system required. $24.95 Printer suggested.
GRAPHICS EDITOR (refer to MY FIRST ALPHABET.)
DATALINK A menu d-riven FIRSr~CLASS tele-communi"cations
package. Requires 24K, 810, 850, modem (printer optional).
$34.95

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
TO ORDER SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

It's easy to creete your own character sets and save them to
diskette or cassette with CHARACTER MAGIC. But this is not just
another character editor. CHARACTER MAGIC helps you use 011 the
character types that the Atari is capoble of. inclUding descending
characters (8 x 10 dots) and two types of five-color character
grophics not supported by Atari's Operating System. Documentation includes examples of display lists that let you use these "secret"
graphics modes. Requires 32K.
Cassette or Diskette - 529.95
FOR OUR COMPLETE LINE OF ATARI SOFTWARE
PLEASE WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG

ASK FOR QUALITY SOFTWARE products at your favorite computer store. If necessary you may order directly from us. MasferCard and Yisa cardholders may place
orders by calling us at (213) 344-6599. Or mail your check or bankcard number to the
address above. California residents add 6% sales tax. Shipping Charges: Within
North America orders must include $1.50 for shipping and handling. Outside North
America the charge for airmail shipping and handling is $5.00. Pay in u.S. currency.

SWIFTY SOFTWARE INC.

~QUJlLrTY

P.O. BOX 641, MELVILLE, N.Y. 11'147
[516] 549-9141

~SOFTWJlRe

Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc., and all references to Atari should be so noted.

N.Y. RESIDENTS ADD 7'14% SALES TAX

6660

R~seda

Blvd.. Suife 105. Reseda. Ca. 91335

'Indicates trademarks of Alari.

(213) 344 659Q
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MORE ON PEEK'S AND POKE'S

BY GEORGE SMITH
A lot of novice programmers don't use poke
statements except for the obvious ones like POKE
752,1 for the cursor or POKE 82,3:POKE83,37 for
the margins, but pokes are a lot more powerful than
just for screen displays.
One company that recognized this fact· is Santa
Cruz Software. Their Master Memory Map booklet
(15 pages) explains the use of many locations
including some that Atari doesn't even mention. The
cost is a reasonable $5.95, and down right cheap if
you plan to do some serious programming.
One of my favorite pokes (because I'm lazy) is
POKE 580,1. I use an auto boot disk and if I'm
loosing in one of the computer~versus-human
games, I "accidentally" depress the system reset key.
This causes the computer to believe the keyboard
unit was just turned on and sends the disk to find the
menu, no more typing RUN "D:MENU" wow,
rough life.
Also, people believe Graphics mode 8 is strictly
one color, two luminescence. If you know the right
poke statements anyone can sweet~talk the Atari into
believing it's in Graphics mode 7. (see Analog No.3,
p. 32 for details) Even the clock is accessable using
Poke 18, 19 and 20.
The one super great thing about pokes is that they
are not permanent. As soon as the Atari is powered
down the values of the pokes return to their natural
(default) settings. Pokes can be entered in direct
(POKE 755,4) or indirect mode (POKE 755,0).
Hope I didn't lose anybody. Even the tape recorder
motor has a poke address (54018,52).
Now Peek is the actual setting at the moment for
the Poke value, in other words PRINT. PEEK (752)
will give you the value of the address 752. PEEK
752,1 is equal to POKE 752,1. It is a lot simpler than
it sounds. Atari gave a minor list .of commonly used
Pokes in the Basic Reference Manual Appendix I
(use the decimal location). Also, in the new Atari
Connection Vol. 1, Number 2 p. 22 there is a short
routine for disabling the break key. 0
Queue, Inc. announces the May publication of
two new educational software catalogues for the
1981 ~ 1982 school year: Queue Catalogue IVA
covering Apple, Atari and Compucolor; and Queue
Catalogue IVB covering Pet and TRS-80.
The catalogues carry the educational software
offerings of over 70 publishers, listed by computer,
subject area, and grade level. All software can be
ordered directly from Queue. The two catalogues'
sell for $8.95 each. Write Monica Kantrowitz, President, Queue, Inc., 5 Chapel Hill Drive, Fairfield, CT
06432.

ATARI" 400 AND 800'" COMPUTER OWNERS

AN OFFER
YOU CAN-T REFUSE I
POI produces some of the most innovative
software for the Atari computer now
available. In order to convince you. we
have developed a sample cassette to show off
our proyramminy skills. The sample cassetie
has i:ln i:lnimation-based educational proyml11 on
side A, and a mixed graphics i:lnd voice
demonstration on side B.
Just
$:{.95 If you don't like the proyrams.
simply erase and use the cassette as d
bli:lnk l (The cassette is a su~rior
quality. screw type C-20 with premium AGfA
or BASF tape. )

cose

If you accept our offer. we will credit $3.Y5
against any future order with our company.
Just return the cassette with your order.
For the sample cassette send $3.95 to
Program Design. Inc.. 11 Idar Court.
Greenwich. CT 06830. (Foreign urders
include an extra $2.00 for postage.)

ATARI" is the registered trademark of ATARI, Inc.

NATIONAL COMPUTER CAMP
Youngsters ages 10-18, novice to advanced, can
sign up for computer camp. This year's National
Computer Camp will be held in two locations:
Simsbury, Connecticut and Atlanta, Georgia. Oneweek and two-week sessions are available from July
11 to August 6. This educational and recreational
experience may offer a unique opportunity to
implement a program for the gifted and talented.
For further information contact Michael Zabinski,
Ph,D. (Professor, Fairfield University) at P.O. Box
624, Orange, Connecticut, 06477, or call
203-795-3049.
ATARIONE-LINER:
10 P=PEEK(764):SOUND 0, P, 10, 10:
SOUND I,P=20, 12, 6: GOTO 10
This small "One-Liner" demonstrates a very
useful memory location. The peek does not return
the ASCII number for the key you press. It returns
on an internal code number.
TRY IT!!! 0

YOU NEED

_~_Speed
• Optimized Systems Software, the company that brought you BASIC A+ and OS/A+, proudly presents
another "PLUS".
• SpeedRead+ is the world's first speed reading tutor designed for use on your personal computer.
• SpeedRead+ begins with training your eyes and mind to function as the incredible precision machine
they were meant to be.
• SpeedRead+ goes beyond mere words - it trains you to recognize phrases and columns instantly - it
exercises your peripheral vision - it increases your comprehension.
• SpeedRead+ matches your pace - now and in the future.

AVAILABLE NOW!
For 16K ATARI" computers with disk, Introductory Price
Coming soon for APPLE II". Inquire about availability of TRS-80" and cassette versions.

$59.95

SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY!
Call or write for a descriptive brochure of SpeedRead+ ,. and other fine OSS products, such as OS/A+,
BASIC A+, and TINY C".
ATARI, APPLE II, TRS-BO, and TINY C are trademarks of Atari, Inc., Apple Computer, Inc., Radio Shack, and Tiny C
~'i>'SOCia\es, respectively. SpeedRead+ is a trademark of Eagle Software and Optimized Systems Software.

Opdmlzed Systems Software, Inc., 10379 Lansdale Ave., Cuperdno, CA 95014, (408) 446·3099
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3-DIMENSIONALCiRAPHS
MADE FASTAND EASY
BY TOM HUDSON
PROGRAM REQUIRES 16K
FIGURE

In this issue of ANALOG, I review the ATARI
(TM) graphics package. As you may
recall, I was somewhat irritated by the rather slow
nature of the "three~dimensional plot" function
provided in the package. This function allows the
user to generate "3D" graphs from any equation.
Now, I'm not one to complain about something
without offering some sort of viable alternative, so in
this article I will introduce a 3~D graph program
which is easy to use and will produce graphs very
quickly.
By now, many readers are probably asking, "What
in the world is a 3-D graph?" which is not a bad
question at this point, and one which I will try to
answer.
We are all familiar with the 2~dimensional (flat)
graph. They are usually called "line" or "bar"
graphs. Figure 1 is a line graph of the equation
Y=2*X. When X is one, Y is two times one, or two.
When X is four, Y is two times four, or eight, and so
on.

2

GRAPH~IT

V

FIGURE

1

8
7

z

)(

We start with a grid marked with X and Y
coordinates, then we lay this grid flat, as in figure 2 (a
good way to visualize this is to lay a piece of graph
paper on a table in front of you). Next we use an
equation to determine the 'Z' coordinate. The Z
value tells how high off the table each point on the
grid is. The Zcoordinate is always derived from the X
and Y values. For example, in the equation Z =
(X +Y)*3, when we are at the coordinates X= 1 and Y
=3, Z would equal 12 (4 times 3). On our graph, this
would be represented as a small peak in the middle of
the grid (figure 3), telling us that where X=l and
Y=3, the Z value is 12. When this process is repeated
for each point on the grid, we have a graph of the
equation. 3~dimensional graphs are useful for
visualizing how an equation will act with varying X
and Y data.

6

5
4
3
2

FIGURE

1

1 2 3

4

5 678

)(

z
In a 3~dimensional graph, things are a little more
complicated. As the name implies, we are trying to
represent a 3~imensional form, derived from an
equation. In order to represent any 3~dimensional
object, we need three coordinates. We will label
these coordinates X (width), Y (depth), and Z
(height).

)(

3
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Accompanying this article is a program listing. It is
a simple but effective 3~dimensional graph
generation program. It is NOT meant as a
replacement for the GRAPH~IT 3D plot program
but rather an enhancement.
Let's say you want a 3~D plot of an equation. You
don't know what it will look like, but you'd like to
get some idea before you wait an hour for GRAPH~
IT to process it. With this program, you can
"preview" a 3~D graph, then if you want a detailed
copy, you can run it through the GRAPH~IT
package. An equation requiring 70 minutes on the
GRAPH~IT program can be processed by this
program in five. Of course, the GRAPH~IT version
is much smoother and will do such things as
automatic scaling, but if you need to have the output
quickly, this program can do it.

FUNCTION
LINE#
Set up the arrays needed to store the plot
80
points.
Turn off the Direct Memory Access. This
speeds up the calculations. (See ANALOG
issue #2, UNLEASH THE POWER OF
ATARI'S CPU)
Set the screen limits for the graphics
160
clipping routine (See lines 600-720)
210,230This is a FOR~NEXT loop for calculating
the Z value for each point on the grid. Line
220 is where your equation should be
placed. Line 220 in the listing is the
equation that was used for the illustration
above. Simply type any equation, starting
with Z=. The program will do the rest.
270,300After all the Z values have been calculated,
this section changes them to plot
coordinates so that they can be put on the
screen.
This line turns the screen Direct Memory
340
Access on again.
This
line draws the 'zero reference' outline.
380
This is simply the outline of the grid before
the Z coordinates were calculated. It lets
you know where zero is, relative to the rest of the
points on the grid.
420,430This section actually draws the grid on the
screen using the data in the GX and GY
arrays. It uses the graphics clipping routine
(lines 600-720). The clipping routine will
let the program continue drawing even if
the graph goes off the screen.
470,500These lines draw the vertical lines from the
baseline to the corners of the graph.
This line loops the program forever. Hit
540
the break key to stop the program.
600, 720This is a modified graphics clipping
routine (See ANALOG #2, A GRAPHICS
CLIPPING ROUTINE). It is modified to

120
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only clip lines that extend beyond the top and
bottom of the screen, not the sides. To use,
simply set up Xl, YI, X2 and Y2 then
GOSUB 600. This is the same function as
PLOT Xl, YI: DRAWTO X2, Y2.

You can try any equation you like in line 220, just
set Z to the result. Included below are a few
interesting equations for you to try, along with the
time required to generate the graphs. Simply replace
line 220 with one of these equations. Happy
graphing! 0
10 REM 3-D GRAPH PROGRAM
20 REM Copyright Ie} 1981
30 REM by A.N.A.L.O.G. 400/800 Mag.
40 REM WRITTEN BY TOM HUDSON
50 REM *********************
60 REM
70 GRAPHICS 24:SETCOLOR 2,O,O:COLOR 1
80 DIM GXI21,11),GYI21,11)
90 REM
100 REM *** DMA OFF ***
110 REM
120 POKE 559,0
130 REM
140 REM *** SET CLIPPING LIMITS ***
150 REM
160 XR=319:XL=0:YT=0:YB=191
170 REM
180 REM *** YOUR FORMULA GOES ***
190 REM *** INSIDE THIS LOOP ***
200 REM
210 FOR X=1 TO 21:FOR Y=1 TO 11
220 Z=IX+Y}*3
230 GYIX,Y)=Z:NEXT Y:NEXT X
240 REM
250 REM *** CALC. SCREEN COORDS. ***
260 REM
270 FOR X=l TO 21:FOR Y=1 TO 11
280 GXIX,Y)=(X-l)*10+IY-l)*10
290 GY(X,Y)=180-(Y~1)*10-GY(X,Y}
300 NEXT Y:NEXT X
310 REM
320 REM *** DMA ON AGAIN ***
330 REM
340 POI<E 559, 34
350 REM
360 REM *** DRAW BASELINE ***
370 REM
380 PLOT O,180:DRAWTO 200,180:DRAWTO 3
00,80:DRAWTO 100,80:DRAWTO 0,180
390 REM
400 REM *** PLOT THE GRAPH ***
410 REM
420 FOR X=1 TO 21:FOR Y=2 TO 11:Xl=GX(
X,Y-l):Yl=GY(X,Y-l}:X2=GX(X,Y):Y2=GY(X
,Y):GOSUB 600:NEXT Y:NEXT X
430 FOR Y=l TO 11:FOR X=2 TO 21:Xl=GX(
X-l,Y}:Yl=GYIX-l,Y):X2=GXIX,Y):Y2=GY(X
,Y):GOSUB 600:NEXT X:NEXT Y
440 REM
450 REM *** DRAW VERTICAL LINES ***
460 REM
470 Xl=0:Yl=180:X2=GX(l,l):Y2=GY(l,l}:
GOSUB 600
480 Xl=200:Yl=180:X2=GX(21,l):Y2=GY(21
,l):GOSUB 600
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490 X1=300:Y1=80:X2=GX(21,11):Y2=GY(21
,11):GOSUB 600
500 X1=100:Y1=80:X2=GX(1,11):Y2=GY(1,1
l):GOSUB 600
510 REM
520 REM *** LOOP FOREVER ***
530 REM
540 GOTO 540
550 REM
560 REM ***************************
570 REM * GRAPHICS CLIP ROUTINE *
580 REM ***************************
590 REM
600 T1=0:T2=0:B1=0:B2=0:IF Y1<YT THEN
T1=1:GOTO 620
610 IF Y1>YB THEN B1=1
620 IF Y2<YT THEN T2=1:GOTO 640
630 IF Y2>YB THEN B2=1
640 IF T1+T2=2 OR B1+B2=2 THEN RETURN
650 X3=X1:Y3=Y1:X4=X2:Y4=Y2:GOSUB 690
660 T1=T2:B1=B2:X1=XW:Y1=YW:X3=X2:Y3=Y
2:X4=X1:Y4=Y1:GOSUB 690
670 IF Y1<YT OR Y1>YB OR YW<YT OR YW>Y
B THEN RETURN
680 PLOT X1.Y1:DRAWTO XW.YW:RETURN
690 IF T1+B1=0 THEN XW=X3:YW=Y3:RETURN
7rnJ IF T1 THEN YW=YT:XW=X3+(X4-X3)*(YT
-Y3)!(Y4-Y3):X3=XW:Y3=YW:RETURN
710 IF 81 THEN YW=YB:XW=X3+(X4-X3)*(YB
-Y3)!(Y4-Y3):X3=XW:Y3=YW:RETURN
720 RETURN.

POR YOUR

SIMULATIONS

400/800

(THE CIIALLENGEM SERIES)

Roman Conquest
Attack of the Yeti
Disaster at Sealab

$14.95
$14.95
$14.95

All 3 on diskette

$39.95

(cassette)

MCADE STYLE GAMES

Star Fortress
Nebulon
Submarine Strike

$17.95
$17.95
$17.95

All 3 on diskette

$39.95

(cassette)

CHECKS OR '10NEY ORDERS ACCEPTED.
ALL PROGRAMS REQU r RE 16 K ME~10RY.
DEALER INQUIRIES ARE

WELCO~lE.

:-lirage Software
Ave.

Mass.

NEW FROM

WARLOCK'S
REVENGE

Synergistic
Software

AN EXCITING ATARI* HIGH-RES ADVENTURE GAME
Over 100 high resolution pictures in this
two disk adventure. guide you to treasure as
well as dangers. As you explore caverns and
castles you use your various skills to obtain
the riches therein. while eluding the pitfalls
and creatures that abound. You provide the
Atari. Warlock's Revenge provides the
challe'n9e'· Requ ires ell leels! i1 40K. 400 HOO
ll'ilh Alclri F3elsic' and di~k $35.00

SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
5221 120th Ave. S.E.
Bellevue, Washington 98006

(206) 226·3216

Available for the Apple II Computer
as Oldorf's Revenge
from Highlands Computer Services

AlARI* 400/800 are trademarks of
Atari Computers Inc.
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GAME REVIEW:
USHOOTING GALLERY"
Review by Tony Messina
Being a lover of all types of Arcade games, I
couldn't resist the opportunity to review
SHOOTING GALLERY, one of the first offerings
from the ANALOG 400/800 software group. I was
skeptical at first, after all, what could this game have
that was really exciting? I figured I would be bored
after playing the game several times and place it in my
box of unused software (along with all the other
programs that sounded good in the advertisements
but turned out to be bombs). Upon receipt of the
package, I loaded SHOOTING GALLERY and
played ... I played it again ... I'M STILL PLAYING!!
Please allow me to describe this program in detail in
order to clarify my excitement.

your chance to go BIG GAME hunting! Hit the bear
as many times as possible scoring 50 points for each
hit. You have unlimited shots when shooting at the
bear, so keep shooting until he runs off the screen.
Don't be fooled at his initial slow walk, the bear can
really move out quickly after a number of hits (I
would too!!!). When the bear disappears, a new
screen full of animals and pipes appear for you to
shoot. The game ends when you run out of bullets. In
addition to all the action on the screen a calliope
play in the background, providing music for the
parade of animals. The longer you play the higher the
pitch of the tune goes. It also speeds up in rhythm.

THE GAME

There is only one thing that I didn't enjoy about
SHOOTING GALLERY and that is the long wait for
it to load. The program is only available on tape but I
hope it will soon be available on disk. * Other than
this slight problem, the game is fun to play!! It is a
simple concept but there is a subtle strategy that
must be used if you want a high score. The graphics,
colors and sound are combined very well in this
game. Animation is excellent as well as being entertaining. This is not only my opinion but that of
others. I called in the local neighborhood crew for
the critical test. This included the kids, parents, and
fellow workers. Everyone, without exception, was
glued to the screen. Laughter, excitement and just
plain fun filled the room. The only problem we had
was trying to keep everyone from grabbing the joystick when a player was done. The game is well worth
the $21.95 price and should be part of everyone's
software library. Congratulations are in order for
Phil Mork, the program author, and ANALOG
software, the distributors.

SHOOTING GALLERY turns your ATARI into a
carnival of fun. The documentation is well written
and is more than adequate in discussing how to load
and operate the game. There are seven types of
targets presented to you to try your skill. Rabbits,
owls, ducks, pipes, a bull's eye, stars and a walking
bear (more on the bear later). The targets move on
three levels in different directions. The top level
(worth 60 pts. when hit) moves from left to right, the
middle level (40 pts.) moves from right to left, and
the lower level (20 pts.) from left to right. The point
scores indicated above are for the animal type
targets. The bull's eye and stars, although not worth
any points for scoring, provide additional bullets
with which to continue the game. The Bull's eye is
worth 5 extra bullets and stars are worth 10 extra
bullets when you hit them. The pipes move from
right to left at the top of the screen and are worth the
value indicated on the screen. This value decreases
by ten each time you take a shot. The gun, used to
shoot these targets, is controlled with a joystick.
There is no need to worry about crooked barrels or
bent sights with this gun.

THE TARGET ANTICS
Remember the ducks I told you about? Well, they
travel in straight, erect military posture until they get
to the bottom row. At this point, they take off and
fly! Wings flapping to and fro, back and forth,
getting lower and lower. I won't reveal what happens
when they get too low, but it is advisable to shoot
them as soon as possible. And now the bear. The
be-at is worth 50 points. You will not see him,
however, until you clear the screen of all targets.
Pipes are considered targets so you must shoot all of
them as well. When the screen is clear you receive 50
points for any bullets remaining. The bear then
wanders onto the screen, walking slowly. Now is

THE VERDICT

SHOOTING

GALLERY

RATING

SCALE

Analog Software: Shooting Gallery
1 - 10 (Unsatisfactory - Ideal)
Concept
9
Originality
8
Challenge
9
Skill
9
Graphics
10
Sound
10
Overall Rating
9.2

*

Now available on diskette
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GAME REVIEW:
JAWBREAKER
Review by Phil Shafer
Hold on to your hats, folks! We now have a bonafide winner to tell you about!! Till now, we ATARI
owners were only able to enjoy the really super
graphics and sound-effects our systems are capable
of when people from ATARI had created one of their
fine machine-language games. Not any more ...
there's a new game out called "JAWBREAKER"
that will make every game-playing ATARI owner
able to show off this computer's power.
First the data:
Program Name: JAWBREAKER
Author's Name: John Harris
Available from: OnLine Systems, 36576 Mudge
Ranch Road, Coarsegold, CA 93614
Phone Number: (209) 683-6858
Price (diskette only): $29.95 + $1 for shipping &
handling
Now to describe the game ... If you are familiar
with the game "PacMan" (R) then you will
immediately see a striking resemblance between that
game and JAWBREAKER. In fact, some aficionados
of PacMan have even said that they believe JAWBREAKER is better! You use a joystick to control
the movement of a "chomping" set of teeth through
a maze. As you move, you can travel over evenly
spaced dots that are worth 10 points apiece. You can
also go over bonus objects (such as a heart or a sailboat), if these appear, and get up to 500 more points
for these. Sounds sorta dull so far, huh? Well, if this
were all there was to the game, it would get to be dull
in a hurry.
The catch is, there are these four rapidly-moving,
rolling, tumbling, and spinning "life savers" (circles
with happy faces inside them) that exit from their
centrally located starting box and move around that
maze looking for you. And when they find you, you
won't look the same as you used to. (To completely
describe what happens would rob you of some of the
fine sense of humor the author has used in crafting
this clever game). You can, however, get revenge on
these nasty candies - there are four rotating circles
which can be used (once each) to turn those happyfaced critters into blue, sad faces for a short
time ... and while they are in that state, YOU can
chase THEM! When you catch up with them, they
are also worth up to 800 points. Just be careful not to
let them revert back to their original colors while
you're too near them, because when this happens,
they'll start chasing you again.
The author has done some other nice things in his
implementation that also enhance the fun of this
game even more. There's some well-done music at

the start of the game (and also when you press the
RESET key); a "wraparound" tunnel in the maze
that lets you travel through it faster than those pesky
candies; some other creative sound effects (such as a
distinctive "gulp" when you go over the bonus
items). If you can survive through several complete
cleanings of all the lO-point dots with your teeth still
intact, you get a bonus set of teeth. I've intentionally
left out one of the funniest parts - just watch what
happens each time you get all the dots off the
maze ... a laugh is guaranteed. It is this reviewer's
opinion that this is the best arcade-type game yet
inplemented for the ATARI. I MOST highly
recommend it! (On a scale of 1 to 10, I would give it
an II!
Note - the diskette is non-copyable ... the store
has indicated a 90-day free replacement for damaged
media; after that, $5 gets you a new disk. 0

Our High Quality Software Is More Than A
Stroke Of Genius..• It's A Work Of Art.
o PM EDITOR:

by Dennis Zander (Atari, 16K)
Create your own fast action graphics game for the
Atari 400 or BOO using its player missile graphics fea·
tures. By using player data stored as strings, players can
be moved or changed (for animation) at machine Ian·
guage speed, All this is done with string variables
(PO:j;(Y)=SHIP4), This program is designed to permit
creation of up to 4 players on the screen, store the.m as
string data and then immediately try Ihem out In the
demo game included in the program. Instructions for
use in your own game are Included, PM EDITOR was
used to create the animated characters In ARTWORX
RINGS OF THE EMPIRE and ENCOUNTER AT QUESTAR IV.
PRICE
, .. $29.95 cassette $33.95diskette

o ROCKET RAIDERS bv

Richard Petersen (Atarl 24K)
Defend your asteroid base against pulsar bombs. roc
kels, lasers. and the dreaded "stealth saucer" as aliens
attempt to penetrate your protective force field. PrecIse
target sighting allows you to fire at the enemy uSing mag·
netIc impulse missiles to help protect your colony and·
its vital structures.
PRICE
' $19.95cassette $23,95 dISkette

o INTRUDER ALERT!

by Dennis Zander (Atari, 16K)
This is a fast paced action ~ame in which you must
escape from the "Dreadstar' with the secret plans,
The droids are after you and you must find and enter
your ship in order to escape. If you fall, the rebellion
IS doomed. PRICE, .. $16.95 cassette $20.95 diskette

o THE RINGS OF THE EMPIRE:

by Dennis Zander
(Atarl 16K)
The Empire has developed a series of battle stations
protected by one or more rings of energy. You must de5
troy these weapons by attacking them In your Y.wing
fighter armed with Zydon torpedoes. Each time you
blast through the nngs and destroy the station, the
Empire develops a new station with more protective rings
PRICE" " .. "" .. $16.95cassette $20,95 diskette

o FOREST FIRE!:

by Richard Petersen (Atarl,24K)
Using excellent color graphics, your Atari is turned In'
to a fire scanner to help you direct operations to contain
a forest fire. You must compensate for changes in wind,
weather and terrain. Not protecting valuable property
can result in startling penalties, Life·like variables make
FOREST FIRE a very suspenseful and challenging simu,
' $16.95 cassette $20.95di5kette
lation, PRICE

o

STUD POKER: bv Jerrv White (Atar;, 16K)
This is the classic ~ambler's card Rame. You will fInd
the com outer to be a worthy opponent who occasionally
bluffs but never cheats STUD POKER emplovs all of the
Atarl's sound. color and 'graohics capabilities.
PRICE
, .. $14,95Cassette~18,95dlSkette

o ALPHA FIGHTER:

by Douglas McFarland (Atari, 16K)
Consisting of two different prog,rams, ALPHA FIGHTER
requires you to destroy the alien starshlps. As you
become more successful, the games get harder and
and harder. PRICE,
$14,95 cassette $18,95 dISkette

------TYPE.'N.TALK· - - - - - ARTWORX is offerinR the fantastic TYPE· 'N -TALK'"
from Votrax· This easy-to-use unit connects to your
computer's serial port Text is automatically translated
into electronic speech enabling the TYPE - 'N - TALK'"
hobbyist to use and enjoy it immediately.
PRICE
,. $329.00
The following ARTWORX programs are available for
TYPE'N·TALK.
STUD POKER (Atari,24K) .,
,$16,95cassette
$20.95diskette
TEACHER'S PET (Atari,24K: North Star) $16,951 $20.95
BRIDGE 2.0 (Atarl, 24K; North Star) ,,$19.95 I $23.95
NOMINOES JIGSAW (Atari, 24K)
$17.95 I $21.95
Please speedy "TNT" version when ordering programs.

o CRANSTON

MANOR ADVENTURE: by Larry Ledden
(Atar;, North Star and CP1M)
You must enter mysterious Cranston Manor and attempt
to collect its many treasures. This extemely challenging
program will proVide you with many hours (days?) of
adventure. The program may be interrupted at will and

~~I~~tat~s saved onto the dl~kett~

$21.95 diskette

o BLOCKADE:

by Edward Schneider (Atan, 16K)
Every games library needs a Blockade program, and this
IS one of the best. Choose from three levels of diff"
culty and play against another person or by yourself

o MAIL LIST 3.0: (Atari, Apple and North Star)
The very popular MAIL LIST 2.2 has now been up·
graded, Version 3.0 offers enhanced editing capabilities
to complement the many otherfeatures which have made
thIS program so popular. MAIL LIST is unique in its
ability to store a maximum number of addresses on one
diskette (typically between 1200 and 250'0 names ).
'
Entries can be retrieved by name, keyword(s) or by zip
codes. They can be written to a printer or to another
fde for complete file management. The program produces I. 2 or 3·up address labels and will sort by zip
code (5 or 9 digits) or alphabetically (by last name). Files
are easily merged and MAIL LIST will even find and
delete duplicate entries The address files created with
'
MAIL LIST are completely
compatible with ARTWORX
FORM LETTER SYSTEM,
PRICE
'" $49,95diskette

o THE

VAULTS OF ZURICH: by Felix and Ted Herlihy
(Atari.24K, PET)
Zurich is the banking capital of the world, The rich and
powerful deposit their wealth in its famed impregnable
vaults. But you, as a master thief, have dared to under·
take the boldest heist of the century. You will journey
down a maze of corridors and vaults, eluding the most
sophisticated security system in the world. Your goal is
to reach the Chairman's Chamber to steal the most trea·
sured possesSion of all: THE OPEC OIL DEEDS'
PRICE
$21.95cassette $25.95 diskette

o BRIDGE 2.0

PET: by Arthur Walsh
(Atarl, Apple,
TRS·BO.PET, North Star and CPIM (MBASIC) systems),
ThIS IS an introductIOn to computers as well as a learnIng tool for the young computerlSt (ages 3·7) The pro·
gram prOVides counting practice, letter·word recognitIOn
and three levels of math skills
PRICE
$14,95 cassette $18,95 dISkelfe

by Arthur Walsh
(Atari (24K), Apple
TRS·BO, PET, North Star and CPIM (MBASIC) systems)
Rated # I by Creative Computing, BRIDGE 2.0 IS the
only program that allows you to both bid for the contract
and play out the hand (on defense or offense ), Interest·
'
ing hands may be replayed uSing the "duplicate"
bridge
feature. This is certainly an ideal way to finally learn to
play bridge or to get Into a game when no other (human)
players are ;:wailable
PRICE
,. $17,95cassette $21,95diskette

o FORM

LETIER SYSTEM: (Atarl, North Star and Apple)
ThiS IS the Ideal program for creatIng personalized form
letters. FLS employs a slmple·to-use text edItor for pro·
ducing fully Justified letters. Addresses are stored In a
separate fde and are automatically inserted into your
form letter along With a personalized salutation. Both
letter flies and address tiles are compatible WIth ART·
WORX MAIL LIST 3 Oand TEXT EDITOR programs
PRICE
$39.95dlskette

O' ENCOUNTER AT QUESTAR IV: by Douglas McFarland

o

o THE NOMINOES JIGSAW PUZZLE:

~~~cft.the clock

$14,95cassetie $lB.95dlSkette

o TEACHER'S

HEARTS 1,5: b'r' Arthur Walsh
(Atari
24K, Apole, TRS·BO, PET, North Star and
.
.
You are pitted aRainst two computer opponents In thIS
Dopularcard ~ame. The proRram employs a hard-to-beat
plavinR al~orithm which creates quite a challenRe for
even the advanced olaver.
PRICE
$15.95 cassette $19.95 dISkette

CPIM (MBASIC) svstems).

(Atari,24K)
As helmsman of Rikar starship, you must defend
Questar Sector IV from the dreaded Zentarians. Using
your plasma beam. hyperspace engines and wits to avoid
Zentarian mines and death phasers. you struggle to stay
alive. This BASICI Assembly level program has super
sound. full player missile graphics and real time ~ction.
PRICE,
' ."., $23,95 cassette $27.95 dISkette
bvC. Minns/S- Brownlee (Atari. 24K, TRS·BO, and Apple)
We quote ... "A brainteaser supreme.: t~e c~!1cept
of NOMINOES JIGSAW is brillan!. ' , thIS Video flgsaw
Rame is so clever and completely Original that only
the most hardhearted puzzle hater could lall to be charm·
ed." -ELECTRONIC GAMES MAGAZINE
PRICE $17.95 cassette (also available for TRS·BO color
comouter) $21.95 diskette,

Highest Quality
Software*,
Guaranteed.

o GIANT SLALOM:

by Dennis Zander (Atari, 16K),
Bring theWinter Olympics toyour computer anytime of
the year Use the joystick to guide your skier's path
down a 'giant slalom course consisting of open and
closed gates. Choose from three levels of difficulty.
Take practice runs or compete against from two to

~Wrdidditional

skiers $15.95 cassette $19.95 diskette

o HODGE PODGE: by Marsha Meredith
(Apple4BK, Applesoft or Integer BASIC)
Thiscaptivating program is a marvelous learnIng device
for children from 1B months to 6 years. HODGE PODGE
consists of many cartoons, animations and songs which
appear when any key on the computer is depressed, A
must for any family containing young children and an

:~r~i

$19.95 diskette

o SPACE TRAP: by Edward Schneider
(Atari 16K)
A fleet of Antharian spacecraft is entenng the Galaxy
through a recently opened Black Hole. It is your mission
to enter the Black Hole and delay the attacking forces
lon, enouih to allow the hole to close, trapping all those
inSIde forever.
NICE
.. $14.95cassette $18.95diskette

ARTWORX SOFTWARE COMPANY

150 North Main Street

Fairport, NY 14450

(716) 425·2833

•••••.••••• " •. " Call ARTWORX toll-free number to order direct: ..... " .... ".... :
:~.IJ 800-828-6573 InNewYork Alaska .Hawall ca.1I (.716) 425 2833 ~:
:
All orders are processed and shipped Within 48 hours,
~:
"

:
:
:
:
:
•

Shipping and handling charges:
Within North America Add$2 00
OutSide North America Add 10% (Air Mail)
New York State reSidents add 7% sales tax
Quantity Discounts;
Deduct 10% when ordering 3 or more programs
Ask for ARTWORX at your local computer store.

~

"

:
:
:
Write for FREE atalogue :
listing more information
about these and other
quality ARTWORX programs. :

~

"ATARI. APPLE, TRS,BO, PET, NORTH STAR, CP/M. and TYPE'N TALK are re~isted tradonames andlor trademarks:
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IS THERE ALASER DISK IN YOUR FUTURE 1.....
By Bill Latino
What's this, a general interest article appearing in
ANALOG? One about a device not yet successfully
interfaced to any personal computers -let alone the
ATARl? Bear with me if you will, for the laser disc,
though in its infancy as a consumer entertainment
device, promises to become one of the most power~
ful and versatile peripherals at our disposal. Perhaps
a lofty vision for a device conceived as merely a sort
of fancy 'record player' for television.
Consider a few of the laser disc's attributes - it's
nearly impervious to dust, scratches, fingerprints,
and media wear (try playing frisbee with your floppy
or Winchester media ... ), it has a storage capacity of
10" bits per disc (a few megabucks worth of floppy
or Winny media - a blank laser disc costs only 10
bucks), the laser disc can store 54,000 frames of
random access video information (yes, that's 54,000
screens full of text, high~res, graphics, broadcast
resolution pictures, or what have you) with a worst~
case access time of5 seconds, and, best of all, the cost
for all this technology is a mere 750 bucks.
The fly in the ointment? Actually there's two first, the laser disc is a read only device and second,
no one has come out yet with a device and the soft~
ware necessary to interface a laser with a micro~
computer. However, both problems are being at~
tacked with vigor. Although the word is that the
second obstacle is much nearer to being resolved
than the first, it's reassuring to note that the 'Big
Boys' have set only a two year timetable on develop~
ing a read/write laser disc. But even assuming the
worst - that it takes a couple years just to imple~
ment and market an interface, it shouldn't be too
difficult to imagine the scenario following.
It's a Saturday morning early in November of
1983, as you sit in front of your 640K ATARI 1200
you debate whether to put the final touches on the
sales forecast you've been slaving over the past week
or brush up on your pre~flight training. Logic wins
out, after all it is Saturday and you do have your first
flight lesson this Tuesday. So you connect up the
special cockpit module you borrowed from your
instructor, turn on your Sony 6 foot holographic
projection T. V., ATARI 1250 Video Disc Interface
module, Pioneer laser disc player, and bring up your
computer. In only minutes you're airborne and into
your first steep bank. Once again you can't help but
marvel at the realism you're enjoying - although
you have to admit that it isn't always enjoyable memories of last week's practice session are all too
vivid ... your poor attempt at recovery from a stall,
the shuddering of the hydraulics felt through the
control module, the fear and nausea, and finally the

crash simulation itself. You blush at the memory of
the involuntary scream ... and still wonder how the
pilot who filmed that sequence ever pulled out. Of
course the crash itself was just depicted in high
resolution graphics, but you recall being just a few
hundred feet above the ground before the film gave
way to graphics.
Anyway, this week you'll do better. Just as you're
about to practice a similar stall however, your wife
comes rushing in with the new Sears Catalog and the
pronouncement that she just has to order a new dress
for that wedding coming up next week. You concede
defeat,knowing the futility of argument in such cases.
Before surrendering your chair you pull the flight
simulator disc and obligingly ready the CAT Modem
for that potentially expensive marriage to the tele~
phone receiver. With practiced ease she slips into the
chair, takes the Catalog from its iacket and places the
disc into the player. Seconds later life size models are
competing for her attention. Go ahead, admit it competing for yours too! In a few minutes the deci~
sion is made, the code entered into the system, the
order is acknowledged, billed to MasterCard, and a
ship date is provided.
The damage done', you prepare to go back to the
task at hand;when you are advised by your daughter
that she simply must use the encyclopedia to re~
search a subject for her science class. Without wait~
ing for an answer she gains the chair, removes the
latest copy of Encyclopedia Britannica from the ref~
erence shelf, slips off its jacket, places the platter on
the player, deftly locates her subject, lists to the
printer the three pages of interest, and surrenders the
chair all before you can voice your objection.
At least your son is not home so there's no chance
of his demanding the console to play his latest inter~
active Adventure Game, filmed entirely on location
at several famous European medieval castles, and
one infamous Hollywood studio.
A phonecall interrupts your return to flight prac~
tice - it's your best friend Phil - wants to know if
you've heard of the new Pioneer laser disc drive.
Seems it has record capabilities as well as play and
costs only a few bucks more than the unit you're
using now ... fear not, you can always watch Jaws IV
on your obsolete play only machine!
Lest you think the above scene unlikely, it may
be interesting to note that Martin Duhms,formerly
Vice President of Marketing at Lexidata, has formed
New Media Graphics, a systems house devoted to
developing and marketing laser disc based micro
systems.
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Then there's Project Aspen, a joint Army/M.LT.
simulation project melding laser disc technology
with computers. Seems a film crew went to Aspen,
Colo., drove down every street, making all possible
turns and filming the entire sequence. The film was
subsequently transferred to laser discs and the upshot is that the videodisc was interfaced to a computer, allowing a simulated trip down any street in
Aspen by joystick control. The intelligence implications of the above are rather obvious.
Of course you've probably heard of Readers
Digest's acquisition of a controlling interest in one of
the major computer timeshare networks. I assure
you this has nothing to do with selling magazines as
we now know them. On a similar note, it has been
admitted by at least two newsweekly magazines that
they are investigating the possibility of eventually
going to a videodisc format - people just don't seem
to have much time for reading these days.
Concerning holographic projection, Sony, Panasonic and ]YC all assure us they've units in the
works. I've yet to see Sony not come through.
Laser disc/computer marriage? I'd bet my Atari
on it! 0
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ALTERNATE REALITY
SOFTWARE
Presents for the Atari

THEICHING
THE ANCIENT CHINESE BOOK OF DIVINATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The complete text of the world's oldest book on disk
40K program
73 disk files (155,000 bytes)
Occupying 1211 disk sectors
High Resolution Graphics
Animation
Music and Sound Effects
Instructional text material
Calculates and Displays Hexagrams
Displays Judgement, Image, Moving Lines for primary
& secondary Hexagrams
• $44.95
order from:

Alternate Reality Software
2111 W. Arapahoe Drive
Littleton, Colorado 80120
Dealer inquiries invited
Atari is a T.M. of Atari, Inc.

Auto-dial / Auto-answer
for Atari 400/800·
Our MICROCONNECllON™ for the Atari·

comes in two versions - the RS232
MICROCONNECTION™, for
use with the 850· Interface
Module (Autodial / Autoanswer
optional), and the Atari· bussdecoding MICROCONNECllON™,
which plugs directly into the computers data buss (Autodial optional).
The MICROCONNECllON™ for the
Atari· - the obvious answer.

Prices start at $ 199.50.
To order your MlCROCONNECTION.
or for more information. write or phone:
~'

:• • .

VISA

I

.~

the ffl!c!ope!!phe!i!!
CO!PO!i!t!On
. .
• Indicates trademarks of Atari. Inc.

2643 151 st PI. NE.. Redmond. WA 98052 (206)881·7544
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EASTERN FRONT
by Chris Crawford
Distributed by the ATARI Program Exchange
Review by Jerry White
Do you like WAR games? Do you like games that
pit your mind against a computer program
opponent? If your answer is "Yes" to these two
questions, treat yourself to Eastern Front.
Chris Crawford put eight months into this World
War II simulation and the results are truly magnifi~
cent. The program uses a technique called fine scroll~
ing to display the battle fields. Fine scrolling permits
the viewer to scan an area as if he or she were in an
airplane, looking down through binoculars. A
joystick is used not only to direct the battle, but to
scroll the screen in all directions. At any given time,
you are viewing one~ninth of the battlefield.
The map is detailed and colorful. Mountains,
trees, rivers, and seas are accurately placed through~
out the terrain. The game begins in the summer of
1941. The trees are green and the ri vers and seas are
blue. As the seasons change, the ground gets muddy
brown then turns white with the snows of winter.
Rivers freeze early in the far north and later in the
south. The game board is truly a sight to behold.
The game itself is easy to play but very difficult to
master. The day it arrived in my mailbox, I spent
many hours getting my tail whipped by the Russian
Army. It is truly a game of strategy and skill. This is
not an arcade shoot 'em up game although the sound
of machine guns and graphics are present. This is a
game of skill.
It comes with 13 pages of well written documenta~
tion including a map. Without the map I would
never have found Moscow. Now if only my troops
could get there. They will if! have to stay up all night.
It's a bit frustrating but downright addictive. The
documentation also provides insight to the actual
war as Germany invaded Russia and the program
does a nice job of emulating history.
Somehow this machine language program is
supposed to fit into 16K in the cassette version but
requires 32K on disk. I bought the disk version
which is used to boot~up and automatically runs as
an AUTORUN.SYS file. The game takes about two
hours to play rushing it or around three hours if you
give it proper thought. I never really like any game
that took this long to complete but Easter Front
1941 is an exception.
You may have noticed that I don't write bad
reviews. I refuse to take the time to review average or
bad software. I do feel that is worthwhile to inform
the public about software that is worth its price. I
paid $29.95 plus shipping for this package and I
certainly got my money's worth. On a scale of 1 to

10, this is 9.3. Sorry Chris, I think there should have
been something added at "The End". No program is
perfect, but this one is about as close as you can get.

o

Eastern Front: Rating
1 - 10 (Unsatisfactory - Ideal)
Concept
10
Originality
10
Challenge
10
Skill
7
Graphics
10
Sound
9
Overall Rating'
9.3
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SOFTWARE REVIEW:
"FILEMAN AGER 800"
by Tony Messina
FILEMANAGER 800
$84.00
Synapse Software
. 820 Coventry Road
Kensington, CA 94707
Application: Data Base Management
System Requirements: ATARI 400/800 40K
with Disk Drive and Printer
Only recently has there been a proliferation of
serious software released for the ATARI 800. The
quality of this software has ranged from fair to
excellent. FILEMANAGER 800 falls into the excellent category.
As the name implies, FILEMANAGER 800 is a
file management system which allows the creation of
a data-base suited to the users individual needs.
BIG DEAL!!! Atari's MAIL LIST, CCA DATA
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM and a host of others
also perform the same function. OH ... Dear
Reader ... I said the same thing as you ... but, upon
utilizing this amazing program, I tossed the others
aside!! Explanations are in order.

DOCUMENTATION
The 94 page document which accompanies the
package is concise, well written and provides instructions via example. All features of the program
are covered in detail. You shold be able to get the
skeleton of your data-base up and running within 30
minutes.

THE PROGRAM
I won't get bogged down in the details of creating
your data-base. I will, however, discuss the
important features of the program.
FILEMANAGER 800 consists of two programs,
FILEMANAGER and FILE MAINTENANCE.

FILEMANAGER
FILEMANAGER allows you the luxury of
creating your file, entering fieldsd for each record
within your file and manipulating your records to
generate lists or mail labels. Upon booting in the
program a nice BIG main menu appears on the
screen. Options availabe are as follows:

1) LOAD FILE
2) REVIEW FORM
3) CREATE FORM
4) RE,INDEX
5) FORMAT DISK
6) FILEMAINT
7) SAVE/END
LOAD FILE loads a previously created file (pretty
clever, huh?). REVIEW FORM allows you to
examine the field names, character lengths of each

field, current number of records in the file,
maximum records allowed, current INDEX and the
maximum file restriction. Restrictions on the
number of records allowed in a particular file are
based on two factors, amount of memory available
or disk space available. An average of 600 records
can be held in memory with a 48K system. CREATE
FORM allows you to create the data fields that each
record will have. A maximum of 20 fields are
allowed and each field can have up to 100 characters.
This is possible by allowing multiple-page records,
where a page consists of 255 characters. Up to 9
pages are possible for each record. The software will
do the paging automatically. Creating the form is as
simple as designating a field name and entering the
character length allowed for that field. After
specifying your fields and lengths, hit START. You
will be asked for the INDEX. You can select any field
to be the INDEX as long as it is on the first page of
your record. The INDEX field indicates which field
your data will be sorted on. Sorting is automatic. If
you choose last name, for example, all records will be
sorted on that field. Each time you enter a new
record, it will placed in the proper order automatically. Usually the first 5 characters of a field are
sufficient for sorting purposes. You may, however,
specify the number of significant characters for
sorting purposes. Any number from 1 to 24 may be
selected. The more characters you select, the fewer
records allowed in memory. Hitting START again
will return you to the MAIN menu.
The RE-INDEX option lets you re-specify your
INDEX. Again, you may only specify an INDEX
which resides on the first page of your record. The
FORMAT DISK option is self-explanatory. FILEMAINT will be discussed a bit later. SAVE/END
should be selected when you are finished using FILEMANAGER 800. It saves your form and INDEX to
the disk. If you fail to select this option when
finished, there is no problem. Upon subsequent use
of the program you will be prompted to specify the
INDEX. NO DATA WILL BE LOST!! You should
end all sessions with this option.
Once a form is created you will want to enter data.
Depression of the SELECT key will call up the
RECORD menu. Options available here are:
1) ENTER RECORD

2) SEARCH
3) LIST

4) LABELS
5) REVIEW INDEX
Selecting ENTER RECORD will call up your
form on the screen. Entering data is as simple as
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filling in the blanks. Hitting START will save that
record to the disk and clear the form for the next
entry. Hitting SELECT will take you back to the
RECORD menu.
The SEARCH functions has many options.
Searching on the INDEX field is the fastest (Boy is it
FAST!!). If the INDEX was LAST NAME and I
wanted JONES, I would enter JONES in the last
name field and all JONES would appear one record
at a time on the screen. The cursor always positions
itself on the INDEX field when entering the search
function. Delimiters are also available. You can
search for all JONES, all except JONES, all after
JONES or all up to JONES. In addition, up to four
sub~field searches can be made providing maximum
flexibility on manipulating and displaying files. A
character scan feature allows you to scan for specific
characters within any field. I maintain a roster of
musicians for our local union. Many members play
multiple instruments. I have a field called
instruments which contains all instruments which an
individual plays. The character scan feature saved
the day for me. The President of our local called me
up one day and said "I need a list of all Drummers in
the Local right away!!". Using the character scan for
"DRUMS" I had the list within minutes. I cannot
say how much time and trouble this feature alone has
saved. Delimiters are also available on the character
scan again providing maximum flexibility. Output
can be directed to a printer or to the screen. Another
option allows you to view data on the screen and the
print it if desired. Deletion and updating of files is
also done by the SEARCH function. Everything is
incredibly simple and quick.
The LIST function allows the creation of lists
according to your specifications. It allows title
headers and provides automatic field headings. Up
to 132 columns may be output to the printer along
with printer control codes. Lists can be created in
any format you specify and are simple to manipulate.
The output produced is very professional. This area
of the program could use some improvement (see
DRAWBACKS) but is more than adequate for most
applications.
The LABELS option allows you to create mailing
labels for output to the screen or printer. Screen
output is used to check your format prior to actual
output to the printer. I've saved many labels with this
feature. All the options allowed in the SEARCH
function are applicable for the LABEL function.
Another option allowed is the insertion of commas
between fields when the labels are output.
The REVIEW INDEX option prints a brief listing
of all records in memory based on the INDEX field.
This allows a quick~scan capability of your INDEX
field and is helpful in verifying which records are in
memory.

FILE MAINTENANCE
The program as it stands is excellent. The FILE
MAINTENANCE program just adds icing to the
cake. If you've ever gone through the experience of
creating a custom data~base for someone, entering
600 records and giving the output to your client only
to have him say "Gee this is fantastic!! ... OH ... I
forgot. .. we need the social security numbers listed
also", you know the frustration other file systems
present. After strangling your client you would
proceed to re~create the data~base and include the
SCAN field all the time praying your client didn't
forget something else. Then you would re~key all
600 records. ARRRRGGG!!! If you had FILE~
'MANAGER 800 you would call up FILEMAINT,
add a new SSAN field and have the utility create a
new data~base from the old one. It's magic!! It's fan~
tastic!! THANK YOU. THANK YOU, SYNAPSE!!
The utility allows you to create new fields, lengthen,
shorten or delete old fields. It then takes your old
data~base and updates it with your new masterpiece.
Of course you still have to enter any new data, but
it's much better than starting from scratch. This
utility is a life saver .. BELIEVE ME!! You can also
combine small files into larger' o"ries. The menu
which appears allows the options of copying a file,
:deleting a file, renaming a file, reading the current
.disk Directory, formatting disks or going back to
the FILEMANAGER program. Once again,
everything is clear, easy to understand and simple to
use.

SOME DRAWBACKS
All programs are not perfect. FILEMANAGER
800 is no exception. Although I feel it is better than
any system yet created for the ATARI, it still could
use some additional "nice things". There are
currently no provisions for computed fields, page
totals or column totals. A data base program should
have these. FILEMANAGER 800 does not. Mass
Updates and Deletion of Records is another feature
which FILEMAN AGER 800 needs. Creation of sub~
files is an important function which needs to be
added. This would allow you to search a main file for
certain records and save all of these in another file.
The LIST and LABEL features, although adequate,
could use several refinements. User specifiable
blanks preceeding the data output would be nice.
This would move the data in from the left edge of the
page and allow the output to be placed in a three ring
notebook. Currently, a three~hole punch takes out
some data. You can bypass this by specifying a
dummy field containing 15-20 blanks and
preceeding your output with the dummy field. It is a
bit messy and a pain to use as each record must have
the dummy field. Another nice feature would be
page breaks. During the output of long lists, data
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sometimes gets printed on the tear line. This presents
a problem when copying the list on a XEROX. The
top and bottom data is sometimes chopped off!!!
The present alternative to page breaks is watching
the output, pausing the program when the tear line
approaches, and manually advancing the paper.

RAM
For ATARI

CONCLUSIONS
Although I have a long list of things I feel the
program should have, I must state the
FILEMANAGER 800 is the most flexible and
powerful file management system I have seen for the
ATARI. A unique feature is the DATA~LOCK key
packed with every program. It plugs into joystick
port #1 and prevents all the nosey folks from
accessing your program and data files. The program
is designed with the user in mind. Error messages and
prompts are extensive thus preventing that dreaded
worry of wiping out your disk full of data. There is
no way you can destroy data files unless it is
intentional.

48K RAM BOARD FOR THE 400
• Increases memory capacity
• Reduces power consumption
• Reduces heat

48K Board
32K Board

(400)

$299

(800)

$150

INTEC

HOT FLASH!!!

PERIPHERALS
CORP
3389 Del. Rosa Avenue
San Bernardino, CA 92404

(714) 864-5269
ATARI, 400, 800 are Trademarks of ATARI, Inc.

\.

BUDGETMASTER T"
• takes you, the first time budgeter, step by step
through the task of se«ing up a home budget.
• allows for quick and easy manipulation of
budget catagories, names, budget amounts, expense items, etc., always displaying all
catagory names while making changes.
• allows for manipulation of figures for a whole
year at a time without the need to save to tape or
diske«e.
• includes option for hard copy printout of the 39
different displays.
• with check balancer
• analyzes your budget and spending pa«erns to
assist you with se«ing future budget amounts.
• requires 24K ram (32K ram with disk drive)

$34.95 (cassette) e$39.95(disk)

+ $1.50 shipping

Ohio Residents Add Sales Tax
(DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME)

SUNRISE SOFTWARE' ·12800 Eastwood Blvd.' Cleveland, Ohio 44125
(216) 581·9359
'Alan IS a rfademafk of Aldll, Inc
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A call to SYNAPSE prior to publishing this article
has revealed new developments. Having spoken with
the program authors (Ken Grant and Ihor
Wolosenko) I've found that a new version ofFILE~
MANAGER 800 is in the works. ALL of the draw~
backs mentioned earlier are being incorporated.
Computed fields, page and column totals, mass up~
dates and deletions of records, creation of subfiles,
right hand jushfication, user defined blanks
preceeding data fields and a possible page break
feature!!! Whew ... These additions will certainly
put FILEMANAGER 800 FAR ahead of all other
data-base systems. In addition, Ihor told me of a new
sister program for FILEMANAGER 800 to be titled
REPORT MANAGER 800. It will include complete
80 column format control in the generation of any
reports utilizing data~bases created with FILE~
MANAGER 800. Other features will include saving
of report formats for lllter use and subsorts of report
data. Release of both the FILEMANAGER 800
updated version and REPORT MANAGER 800
are sch,\duled for the Spring of 1982 (or sooner if
Ihor ana Ken can crank it out). All I can say is
DON'T WAIT!! FILEMANAGER 800 is available
NOW!! Registered owners will receive updates for a
mere 20% of the new version cost. The folks at
SYNAPSE are a dedicated and professional group
who stand behind their product 1000%. After a
month of use and 20 data-bases later I am overjoyed
with FILEMANAGER 800. I'm confident you will
be also. It has saved me more in time and trouble
than I paid. 0
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'SOFTWARE REVIEW:

FANTASYLAND 2041
by CRYSTAL COMPUTER
Review by Craig Patchett
By now, most of you have probably seen the
advertising for "Fantasyland". If not, you are
missing out on one of the most interesting programs
available for the Atari. Fantasyland is loosely based
on the popular movies "Westworld" and "Future~
world", in which wealthy vacationers are able to live
out their fantasies in special worlds created for their
enjoyment. In the case of Fantasyland there are six
such worlds, or lands: Congoland, Arabian
Adventure, King Arthur, Olympus, Captain Nemo,
and Dante's Inferno. These lands have been carefully constructed in the outbacks of Australia and
now, in 2041 A.D., are considered to make up the
ultimate resort, known to the world as "Fantasy~
land" .
For those wealthy enough to enter Fantasyland (a
three million dollar entrance fee is requested up
front), there are many sleepless nights ahead. For in
order to leave Fantasyland, you must find your way
through all six lands, rescue Guinevere (or Lancelot,
"according to your taste") froin the clutches of the
Underworld, and return to the Hall of Heroes, from
whence the odyssey begins. Unfortunately, within
each land are those that are programmed to see that
you do not succeed. In order to defeat their
programming, you must destroy them. In order to
carry out their programming, they must destroy you.
In essence, ~herefore, you will either succeed in res~
cuing Gti"i[;evere (or Lancelot), or you will have
paid for the most expensive funeral ever.
If this sounds like something you might be
interested in doing, but without the investment and
the risk, then you're going to love Fantasyland, the
program. Occupying around 400,000 bytes (not
500,000 as the ads claim) on three double~sided
disks, Fantasyland is perhaps the most ambitious
Atari program to date. Each disk side contains the
data for one land, including over 40,000 bytes of
graphics data alone. This data is in map form, how~
ever, rather than picture form. In other words, what
you see on your screen as you play Fantasyland is a
hi~res map of the particular land you are in. This map
includes trees, swamps, mountains, and other terrain
that must be negotiated as well as characters and
creatures that are bent on destroying you. Needless to
say, you yourself are also represented on this map.
Using the joystick, you are able to move yourself
around the screen, and thereby around the map.
When you attempt to move off the edge of the
screen, however, the map starts scrolling. For
example, if you attempt to move off the top of the
screen, the map will scroll down, while you stay at

the top of the screen. In this way, the screen acts as a
window on a map that is really as large as SIXTEEN
screens! Not only that, but each land is made up of
four such maps; two high by two wide (when you
cross over onto another map, the computer loads it
into memory from disk - very quickly). Therefore,
the map of each land is as large as sixty~four screens.
You can easily imagine how time consuming it is to
explore each land.
As if exploring alone wouldn't be enough, there
are also many obstacles that must be overcome in
order to successfully complete your odyssey. To aid
you in this task, you are able to carry various items
with you on your journey. Some of these items may
be purchased in the Hall of Heroes, the starting point
of Fantasyland. Warriors, for example, are necessary
to do battle with the enemies you will come across.
There are different types of warriors for each land,
and each warrior has different abilities for attacking
and defending. Each warrior is also able to carry a
specific amount of weight, and you may also buy
men and/or horses for the sole purpose of carrying
things. In order to carry things with you, you MUST
have enough men. If the weight of your baggage is
more than your men can carry, then you will not be
able to move. In this case, you must drop some of
your baggage before you will be able to continue. De~
pending on where you drop things, you may pick
them up again later on.
The most important thing that you must carry
with you is rations. Without rations, your men will
quickly starve, and you will eventually die. Unfor~
tunately, you are only able to carry a limited amount
of rations, which will eventually run out. The more
men you have with you, the sooner your rations will
run out. The less men you have, the worse you will
fare in battle. Luckily, there are places within each
land where you may trade, and pick up extra rations.
That is, of course, if you can find them in time. Once
vou have left the Hall of Heroes, these trading posts
are the only places where you will be able to buy
anything, so it is extremely worthwhile to find them
as soon as you can.
There is one cheap and easy way to get supplies
without having to trade. Scattered across each land
are treasures. All you have to do to claim them is
walk over to them and pick them up. They vary from
gold pieces, which you will need in order to trade
(you start off with 5,000 gold pieces), to magical
items that are essential to your success, to worthless'
pieces of junk (you'll have to determine what's
worthless and what's not), to extremely valuable
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treasures (that are, unfortunately, also extremely
heavy). Some parts of some lands may be important
just for the treasures they contain. Treasures will not
appear in the same place every time, however, and
may not still be there if you go back for them later.
Apart from the terrain, the trading posts, the
treasures, and other "special" features, each land has
an impassible wall that surrounds it, and an entrance
and an exit: The entrance to Congoland is through
the Hall of Heroes. The entrance to Arabian
Adventure is through Congoland and so forth. With
the exception of the Hall of Heroes, passing from one
land to the next is not a simple task. There is usually
magic needed and you must be properly equipped in
order to be successful. Finding the entrance is often a
task in itself, and may require several trips back to
the trading post for extra rations. Going back to the
previous land is relatively simple, however, again
with the exception of the Hall of Heroes. You must
have Guinevere before you are able to return to the
Hall, at which point the game is over, and you have
won.
"Winning" is not dependent on making it back
successfully. Upon completion you will be given a
score, based on how quickly you completed your
odyssey, how many treasures you secured, and how
many enemies you destroyed. Thus, even though
you may have discovered the tactics necessary to succeed, Fantasyland will not become another "solved
puzzle" that sits on a bookshelf gathering dust. In
fact, some lands are such that you may successfully
pass through them one time and not the next.
I have so far spent somewhere close to seventy-five
hours playing Fantasyland, and have not succeeded
in winning yet, although I did make it all the way to
Dante's Inferno and had Guinevere in sight. Despite
having spent so much time without success, the game
has still been a lot of fun. Just making it from one
land to the next brings a feeling of success, while at
the same time you know that even more challenge
lies ahead. Having spent so much time also,
however, I have come to realize the faults of the
game, however few. Perhaps the most aggravating
thing about Fantasyland is the time it takes to drop
or to use something. In either case, you must go
through an itemized list of what you are carrying
before you are able to specify what you want to
drop/use. As you get further on into t~e game,. and
are carrying more and more things (rations are item
number 154), going through the list can take more
time than you care for. A simple machine language
routine could, and should, have taken care of this
problem. Another problem is that if, in the Hall of
Heroes, you attempt to buy more of something than
you have money for, the program will inform you of
your mistake and then not give you another cha~ce
to buy that particular item. I lost one game. immediately when I attempted to buy more rations
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than I had money for, thereby losing a chance to buy
them at all, and consequently starving. Again, this
could easily have been remedied. Other than the
occasional spelling errors ("your dead") which
should hopefully have been corrected by this time,
these few problems are the only complaints I have
with Fantasyland, and are consequently very minor.
This review has only skimmed Fantasyland and
has purposely left out any details about the different
lands, other than what their names suggest. To
attempt to cover the game in any more detail would
mean writing a small book, which Crystal has already
done in the manual that accompanies Fantasyland
(39 pages). I will therefore end this review at this
stage with a simple point scale break-down of some
significant information. I feel that, even at the
$59.95 list price, and despite a few problems,
Fantasyland 2041 is a must for the Atari adventurer.D

<F~N<f~SYL~N1)

2041

~.i).

Fantasyland 2041: Rating
1 - 10 (Unsatisfactory - Ideal)
Concept
9
Originality
8
Challenge
7
Skill
7
Graphics
6
Sound
6
Overall Rating
:
7.2
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STOPWATCH
by Craig Patchett
As-you probably already know, the ATARI has a
built,in, ~eal,time clock (Le. it keeps track of time
while it's turned on). But what good is such a clock if
you can't see it? STOPWATCH utilizes this clock in
putting a real-time stopwatch on your screen, that
works independently of BASICl

CREATING A COpy OF STOPWATCH
Type and run one of the following programs,
depending on whether you want a cassette or disk
version. Be careful typing in the data, and make sure
you save a copy of the program in case you find out
later you made a mistake typing it in. Each of the
programs when run will create a machine language
copy of STOPWATCH on the medium you chose.

RUNNING THE CASSETTE VERSION
The cassette version of STOPWATCH (the copy
you got from the previous step) loads and runs in the
following manner.
1. Turn the computer and all peripherals off.
2. Insert the program cassette into the cassette
player, rewind it, and press PLAY.
3 . Turn the computer on while holding down
- the START button.
4. After the computer beeps, press RETURN.
5. The program will load; and then RUN automatically.

RUNNING THE DISK VERSION
The disk version ofSTOPWATCH loads and runs
in the following manner.
1. Boot the disk containing the program.
2. Type "DOS" and press RETURN (you must
have DOS 11)
3. When the DOS menu appears, type "L" and
press RETURN.
4. Type "STOPWATCH, OBJ" in response the
computer's request for a filename and press
RETURN.
5. When the stopwatch appears on the screen
and the "BUSY" light on the disk drive goes
out, press SYSTEM RESET.

USING STOPWATCH
You should now have a running stopwatch in the
top right-hand corner of your screen. If you don't
make sure you followed the instructions correctly,
and that you typed in the original BASIC program
correctly.
Once you get the stopwatch working, you have the
following options.
1. Ignore it (treat it as if it wasn't there) .
2. Press START. This will stop the stopwatch if it
was running, and start it if it wasn't.

3. If it's stopped, press SELECT. This will reset
the stopwatch to 0:00:00.
4. Press SELECT. This will disengage the stop'
watch if it was engaged, and engage it if it
wasn't.
If STOPWATCH is disengaged, the ATARI
will treat it just the same as if it were engaged
except it will stop updating it on the screen.
The best way to explain this is for you to try it
yourself.
5. Press SYSTEM RESET. It has no effect on the
stopwatch.

LIMITATIONS
STOPWATCH has the following minor
limitations:
1. The ATARI will treat the stopwatch as if you
had typed it there yourself. For example,
position the cursor on the same line as the
stopwatch and press RETURN. If this type of
thing gets to be a problem, disengage it using
the OPTION button.
2. If you try to use STOPWATCH in
cOiljunction with other machine language
routines or with the interface Module, you
may run into problems. STOPWATCH uses
almost all of page six in memory.
3. STOPWATCH will not work with OS/A=or
BASIC A=
4. STOPWATCH will only count up to 9 hrs, 59
mins, 59 secs. If this is a problem, get some
sleep instead!
Most of these limitations could be corrected by
you (yes you) if you so desire and have the ability,
but at the cost of having to use extra memory and
probably having to relocate.
If you like, you can set STOPWATCH by
changing the values of locations 1537 to 1541. Do
this using POKE (experiment).

HOW IT WORKS
Below is an extensively commented source listing
of the disk version of STOPWATCH, as well as the
changes, necessary for the cassette version. Note that
. the run address is $60A hex = 1546 decimal.
The trick that lets the ATARI act as though the
stopwatch isn't there is called vertical blank
(VBLANK for short). Briefly, vertical blank is the
time during which the electron beam that draws the
screen is returning from the bottom of the screen to
the top for another pass. Some of this time is
available to the machine language programmer and is
independent of regular processor time.
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If you want to learn more about YBLANK, study
the source listing and consult the Operating System
User's Manual, which can be purchased from
ATARI (part number C016555)
Hopefully the source listing will provide an
informative introduction to machine language for all
you novices out there. Enjoy! D

200 OPEN #1,8,0, "D:STOPWTCH.OBJ"
210 FOR LOOP=l TO 239:READ DATA:PUT #1
,DATA:NEXT LOOP
220 CLOSE #1
999 END
1000 DATA 255,255,0,6,226,6,0,0,0,0,0,
0,60,0,1,1,165,12,141,29,6,165,13,141,
30
1010 DATA 6,169,28,133,12,169,6,133,13
,32,41,6,169,42,141,34,2,169,6,141,35,
2,96,165,88
1020 DATA 133,203,165,89,133,204,165,8
7,240,10,173,148,2,133,203,173,149,2,1
33,204,169,8,141,31,208
1030 DATA 173,7,6,240,12,173,31,208,20
1,7,208,55,169,0,141,7,6,173,31,208,20
1,7,240,43,201
1040 DATA 3,208,6,238,8,6,238,7,6,201,
6,208,6,238,9,6,238,7,6,201,5,208,19,1
73,9
1050 DATA 6,41,1,208,12,169,0,162,6,20
2,157,0,6,224,0,208,248,173,9,6,41,1,2
40,37,206
1060 DATA 6,6,208,32,169,60,141,6,6,16
2,5,216,24,254,0,6,138,41,1,10,10,105,
6,221,0
1070 DATA 6,208,8,169,0,157,0,6,202,20
8,233,173,8,6,41,1,240,37,160,31,216,1
62,1,224,1
1080 DATA 240,14,169,154,145,203,200,1
89,0,6,105,144,145,203,200,232,24,189,
0,6,105,144,145,203,200
1090 DATA 232,224,6,208,228,76,95,228,
226,2,227,2,10,6.

100 REM STOPWATCH
110 REM By Craig Patchett
120 REM (c) 1981 ANALOG Magazine
130 REM
140 REM (Cassette Version)
150 REM
160 REM
200 DIM PROG$(245)
210 FOR LOOP=l TO 245:READ BYTE:PROG$(
LOOP,LOOP)=CHR$(BYTE):NEXT LOOP
220 OPEN #l,8,128,"C:":PRINT #l;PROG$:
CLOSE #1
999 END
1000 DATA 0,2,225,5,10,6,169,60,141,2,
211,169,2,133,9,169,0,141,68,2,165,12,
133,2,165
1010 DATA 13,133,3,108,12,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,60,0,1,1,169,29,141,34,2,169,6,141,3
5

1020 DATA 2,169,0,133,10,169,160,133,1
1,96,165,88,133,203,165,89,133,204,165
,87,240,10,173,148,2
1030 DATA 133,203,173,149,2,133,204,16
9,8,141,31,208,173,7,6,240,12,173,31,2
08,201,7,208,55,169
1040 DATA 0,141,7,6,173,31,208,201,7,2
40,43,201,3,208,6,238,8,6,238,7,6,201,
6,208,6
1050 DATA 238,9,6,238,7,6,201,5,208,19
,173,9,6.41,l,2?8,12,169,O,162,6,202,l
57,0,6
10~ODATA 224,0,208,248,173,9,6,41,1,2
40,37,206,6,6,208,32,169,60,141,6,6,16
21;5,,216 .. 24
1070 DA~A 254,0,6,138,41,1,10,10,105,6

,221,0,6,208,8,169,0,157,0;6,202,208,2
33,173,8
1080 DATA 6.41,1,240,37,160,31,216,162
,1,224,1,246,14,169,154~145;203,200,18
9,0,6,105,144,145
1090 DATA' 203;200,232,24,189,0,6,105,1
44,145,203,200,232,224,6,208,228,76,95
~

228.

Do these modifications to the source
code for running the cass'ette versio"n

DISK DRIVE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

Don't
Blame The
Software!
Power Line Spikes, Surges &
P t #4259705
a."
Hash could be the culprit!
Floppies, printers, memory & proce~sor often interact! Our
patented ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction AND curb
damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash. Guaranteed!
• ISOLATOR (ISO·1) 3 filter Isolated 3-prong sockets; integral
Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load, 1 KW load
•

;lnitializ. All the Vector5 (Ca5sett. Version)
SYSRES LDA
STA

.CLDCKL255
VVBLKI

LOA
STA

*CLOCK/256
VVBLKI+l

LOA

.0

STA
LOA
STA

DOSVEC
..SAO
DOSVEC+l

SYSEND RTS

100
110
120
130
140
150
160

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

tell the ATARI where we want i t to go
during VBLANK

•
•

tell the ATARI where we want i t to go
during SYSTEM RESET

•

end oi initialization

•
•

STOPWATCH
By Craig Patchett
(~) 1981 ANALOG Magazine
(Disk Version)
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(~69.95

;1'lter'I'siilated ·3·.pieing 'socket' banks;
sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875 W Max
load, 1 KW either bank
$69.95
SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3) similar to ISO-1 except double
Isolation & Suppression
$104.95
SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO·11) similar to ISO·2 except double
Isolation & Suppression
$104.95
MAGNUM ISOLATOR (ISO-17) 4 Quad Isolated sockets; For
ULTRA.SENSITIVE Systems
$181.95
CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add-CB)
Add $9.00
CKT BRKRlSWITCHfPILOT (·CBS)
Add $17.00

AT YOUR
DEALERS

MasterCard, Visa, American Express
ORDER TOLL FREE 1·800-225·4876
(except AK, HI, PR & Canada)

L£7 Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Mam Street. Naflc/<. Mass 01760

Technical & Non·BOO: 1·617·655·1532

00
00
00
00
00
00
3C

ASOC
8DID06
A50D
8DIE06
A91C
850C
A906
850D

061F
0621
0624
0626
0629

A92A
8D2202
A906
8D2302
60

061C 202906

060A
060C
060F
0611
0614
Obl6
0618
061A

060B 01
0609 01

0607 00

0600
0601
0602
0603
0604
0605
0606

ססoo

001F
0090

009A

0006

0005

0003

OOCB

E45F

DOIF

0294

0222

0058

0057

oooc

1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
14BO
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1561
1562
1563
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660

.BYTE 0,0,0

$294

$OOIF

CONSOL

$CB

$600

154
31
144

6

5

3

.BYTE 0

. BYTE 60

(60 ATARI "units" =
second)
tells us if the last button pressed
has been released yet
tells us if the clock is engaged
tells us if the clock is running
a seconds timer

the digits for our clock

start. using up memory <$600=1536
decimal)

let~s

value of a reverse colon
horizontal offset of clock on screen
conversion factor to go from numbers
to reverse characters

but.tons

values of CONSOL for the various

screen/te>:t. window

holds the address of the beginning of

the text window
holds the status of the console
buttons (i~e. START, etc)
system vertical blank routine

holds the address of the beginning of

holds the current BASIC mode number
holds the address of the beginning of
normal screen memory
RAM vector pointing to the vertical
blank routine

RAM vector used during SYSTEM RESET

DOSINI
SYSRES+l
OOSINI+l
SYSRES+2
IISYSRES&255
OOSINI
IISYSRE5/256
DOSINI+l
during SYSTEM RESET

tell the ATARI where we want i t to go

during a SYSTEM RESET

remember where the ATARI wants to go

SYSEND

IICLOCK&255
VVBLKI
IICLOCK/256
VVBLKI+l

LOA
STA
LOA
STA
SYSENO RTS

end of initialization

during VBLANK

tell the ATARI where we want it to go

lines 1490 to 1520 change the value of
SYSEND here to the original value of
DOSINI

come here during SYSTEM RESET

LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LOA
STA

SYSRES JSR

,
;We
,

INIT

,

;Initialize All the Vectors

ENGAGE .BYTE
RUNNIN .BYTE
;

;

PRESS

I

TIMER

,

.=

OPTION
;
SELECT
START
COLON
OFFSET
CONVERT=

,
SCREEN
,

SYSVBV
;
;Our Own Variables

,

$E45F

$222

VVBLKI
;
TXTMSC

,

$OC
$57
$5B

DOSINI
DINDEX
SAVMSC

;
;System Variable Definitions

19B1 ANALOG Magazine
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(c)
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TIMDIG .BYTE 0,0,0

1000

1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380

A900
B00706
ADIFDO
C907
F02B

A900
A206
CA
9D0006
EOOO
DOFB
2250

2240

2230

2220 RESET

2190
2200
2210

2180

LOA
LDX
DEX
STA
CPX
BNE

LOA
1940
STA
1950
1960 BUTCHI( LDA
CMP
1970
BEQ
1980
1990
CMP
2000
BNE
2010
2020
INC
2030
INC
2040
2050
2060 STTCHK CMP
2070
BNE
2080
INC
2090
INC
2100
2110 ;
2120 SELCHK CMP
BNE
2130
2140
LDA
2150
AND
2160
BNE
2170

TIMOIG,X
110
RESET

110
116

RUNNIN
111
TIME

IISELECT
TIME

RUNNIN
PRESS

liSTART
SELCHK

ENGAGE
PRESS

1I0PTION
STTCHK

110
PRESS
CONSOL
117
TIME

so~

clear the flag and move on

it~s

been pressed

not pressed, go check the

if it's not pressed, go straight to
the time update routine
otherwise, check to see if the clock's
running
if it is, we don·t want to reset it,
so go straight to the time upd.te
routine
otherwise reset the clock by making
all it·s digits zero

check the SELECT button

button's been pressed

adjust PRESS so we know that a

otherwise, adjust the RUNNIN flag

SELECT button

if

check the START button

button~s

START button
otherwise, adjust the ENGAGE flag
adjust PRESS so we know that a

if not, go straight to the ti~e update routine
otherwise, check the OPTION button
if it's not pressed, go check the

is a button pressed now?

if

06B4
06B7
06B9
06BB
068D
06BE
06CO
06C2
06C4

ADOB06
2901
F025
AOIF
08
A201
EOOI
FOOE
A99A

UPDATE

TIMDIG,X

lIO

116
TIMDIG,X
PRINT

A
A

111

TIMDIG,X

1160
TIMER
115

PRINT

111
PRINT
TIMER

2570 ,
2580 PRINT
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660 PRNTLP

LOA
AND
BEQ
LDY
CLD
LDX
CPX
BEQ
LDA

111
111
DIGIT2
IICOLON

ENGAGE
III
EXIT
1I0FFSET

2'560 ;Print the time

2300
AND
068B 2901
BEQ
06BD F025
2310
068F CE0606 2320
DEC
2330
8NE
0692 D020
2340
2350
LDA
0694 A93C
2360
STA
0696 BD0606 2370
LDX
0699 A205
23BO
CLO
069B 08
2390
CLC
069C 18
2400
069D FE0006 2410 UPDATE INC
TXA
06AO BA
2420
2430
AND
2440
06Al 2901
2450
ASL
06A3 OA
06A4 OA
ASL
2460
ADC
06A5 6906
2470
CMP
06A7 DD0006 2480
BNE
06AA D008
2490
2500
06AC A900
LDA
2510
STA
06AE 9D0006 2520
06Bl CA
DEX
2530
BNE
0682 00E9
2540
2550 ;

loop

print the first digit by itself
print a colon

get ready for a loop

if not, we~re done
otherwise, prepare the offset

is the clock engaged?

has it reached this number?
if not, we·re set - go to the print
routine
otherwise, set the digit to zero, and
go back and increment the next one

increase the digit by one
figure out the number it has to reach
in order to affect the next digit
these instructions will produce a ten
or a six, depending on whether it~s a
one·s digit or a ten~s digit

get ready for a

if it~s not down to zero yet, go to
the print routine
otherwise, reset it

one

if not, go to the print routine
otherwise, decrease our countdown by

2260
2270 ;Update the time if necessary
2280 ;
is the clock running?
LDA RUNNIN
0688 A00906 2290 TIME

067C
067E
0680
0681
0684
0686

0675 A00906
0678 2901
067A OOOC

0671 C905
0673 0013

066B EE0906
066E EE0706

0667 C906
0669 D006

0661 EEOB06
0664 EE0706

0650 C903
065F D006

0651
0653
0656
0659
065B

z

Ul

t'T1

C

.......

VJ
VJ

o

r'

o

»

»

o

VJ

~

ot'T1

ISSUE 5

A.N.A.L.O.G.
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OUR PRICE

Advenlures 1 Ihru 12 each (T) .
Star Trek 3 5 (T) ..
lunar lander (T) ..
Galaclic Empire IT).

.~

........ ·O'lOOZ;X
I.. U
........
QI

reg. retail
.. ..... 19.95
19.95
. 19.95
. 19.95

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

U
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DYNACOMP
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Flight Simulator IT)
.
Rings 01 the Empire IT) ..

....J:.
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ON·L1NE SYSTEMS
Jawbreaker (D) ....
Soli porn Adventure (D) ..
Wiz and Princess I D) ...
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OPTIMIZED SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
Basic A+ (D) ..
OS/A+ (D) ..

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Viscalc (D)..

.

QUALITY SOFTWARE
Assembler (T) ..
Forlh (D) .....
Slarbase Hyperion (T) ...

as

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA
.. .. 59.95
.................. 24.95

Atari World (0) ..
Survival Adventure (D) ...

(C) ROM CARTRIDGE

(D) DISKETTE

47.95
19.95

(T) CASSETTE TAPE

REPRESENTING OVER 30 COMPANIES WITH 400+
PROGRAMS AND HARDWARE.
Write lor a FREE catalog to:

COMPUTER HOUSE
P.O. Box 369. Dept. 10. Mammoth Lakes. CA 93546
(714) 934·6538
Torms: FOR FAST DElIYERY, lind clrtlflld ch.cks, mon.y orders or YIII or Mut..C..d number
Ind upilltion dill. "'rsonll chIcks require 3 w•• ks to cl.... ADD 51.50 lor posllg•. Orders
over 5100.00 w. PlY Ihlpplng. Alf lorelgn orders Idd 510.00. CALIFORNIA resld.nls Idd 6%
til. PIle.. subJect 10 ching •.
• ATARI Is Ih. trod.m..k ot At..I, Inc.
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Santa Cruz Educational Software * Tricky Tutorials * Santa Cruz Educational Software

* Tricky Tutorials

* Santa Cruz Educational Software * Tricky
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ATARI (1m) GRAPHICS AND SOUND MADE EASY!

•

l»

=
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SANTA CRUZ EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE HAS WRITTEN A SERIES OF AFFORDABLE PROGRAMS THAT DEMONSTRATES MANY OF THE
SPECIAL "TRICKS" THAT ONLY THE ATARI400/800 COMPUTER IS CAPABLE OF DOING. WE OFFER EVERYTHING FROM A PROGRAM

(;j

THAT DOES FANTASTIC HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS TO ONE THAT ACTUALLY OIALS YOUR PHONE.. ...

C>
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************************************************************
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MASTER MEMORY MAP(tm) - This is really Ihe key to us· Tricky Tutorials (except #5) require 16K
ing the ATARI'S capabilities. We start out by explaining memory for cassette orders and 24K for disk.
how to PEEK and POKE values into memory so Ihal even
The price is $14.95 each. You may order
new programmers can use this Then we give you over 15
pages at the memory locations that are the most useful The 1,2,3, & 4 for $49.95! All six in a colorful
information is condensed from both the ATARI'S Operating binder cost $89.95.
System Manual and various articles and programs II is. of
course. useful even for experienced programmers as a
reference Also. we highly suggest thaI dealers oller Ih,s THE GRAPHICS MACHINE!! - Turn your computer Inlo an
Memory Map to customers who request to be told how 10 rncredible graphiCS 1001 With advanced commands like err·
use the power of the machine. We guarantee it will answer cle. box. lill. polygon. line. help. elc 3 Colors ,n graphiCS 8
many of the questions you have about the machine. 55.95 with Instant text'" Create colorlul bUSiness charls or
beautllul draWings and Ihen save or retrreve them Irom
disk In 5 SECONDS YES. It'S Ihat lasl Needs all 4BK.
disk and cos Is 519.95

TRICKY TUTORIALS(tm)
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/11: DISPLAY LISTS - This program teaches you how to
alter the program in the ATARlthat controls Ihe lormat of
the screen. For example: when you say graphics 8 the
machine responds with a large graphics 8 area at the lap at
the screen and a small text area at the bollom. Now. you
will be able 10 mix the various modes on the screen al the
same time. Just think how nice your programs could look
with a mix of large and small texl. and both high and low
resolution graphics. this program has many examples plus
does all of the dillicult caluculations r 514.95

alion you put on Ihe screen. either graphics or lexl. can be
moved up. down or sideways. This can make some mce ef·
:; fects. You could move only the text on the bollom half of the
'::.
- screen or perhaps create a map and then move smoolhly
over it by using the Joystick. 514.95
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/13: PAGE FLIPPING _ Normally you have to redraw the
screen every time you change the picture or text Now you
can learn how 10 have the computer draw the nexf page you
want to see while you are still looking at the previous page.
fhen lIip to it instantly. You won't see it being drawn. so a
complicated picture can seem to just appear Depending on
your memory size and how complicated the picture. you
could flip belween many pages. 1I1us allowing animation or
other special effects wifh your text. 514.95

I

1/4: BASICS OF ANIMATION - Shows you how 10 animate
simple shapes using the PRINT and PLOT commands. and
... also has nice lillie PLAYER/MISSILE Graphics demo 10
learn. This would be an excellent way to start making your
~ programs come alive on Ihe screen. Recommended for new
• owners. 514.95
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.~ 1/5 PLAYER MISSILE GRAPHICS - This complex subiecl rs
~ demonsfrafed by starting wifh simple examples. and
~ bUlldrng up to a complete game and also an animated
~ business chart on multiple pages I As always. Ihe computer
.!: does most of the calculations. Requires 32K disk or lape
~ and costs 529.95
•
~ 1/6: SOUND - From explaining how to creale Single notes.
~ 10 demonstrating complex four channel sound effecls. Ih,s
C> newest lutorial is great. Even those experrenced With
~
... ATARf's sound capabilities will find the menu of soundel·
feets a needed reference that can be used whenever you
,~ are in the need of a special sound for your programs
~ Everyone will learn something new' Wrillen by Jerry
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KIO'S /11 - Includes the followlnq t I TREASURE search lor the lost treasure while trylnq to keep tram fallinq
Inio the sea Nice graphiCS If you lind II'. 21DIALOGUE lalk Oack to the computer about four sublects 31 MATH
OUIZ - Nice musical and graphical rewards lor gOOd
scores Parents Input Ihe level 01 dllliculty

n
~
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:::l
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CD

KIO'S /12 - A spelling qUIz a' scrabble' Iype game and
a verSion 01 Touch With the computer giving all the dlrec·
tlons' Both Kld's programs require 16K tape or 2·1K disk
and cos! S14.95 each
MINI·OATABASE/OIALER - ThiS un,que new program
stores and edits up to 8 lines at Informallon such as name
address and phone numbers. or messages. Inventorres 01
anything you want It has Ihe usual sort search. and prrnl
options buill also has an unusual feature II your liles III·
clude phone numbers and you have a touch·tone phone
the program Will DIAL THE PHONE NUMBERS FOR YOU'
ThiS IS pertect tor Ihose who make a lot 01 calls like
salesmen leens or those trYing 10 get Ihrough to busy
numbers lacts as all aulo·redialer) It IS also a 101 at fun 10
use Requlles 16K casselle or 24K disk and cosls S24.95

~
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n
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FONETONE - For those who only wanlto SIDre name and
phone numbers and havr the dialer fealure as above we
oller Ih,s reduced verSion Same memory requllemenlS
bul only COSIS 514.95. Don t lor get you muSI have a lauch

i

~~

~

creale your own songs save or load data Iiles uSing
casselle or dlskelle lix or change allY at up 10 400 notes III
~:n~~rYb:andd Pla y aldlor Pt art of ahskoll g The scre en dlS plays
y r an d In Ica es eac ey as rl IS played from a
data file or Ihe notes you Iype You don I have 10 be a mUSI'
clan 10 enJoy Ih,s educational and eniertarlllng program
Requrres 24K casselle or 32K disk 514.95
BOWLERS OATABASE - PrOVides the league bowler With
Ihe ablilly 10 record and retrreve bowling scores prOViding
permanenl records The dala may then be analYled by the
program ilnd dlsplilyed or prrnted III summary or detilll
lorm Oala may be stored on cilsselle or dlskelle and up·
daled qUICkly and eiliciently The program prOlvdes such
Iniormiition ilS hrghest and lowesl scores by IndiVidual
Qame (Ilrst second ilM Ihlrd games IhroughOUI Ihe
season} high ana law serres currenl ilverilge and more
The progrilm Iisling and documenlat,on prOVided are a
tutorral on ATARI basrc and record keeePlng Reoulles 16K
lor casselle or 14K lor drsk S14.95
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PLAYER PIANO - Turns your keyboard Into a mini plano ~
and more Multiple menu opllons prOVIde tne ablilly to --:.

o
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~ 1/2: HORIZONTAlIVERITCAL SCROLLING - The Inform·
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MINI.WORO PROCESSOR - Thrs rs for Ihose 01 you who
have a prrnler. bul don'l wilnt 10 spend S100 0' more for a
lancy word processor fi,s SUitable lor Simple edilino of
lext. accepls mosl control cholfaclers lor your prrnler ilnd
lext IS stored on drsk tor eilsy retrrevill Holds 2 'I; Ivped
pages at a time Requrres 32K drsk or lape S14.95
BOB'S BUSINESS - 14 small bUSiness Iype programs lor
home or office all chosen from a nice menu Supports
prrnled output 169 serlors of output reoulle 16K laoe or
32K disk 514.95
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By Ihe lime you reaa Ih,s all compulers 1400/8001 being
produced should have Ihe Iiibled GTIA chips rncluded '<
AT ARI serVice may upgrade older compulers call and ask ~
111 s easy 10 do yourselll We hilve one ,1Ild he 1m
~
provemenls Ihal graphiCS modes 9 10 and 11 oller ilre <;;.
qreat" To help you "oure oul whal 10 do With Ine new <;;'
modes a new Trrr.ky Tulorra' w,lI be oltereo In Marrll on
•
Modes 9 to II E,lner ql e uS a call or wllte illOlino I a
time
~

~

C"'>

:******
************** *********** *** ****** ;:~
*

*
~

SANTA CRUZ EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
5 42 5 Jigoger Or .. Soquel. CA 95073
C 0 D. rders call (408) 476.4901

*

"Include 52.00 postage (5.75 for Memory Map)
*In California. include 6.5% tax

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER
~
OR
:
ORDER FROM:

*
*
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Santa Cruz Educational Software * Tricky Tutorials * Santa Cruz Educational Software" Tricky Tutorials" Santa Cruz Educational Software' Tricky"
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Player Missile Graphics: A Step Beyond
by Robert LaFeria
Most Arcade games and the popular ATARI
games use a special type of" Action Graphics". Our
ATARI also has this type of graphics. Unlike regular
graphics, player-missiles move smoothly across the
screen and are not accomplished by using the
ATARI BASIC graphic commands. This type of
graphics is called "Player-Missile Graphics". Star
Raiders for instance, uses Player-Missile Graphics
(PMG) for the Zylon ships and starbases. Many
other games use PMG; such as Space Invaders, PacMan, Missile Command and of course, Defender.
Before you skip to my program on the other page,
read this so you know what's going on. There are two
parts to PMG: the player, an object eight bits or dots
wide and up to 128 dots long, and the missile, which
is a small player. There is one missile associated with
each player. Since we have 4 players, (that's the limit
if you use missiles, more on that later) then we have 4
missiles. Each missile takes on the same color as the
player it is associated with and is independent of that
player. The missile is smaller than the player and it is
less detailed than the player.
The main purpose of PMG is that it can move an
object smoothly over a background (regular graphics
or text) without disturbing the background because
it is independent of the graphics. The reason why it is
smooth is because you have to design the object
beforehand and place it somewhere in memory.
Since it is always the same picture (unless you change
it for animation or whatever), all that needs to be
changed is the horizontal and/or vertical position.
First of all, let me get you started. First pick a
graphics mode for your background. You 8K users
should use graphics I, 2, or 3 because they use the
least amount of memory. You must have at least 24K
or more to use Graphics 8,9, 10, and 11 with PMG.
Also, take into consideration that to safely put your
PMG in memory you must allow at least 4 pages* of
memory free for double line resolution. That is
equivalent to a graphics 7 dot, which will be the size
of the dot in everyone of your players or missiles.
You can get single line resolution by allowing 8 pages
of memory. This is equivalent to a graphics 8 dot.
(See Table 1.1)
Before we actually start to work on making a PMG
program, we must design the players and missiles
beforehand. First, if you plan to design games or
programs that use PMG,' go down to your local

stationary store and buy a very large pad of 1 cm by 1
cm graph paper. If you want to see what the PMG
would look like on the screen get a smaller size 1,4 cm
by 1,4 em. Using the graph paper will enable you to
design the PMG bit-by-bit.
First, to start drawing in PMG let's draw a player,
because it is the simplest to draw and will give you
some experience in drawing bit maps. Remember
how I said that a player was 8 bits or dots wide? On
your graph paper find eight consecutive columns and
number from left to right like this (128,64,32, 16,
8, 4, 2, 1). Notice that going from left to right the
numbers decrease by half and also note that all these
numbers, when added together, add up to 255. Each
dot in your player must be within the eight column
grid. The length of your player is determined on how
long you want your player to be (128 is the
maximum you can have on the screen at once.) Each
dot in your player takes up a full block on the grid.
Now draw your picture within the grid. (See Table

1.2 )
Once you have finished drawing a picture, there is
still the problem of feeding the computer the information about the design of the player. What we do to
find how to put the picture in the computer is to go
to the first row of the picture and add up the dots
that are in each column. Say that there is a dot under
column 128 and there is one dot under column 16
and another dot under column 1 you would get the
sum of those numbers to find the value of the line, in
this case 145. Do this to every line in your player, put
the result to the side in order. You see, the computer
handles these graphics like a stack of numbers piled
one on each other. Notice that since these numbers
are less than or equal to 255 then they can be poked
into memory.
Here comes the tricky part. If you want double
line resolution you must put aside 512 bytes of
memory for the vertical movement of your player. If
you want single line resolution, you must put aside
1,024 bytes of memory, the equivalent of one K of
memory. I will explain what to do with these
numbers later on. Since the computer relocates this
stack one scan line vertically you must place one or
two zeros at the top and bottom of your player. This
will allow your player not to stretch across the
screen, but move vertically.
Okay, we now know that we can safely put our
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PMG in memory and how to draw players. So
everyone can enjoy this article, I will suppose that I
have an 8K machine (How di I lose 40K???) so you
8K users can join in on the fun. First, I will use
Graphics 2 so I can conserve memory.
10 GRAPHICS 2
Now I still want single line resolution, so my
display looks nice. That means I must put aside 16
pages of memory for my use.
20 I=PEEK (106)
Now we must store it in PMBASE, a register
(location) so our ATARI knows where we put our
players and missiles.
30 POKE, 54279, I
Next let us tell the Antic Chip it can take enough
memory for graphics mode and PMG that it needs.
This is called Direct Memory Access - DMA. If
you want double line resolution your number is 46.
If you want single line then your number is 62. We
want single line!.
40 POKE 559,62
Now we come to the next step, a location called
GRACTL (53277). i believe it stands for Graphics·
Control. This is what to poke or store at GRACTL.
# If you want to use:
1 Missiles DMA
2 Players DMA
3 Players and Missiles
We want to use both players and missiles for the
fun of it.
50 POKE 53277,3
This location tells the graphic chip in your
computer, the CTIA (if you have bought your
computer after January 1st the chip is the GTIA, a
more sophisticated chip) to accept PMG.
Now we come to color. Since we cannot use the
COLOR command or SETCOLOR, we have to use
registers. In ATARI BASIC, if you say COLOR 1,
the color is set to Gold or whatever, then by using
SETCOLOR you can change it. SETCOLOR 1, 10,
14 would cha:tge color 1 to another color. Actually
BASIC use of the color command is not actually in
the hardware, but the SETCOLOR command is in
the hardware. The color is always setto zero (black),
and Setcolor can change it. Here are the equivalent
POKEs.
SETCOLOR Register 1, Hue 10, Luminance 14
(POKE Register + 708, HUE * 16 + Luminance)
Now PMG colors are below that. Pretend instead
of the register being added to the first location let the
player be substituted and change 708 to 704 (the
PMG SETCOLOR). Remember the missile takes on
the same color as the player.
(POKE Player # + 704, HUE * 16 + Luminance)
(See chart for HUE numbers and colors)
Now back to our program. We want a white player

0.
60 POKE 704, 14
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Remember SETCOLOR Player + 704, 0, 14.
This program will use only one player, just to
demonstrate player missile graphics.
That means that we have to find the place in
memory to store our player, the chess king on Table·
1.2. Do this:
70 PMBASE=I*256
This finds the starting address of the players. Now
let's find the starting address of the player we want,
PLAYERO. Ww want single line resolution, so we
add 1024 to the PMBASE. We now set up the X and
Y locations of the player and the vertical and
horizontal positions of the chess piece.
80 PLAYER=PMBASE+1024:X=100:Y=100
We must erase all previous PMG in memory or at
least the spot we are using. If you do not do this,
when you RERUN the program you will see multiple.
images. Speaking of images, is you use high-res
GRAPHICS and you do not allocate enough
memory for your players you will find some
unneccessary screen display.
85 FOR A=PLAYERO TO PLAYERO+256:
POKE A,O:NEXT A
Now "Read" player from data statements.
85 L=14
90 FOR A=PLAYERO+Y TO PLAYERO+Y+L:
READ B:POKE A,B:NEXT A
Now line 90 draws the player at the Y or vertical
coordinate. Line 100 will set the X or horizontal
coordinate.
100 POKE 53248,X
Location 53248 is PlayerO's movement
horizontally. Now we come to size. In PMG you can
have three different sizes: small, medium, or large
and two different resolutions: single and double line.
We want our king to be medium. .
110 POKE 53245,1
Small=O
Medium=1
Large=3
Data for PLAYERO, the king:
120 DATA,
0,0,16,56,16,214,254,124,56,56,
56,124,254,0,0,0
Although this program does not use collision
detection, I will still explain them. Collisions occur
when two players touch each other, a missile touches
a player, a player makes contact with a background
object, or a missile hits a background object.
(See memory map for registers).
If there is a collision and you PEEK at your specific
register, the computer will respond with a number.
The number depends on what you are looking for.
For example, if you are looking for a collision
between PLAYERO and COLOR 1, your result will
be 1, COLOR 2 will be 2, etc. The same thing goes
for other players only it will refer to the player
number.

A.N.A.L.O.G.
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Table 1.2
Missile Bit Map

Now we have to add joystick movement to the
program.

130 C=STICK (0)
131 IF = 15 THEN 130
132 POKE 77, 0 : REM ATTRACT MODE OFF
133 IF C=ll THEN X=X : POKE 53248, X
134 IF C=7 THEN X=X+l: POKE 53248,X
135 IF C=13 THEN FOR D=L TO 0 STEP -1:
POKE PLAYERO+Y+D, PEEK PLAYERO-l +Y
+D):NEXT D:Y=Y+l
136 IF c=14 THEN FOR 0=0 TO LPOKE
PLAYERO-l +Y+D,
PEEK(PLAYERO+Y+D):
NEXT D:Y=Y-l
137 GOTO 130
That's it for now. Look over the charts and tables I
have prepared for your use and happy programming! 0

128 64 32 16 S

0[40 x 24]Text
1[20 x 24 ]Text
2[20 x 12]Text
3[40 x 24 ]Gr.
4[80 x48]Gr.
5[80 x 48]Gr.
6[160 x 96]Gr.
7[160 x 96]Gr.
8[320 x 192]Gr.
9[80 x 192]Gr.
10[SOx192]Gr.
11[SOx192]Gr.

2

1

o

o

16
56
16
214
254
124'
56
56
56
124
254

o
o

o

Scratch Pad

Mem.
Bytes Pages
Used Used * Colors Reg.
993
513
261
273
537
1017

4
3
2

4
4
4

2

2
3
4

2025
3945
7900
7900
7900
7900

8
16
31
31
31
31

4
4
4
8
16
32
32
32
32

4
2
4
2
4

5
5

'/2
16
16
16

8K+
8K+
8K+
8K+
8K+
8K+
16K+
16K+
24K+
24K+
24K+
24K+

• = Closest multiple of four (4). You must use this number,
which is the number of pages that will compensate for the
mode; the Display List.

Choose on.ly one of the following:
_ Double line resolution: Add a "4" to the number of pages;
[.]
_ Single line resolution: Add a "8" to the number of pages;

(*]

4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Table 1.1
Graphics
Mode

Value

Player

128 64 32 16 S

4

2

1

1 I-+--+--+--+-J-"'-+-~

21--+--+--+---l~+--+-~---l
3~+--+-+--+--+-+--1---i
4 1--+--+--+--+--+--II--+--4

5f--+--+--+--+--I1--+--4--l

6~+--+-+--+--+-+--1---l
7

Sf--+--+--+--+-I--+--+---4
9
10 1--+--+--+--If--+--+--+--1
11
12 1--+--+--+----f--+--+--+--1
12 1--+--+--+--+--+--'I--+--4
13 ~+--+--+--1--J-I--+--f
14
15 1--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--1

Table 1.3
Players' and Missiles' Positions
in Memory
Double Line Resolution
Player #

# to add to starting address*

o

512
640
768
S96
1024

1

2
3
4 **

··can be missiles' starting address
·starting address is where you locate your PMG.
Ex. I=PEEK(106)-8:PM=256·1 B=PM+152

Single Line Resolution
Player #

# to add to starting address

0
1
2
3
4**

1024
1280
1536
1795
2048

Memory Locations needed
for PMG
LABEL
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Hexadecimal Decimal

HPOSPO

0000

53248

MOPF

0000

53248

HPOSP1

0001

53249

M1PF

0001

53249

HPOS2

0002

53250

M2PF

0002

53250

HPOSP3

0003

53251

M3PF

0003

53251

HPOSMO

0004

53252

POPF

0004

53252

HPOSM1

0005

53253

P1PF

0005

53253

HPOSM2

0006

53254

P2PF

0006

53254

HPOSM3

0007

53255

P3PF

0007

53255

MOPL

0008

53256

SIZEPO

0008

53256

M1PL

0009

53257

SIZEP1

0009

53257

M2PL

OOOA

53258

SIZEP2

DOOA

53258

M3PL

0008

53259

SIZEP3

0008

53259

POPL

OOOC

53260

Explanation
(W) Horizontal position of
PlayerO
(R) MissileO to Playfield
Collision
(W) Horizontal Position of
Player1
(R) Missile1 to Playfield
Collision
(W) Horizontal Position
Player2
(R) Missile2 to Playfield
Collision
(W) Horizontal Position of
Player3
(R) Missile3 to Playfield
Collision
(W) Horizontal Position of
MissileO
(R) PlayerO to Playfield
Collisions

SIZEM

OOOC

53260

(W) Sizes for all missiles

GRAFPO

0000

53261

P1PL

0000

53261

GRAFP1

OOOE

53262

P2PL

OOOE

53262

(W) Graphics for PlayerO
(shape) [GRACTL must not
be used)
(R) Player1 to Player
Collisions
(W) Graphics for Player1
[GRACTL must not be used]
(R) Player 2 to Player
Collisions

GRAFP2
P3PL

OOOF
OOOF

53263
53263

(W) Graphics for Player2
(R) Player3 to Player
Collisions

GRAFP3
GRAFM

0010
0011

53264
53265

(W) Graphics for Player3
(W) Graphics for all missiles
(NOOMA)

PRIOR

001B

53275

(W) Priority select

GRACTL

0010

53277

(W) used with OMACTL

HITCLR

001E

53278

(W) Clear collision registers

OMACTL

0400

54272

(W) OMA control/Res for
Play as/Playfields

SOMCTL

22F

559

(W) OMA enable/disable

PMBASE

0406/7 54278/9 (R/W) Player Missile base
address

RAMTOP

6A

106

Top of RAM in pages of
memory.

PCOLRO 2CO
PCOLR1 2C1
PCOLR2 2C2
PCOLOR32C3

704
705
706
707

Color
Color
Color
Color

COLPF3

53273

(W) Color & Lum. of Playfield3 and Player4 (if no missiles are used).

0019

of
of
of
of

Player
Player
Player
Player

(W) Horizontal Position of
Missile1
(R) Player 1 to Playfield
Collisions
(W) Horizontal Position of
Missile2
(R) Player2 to Playfield
Collisions
(W) Horizontal Position of
Missile3
(R) Player 3 to Playfield
Collisions
(R) MissileO to Player
Collisions
(W) Size of PlayerO
(R) Missile1 to Player
Collisions
(W) Size of Player1
(R) Missile2 to Player
Collisions
(W) Size of Player2
(R) Missile3 to Player
Collisions
(W) Size of Player3
(R) PlayerO to Player
Collisions

For Your

Jil ATARr
Commercial Quality

JOYSTICK
FINALLYI A HIGH QUALITY, PLUG·
COMPATIBLE JOYSTICK FOR THE
ATARI VIDEO·GAME AND 400/800
COMPUTER SYSTEMS. GAME·TECH'S
SERIES 8 PRO·STlCK. METAL CON·
'STRUCTION-,sElF:C'ENTERING,
GOLD· PLATED CONTACTS. ARCADE
STYLE. FULL SIX MONTH WARRANTY.
Send $39.99 per joystick
(mass. res. add 5%)
Plus $2.00 ea. shipping & handling to:

,,:.::; RME .oT EC H
283 BROADWAY
ARLINGTON. MASS. 02174

1-(617)-774-8819
AlARI is a trademark of ATAR!. Inc.

& MissileO
& Missile1
& Missile2
& Missile3
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VCSUPDATE ...
by Lee Pa ppas
If you owned an ATARI Video Computer System
before the purchase of your 400 or 800 Computer,
and have hung on to it all these months (or years),
well, you are in for a treat! ATARI plans to release a
cartridge a month during 1982 - and the titles
certainly sound intriguing. Of course, you'll still
have Activision to provide you with additional
entertainment. If these aren't enough to support
your game habit, two new companies are about to
provide even more games! APOLLO of Richardson,
Texas has recently released "Skeet Shoot" (ATARI
& Activision have nothing to fear from the graphics
on this first release).
Imagic of Saratoga, California, is currently gearing
up for their manufacturing of VCS compatible car,
tridges.
ATARI titles for '82 are .
January
• Super Breakout™
• Haunted House
February
• PacMan*
March
• Yar's Revenge™
May
• Defender"*
June
Math Gran Prix
July
• Bezerk***
August
• Star Raiders™
September
Believe it or not, Star Raiders isn't too bad on this.
The Difficulty Switches turn the shields and attack
computer on & off. There are no sectors to jump to;
the enemy ships just keep coming at you.
In Haunted House you have to find the three lost
pieces of the silver urn before using up your 9 lives as
you prowl the corridors and rooms of a haunted
mansion. Yar's Revenge is an exciting space/action
game where you control a 'YAR SCOUT' out to
destroy alien craft.
Of course, PacMan, Defender, and Bezerk are all
based on the arcade games of the same names. Two
new adventure games will be released, part of a series
totalling four interrelated games. Each game in'
volves a theme-element: Earth, Fire, Air, or Water.
Your goal is to find the secret of the first game, then
proceed to the second, etc. However, the games may
be played individually if you prefer.
Two games tentatively scheduled for later release
are Hot Rox and Fox Bat. 0

HAUNTED HOUSE Game Program™

PAC-MAN

*

*

.

Game Program

TM

Licensed by Namco-America, Ino"

*PacMan is a trademark of Namco-America, Inc.
**Defender is a trademark of Williams Electronics,
Inc.
***Bezerk is a trademark of Stern Electronics, Inc.
DEFENDER * Game Program TH
*Trademark of Williams Electronics, Inc.
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Non~Tutorial IV

by Charles Bachand
"Have you ever wondered how and why
something works?" This question has been asked by
countless books and magazines, mostly as a lead
for them to tell you just How and Why. That
question is a little lengthy. "Have you ever wondered
why, when you use the BASIC function STICK (0),
that it doesn't return nice numbers such as O=LEIT,
2=RIGHT, etc., but instead gives you weird
numbers like lS=NOTHING, ll=LEFT,
7=RIGHT, etc.?".
Now that I've done my "Andy Rooney talking
about his ties" imitation, it is time to switch scenes
again. "Hey Ma! My joystick is BROKE! You'll have
to buy me another one!", the little boy said. "That's
the third one that you've broken. You'll just have to
wait till I can get to the store next week.", was his
mother's reply. This, for the little boy, just would
not do. He was very involved in a game of Missile
Command (tm) and had already accumulated well
over one hundred and twenty thousand points and
would probably die of old age by next week anyway.
Maybe the Joystick could be repaired? There was
nothing to loose. He just had to find out.
Did you ever wonder what is in a Joystick? Did you
ever wonder how a Joystick works? Did you ever
wonder why they call it a Joystick? Ever wonder how
the little boy broke all three of his joysticks or why
his mother has put up with him for so long? And did
you ever wonder why I am constantly saying "Did
you ever wonder"?
A Joystick is a very simple device. After removing
four screws and taking the bottom off, one finds only
a few plastic parts, some wires, and a circuit board
containing push button switches. A Joystick is just
five switches and a connecting stick. So where do the
funny numbers for up, down, left, and right come
from? Well, I am going to tell you all about it. Atari
Joysticks are connected into the computer by a
parallel input port. This means that when your
program reads information from this parallel port,
there is one bit for ~ach switch. The lowest most
significant bit (we will call it bit "0" since
numbering systems using computers start counting
with the number "0") senses the upward push on a
Joystick. The following table shows the other bit
positions.
Now, the nibble or four bit subbyte, is not the
value returned by the joystick ports. The value
returned is the inverse of the values shown in the
previous table. The correct values are shown in the
next table.
The inverse bit values you receive from the
joystick ports are due to the way the joysticks
themselves are wired. The switch contacts are
connected to the port lines with pull-up resistors.
. These resistors apply a constant 05 volts signal to the

lines forcing the logic to a high level. When you push
on the joystick, the switch or switches (in a diagonal
position) close and bring the signal from 05 volts to 0
volts, bringing the logic at the port to a low logic
level. The bit read from its corresponding switch is
changed from a logic 1 to O. All we need now is a
demonstration in machine language.

Enough About Joysticks
MAPWARE, written by Harry C. Koons, is one
of the more interesting programs to come out of
APX
(Atari Program Exchange). Using this
program, it is possible to generate maps of any
section of the earth. The software is written in
BASIC and is distributed on two diskettes. The first
disk contains programs to generate maps using
different projection methods and a program to
display a previously generated and stored map. The
second disk contains the coordinate data of every
important land feature in the world. This disk
contains over 640 blocks of information, which
translates to over 80 thousand characters of
information. It even generates the U.S. state
boundaries. Since the programs are written in
BASIC, they tend to be on the slow side, usually
taking from ten to twenty minutes to generate a map,
but the results are well worth it. I strongly
recommend this package to anyone with a 40K
system.
Now, what does this program have to do with
joysticks, you might be wondering. What can a
joystick do to a stationary map? Believe me, these
maps won't be stationary for very long!
You've all seen scrolling. It happens every time
you enter a line in a BASIC program with a full
screen. The lines of text before it all move up when
you hit RETURN. This is known as coa rse vertical
scrolling. Also, coarse horizontal scrolling. You
usually see this when editing text, especially when
characters are inserted or deleted in the middle of a
line. The rest of the text moves sideways. We have all
seen this happen. It's really no big deal.
What you may not know is that the ATARI
computer has the ability to FINE scroll vertically,
and horizontally. Characters and pictures can be
moved up and down in increments of one scan line
on the television set. They can also be moved left and
right in increments of one color clock (the width of a
point in graphics mode 6 or 7). All this power is
hidden in your machine, and you probably never
know it unless you played such games as Atari's
SPACE INVADERS (horizontal scrolling) or
ANALOG SOFTWARE's Race In Space (vertical
scrolling). We, using our map and out joystick are
going to do both!
Now, it really does not have to be a map. You can
use any picture that was drawn in full screen graphics
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mode 8 (GRAPHICS 8 0 16), as long as a screen
dump of the picture has been stored on tape or
diskette. The accompanying program will load your
picture into RAM in full screen mode 6
(GRAPHICS 6 0 16) even though the graphics were
originally in full screen mode 8. The internal graphic
representation between the two modes is the same,
one pixel for each bit position in memory. And since
graphics mode 6 has half the resolution, both
horizontally and vertically, that graphics mode 8 has,
you will be able to see only a quarter of the actual
picture or map. The program will allow you to scroll
the television's screen over the picture while being
controlled by the joystick. You will be able to see
only 25% of the picture at anyone time, but you will
be able to choose which 25% to look at. tJ
BIT
DIRECTION
NIBBLE
o
UP
0001
1
DOWN
0010
2
LEFT
0100
3
RIGHT
1000
DIRECTION
INVERSE DECIMAL
CENTER
1111
15
UP
1110
14
DOWN
1101
13
LEFT
1011
11
RIGHT
0111
7
UP-LF
1010
10
UP-RT
0110
6
1001
9
DN-LF
DN-RT
0101
5
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420

REM SCROLLING MAPWARE
REM DISPLAY PROGRAM
REM
REM BY CHARLES BACHAND 1982
REM
REM TO LOAD ANOTHER FILE,
REM PUSH SYSTEM RESET AND
REM TYPE RUN.
REM
DIM NAME$(20),MLOAD$C41)
DIM SCRL$(161),INIT$CI30)
GRAPHICS 8:POKE 752,l:GOSUB 360
PRINT "MAP SCROLL PROGRAf1":PRINT·
PRINT "MAPWARE FILE NAME ==) ";
INPUT NAME$:TRAP 220:? :? :?
SETCOLOR 2,O,0:POKE 752,1
PRINT "SCROLLING FILE => ";NAME$
REM
REM LOAD GRAPHICS DATA
REM
CLOSE .1:0PEN #1,4,0,NAME$
A=USRCADRCMLOAD$»
IF A>127 THEN 220
FOR COUNT=l TO 500:NEXT COUNT
A=USRCADRCINIT$),ADRCSCRL$»
GOTO 350
REM
REM INITIALIZATION ROUTINES
REM FOR FINE SCROLLING OF DISPLAY
REM
REM BINARY DATA LOADER
REM
PRINT "LOADING ML SUBROUTINES"
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430 FOR COUNT=1 TO 41:READ VALUE
440 MLOAD$CCOUNT)=CHR$CVALUE)
450 NEXT COUNT
460 REM
470 REM DISPLAY LIST INITIALIZER
480 REM
490 FOR COUNT=1 TO 130:READ VALUE
500 INIT$CCOUNT)=CHR$CVALUE)
510 NEXT COUNT
520 REM
530 REM DISPLAY SCROLL ROUTINE
540 REM
550 FOR COUNT=1 TO 161:READ VALUE
560 SCRL$CCOUNT)=CHR$CVALUE)
570 NEXT COUNT:POKE 752,O:PRINT
580 RETURN
590 REM DATA FOR MACHINE LANGUAGE
600 REM SUBROUTINES
610 REM
620 REM BINARY LOADER CODE
630 REM
640 DATA 104,162,16,169,7,157,66,3
650 DATA 169,0,157,72,3
660 DATA 169,30,157,73,3,165,88,157
670 DATA 68,3,165,89,157,69,3,32,86
680 DATA 228,189,67,3,133,212
690 DATA 169,0,133,213,96
700 REM
710 REM DISPLAY INITIALIZE CODE
720 REM
730 DATA 104,169,0,133,179,169,160
740 DATA 133,178,169,112,141,0,6
750 DATA 141,1,6,141,2,6,160,80
760 DATA 166,88,202,202,134,176,165
770 DATA 89,133,177,162,3,169,123
780 DATA 157,0,6,232,165,176,157,0,6
790 DATA 232,165,177,157,0,6,232
800 DATA 165,176,24,105,40,133,176
810 DATA 144,2,230,177,136,208,224
820 DATA 169,91,157,253,5,169,66
830 DATA 157,0,6,173,148,2,157,1,6
840 DATA 173,149,2,157,2,6,169,2
850 DATA 157,3,6,157,4,6,157,5,6
860 DATA 169,65,157,6,6,169,0,157,7,6
870 DATA 141,48,2,169,6,157,8,6
880 DATA 141,49,2,104,170,104,168
890 DATA 169,7,32,92,228,96
900 REM
910 REM FINE SCROLL CODE
920 REM
930 DATA 169,0,133~176,133,177
940 DATA 173,120,2,41,8,208,21
950 DATA 165,178,240,45,198,178
960 DATA 165,178,41,7,141,4,212
970 DATA 201,7,208,32,230,176
980 DATA 208,28,173,120,2,41,4
990 DATA 208,21,165,178,201,160
1000 DATA 240,15,230,178,165,178,41,7
1010 DATA 141,4,212,208,4,198,176
1020 DATA 198,177,173,120,2,41,2
1030 DATA 208,28,165,179,201,228
1040 DATA 240,22,230,179,165,179,41,1
1050 DATA 141,5,212,208,11,165,176,24
1060 DATA 105,40,133,176,144,2
1070 DATA 230,177,173,120,2,41,1
1080 DATA 208,28,165,179,240,24
1090 DATA 198,179,165,179,41,1
1100 DATA 141,5,212,201,1,208,11
1110 DATA 165,176,56,233,40,133,176
1120 DATA 176,2,198,177,160,0,185,4,6
1130 DATA 24,101,176;153,4,6,185,5,6
1140 DATA 101,177,153,5,6,200,200,200
1150 DATA 192,240,208,232,76,98,228
1160 END.

1000
1001
1003
1005

00B4

OOBO
OOBI
00B2
00B3

0000

0600
0010
0007
0058
0294
0342
0343
0344
0345
0348
0349
0230
0231
0278
D404
D405
E456
E45C
E462
00D4
0000
001E

0000

68
A900
85B3
A9AO

0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
0150
0160
0170
0180
0190
0200
0210
0220
0230
0240
0250
0260
0270
0280
0290
0300
0310
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360
0370
0380
0390
0400
0410
0420
0430
0440
0450
0460
0470
0480
0490
0500
0510
0520
0530
0540
0550
0560
0570
0580
0590
0600
0610
0620
0630

;
; I'IAPWARE SCROLL PROGRAI'I
; I'IACHINE LANGUAGE ROUTINES
; BY CHARLES BACHAND 1982
;
; NOTE: ALL I'IACHINE LANGUAGE ROUTINES
; PRESENTED HERE ARE RELOCATABLE
; SINCE ALL JUI'IPS WITHIN THE ROUTINES
; ARE RELATIVE JUI'IPS.
;
; SYSTEM EQUATES
;
LIST
$0600
=
DISPLAY LIST
$10
10CBl =
CONTROL BLOCK OFFSET
GETCHR =
$07
GET CHARACTERS CI'ID
SAVMSC =
$0058
DISPLAY DATA PNTR
TXTMSC =
$0294
SPLIT SCREEN PNTR
$0342
1/0 COI'II'IAND BYTE
ICCOM =
$0343
1/0 STATUS BYTE
ICSTA =
$0344
1/0 BUFFER (LOW)
ICBAL =
$0345
ICBAH =
1/0 BUFFER (HIGH)
$0348
ICBLL =
BUFFER LENGTH (LOW)
ICBLH =
$0349
BUFFER LENGTH (HIGH)
DISPLAY LIST PNTR
DLI STL =
$0230
$0231
DLISTH =
DISPLAY LIST PNTR
$0278
STICK =
JOYSTICK REGISTER
HSCROL =
$D404
HORIZONTAL SCROLL
VSCROL =
$D405
VERTICAL SCROLL
CIOV
$E456
CENTRAL 1/0 VECTOR
=
SETVBV =
$E45C
VBLANK SET VECTOR
XITVBV =
$E462
EXIT FOR V-BLANK
RETURNED VALUE ADDR
BASVAL =
212
7680&$FF SCREEN SIZE (LOW)
SIZEL =
SIZEH =
7680/256 SCREEN SIZE (HIGH)
;
$OOBO
*=
;
; PAGE 0 VARIABLE ASSIGNMENTS
;
OFFLO *=
SCROLL DATA (LOW)
*+1
OFFHI .=
SCROLL DATA (HIGH)
'+1
XPOS
X-COORDINATE DATA
*+1
*=
YPOS
Y-COORDINATE DATA
.=
'+1
;
$1000
RELOCATABLE CODE
*=
;
; INITIALIZATION ROUTINE TO SET UP NEW
; DISPLAY LIST, AND INITIALIZE POINTERS
;
POP PARAMETER COUNT
PLA
INIT
BOTTOM OF SCREEN
LDA .0
INITIALIZE Y-COORD
STA YPOS
RIGHT EDGE OF SCREEN
LDA .160

.OPT NOEJECT

3022
3025
3027
3029
302B
302D
302F
3031

3000
3002
3004
3006
3009
300B
300D
300F
3011
3013
3015
3017
301A
301C
301E
3020

2029

2000
2001
2003
2005
2008
200A
200D
200F
2012
2014
2017
2019
201C
201F
2022
2024
2026
2028

1082

AD7802
2904
D015
A5B2
C9AO
FOOF
E6B2
A5B2

A900
85BO
85Bl
AD7802
2908
D015
A5B2
F02D
C6B2
A5B2
2907
8D04D4
C907
D020
E6BO
DOIC

68
A210
A907
9D4203
A900
9D4803
A91E
9D4903
A558
9D4403
A559
904503
2056E4
BD4303
85D4
A900
85D5
60
.

1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760

*=

RELOCATABLE CODE
$2000
;
; FAST I'IAP LOADING CODE
;
; READS IN 7680 BYTES FROI'I DEVICE .1
; TO SCREEN I'IEI'IORY VERY QUICKLY!
;
POP PARAI1ETER COUNT
PLA
LOAD
CONTROL BLOCK .1 .
LDX .IOCBl
GET CHARACTERS CI'ID
LDA .GETCHR
SET COI'It1AND
STA ICC 01'1, X
SCREEN SIZE (LOW)
LDA .SIZEL
SET LENGTH (LOW)
STA ICBLL,X
SCREEN SIZE (HIGH)
LDA .SIZEH
SET LENGTH (HIGH)
STA ICBLH,X
POINTER TO DISPLAY
LDA SAVI'ISC
1/0 BUFFER (LOW)
STA ICBAL,X
LDA SAVMSC+l DISPLAY PNTR (HI)
I/O BUFFER (HIGH)
STA ICBAH,X
LOAD MAP DATA
JSR CIOV
GET STATUS BYTE
LDA ICSTA,X
RETURN VALUE
STA BASVAL
GET A ZERO
LDA .0
STA BASVAL+l ZERO HIGH BYTE
THAT'S ALL FOLKS!
RTS
;
$3000
*=
;
; VERTICAL BLANK SCROLL ROUTINE
;
ZERO ACCUMULATOR
SCROLL LDA .0
ZERO OFFSET (LOW)
STA OFFLO
ZERO OFFSET (HIGH)
STA OFFHI
CHECK STICK
LDA STICK
RIGHT BIT FOR LEFT?
AND .$08
NO, TRY RIGHT.
BNE CHKRT
LEFT EDGE?
LDA XPOS
BEQ CHKUP
YES, TRY UP.
DECREMENT X-COORD
DEC XPOS
GET X-COORD
LDA XPOS
AND SCROLL BITS
AND .7
FINE SCROLL
STA HSCROL
OVERFLOW?
CMP .7
NO, TRY UP.
BNE CHKUP
OFFSET FOR SCROLL
INC OFFLO
TRY GOING UP
BNE CHKUP
;
CHKRT LDA STICK
CHECK STICK
LEFT BIT FOR RIGHT?
AND .$04
BNE CHKUP
NO, TRY UP.
LDA XPOS
GET X-COORD
CMP .160
RIGHT EDGE?
BEQ CHKUP
YES, TRY UP.
INC XPOS
INCREMENT X-COORD
LDA XPOS
GET X-COORD
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0640
1007 85B2
0650
1009 A970
100B 8D0006 0660
100E 8DOI06 0670
1011 8D0206 0680
0690
1014 A050
0700
1016 A658
0710
1018 CA
0720
1019 CA
0730
lOlA 86BO
0740
101C A559
0750
101E 85Bl
0760
1020 A203
0770 ILOOP
1022 A97B
1024 9D0006 0780
1027 E8
0790
1028 A5BO
0800
102A 9D0006 0810
0820
102D E8
0830
102E A5Bl
1030 9D0006 0840
085e
1033 E8
1034 A5BO
0860
1036 18
0870
1037 6928
0880
1039 8580
0890
1038 9002
0900
103D E681
0910
103F 88
0920 INIT2
1040 OOEO
0930
1042 A95B
0940
1044 9DFD05 0950
1047 A942
0960
1049 9D0006 0970
104C AD9402 0980
104F 9DO'106 0990
1052 AD9502 1000
1055 9D0206 1010
1058 A902
1020
105A 9D0306 1030
105D 900406 1040
1060 900506 1050
1063 A941
1060
1065 9D0606 1070
1068 A900
1080
106A 9D0706 1090
106D 8D3002 1100
10]0 A906
1110
1072 9D0806 1120
1075 8D3102 1130
1078 68
1140
1079 AA
1150
107A 68
1160
107B A8
1170
107C A907
1180
107E 205CE4 1190
1081 60
1200
1210

STA
LDA
STA
STA
STA
LDY
LDX
DEX
DEX
STX
LDA
STA
LDX
LDA
STA
INX
LDA
STA
INX
LDA
STA
INX
LDA
CLC
ADC
STA
BCC
INC
DEY
BNE
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
STA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
STA
LDA
STA
STA
PLA
TAX
PLA
TAY
LDA
JSR
RTS

INITIALIZE X-COORD
'SKIP 8 LINES' OPCODE
3*8=24 SCAN LINES
3*8=24 SCAN LINES
3*8=24 SCAN LINES
80 DISPLAY LINES
DISPLAY ADDR (LOW)
OFFSET FOR HSCROLL
OFFSET FOR HSCROLL
OFFLO
DISPLAY POINTER (LOW)
SAVMSC+l DISPLAY ADDR (HIGH)
OFFHI
DISPLAY POINTER (HIGH)
#3
DISPLAY LIST OFFSET
#$7B
MODE 6 W/H+VSCROL+LMS
LIST,X
STORE INSTRUCTION
INCREMENT INDEX
OFFLO
DISPLAY POINTER (LOW)
LIST,X
LMS ADDRESS (LOW)
INCREMENT INDEX
DISPLAY POINTER (HIGH)
OFFHI
LIST,X
LMS ADDRESS (HIGH)
INCREMENT INDEX
OFFLO
DISPLAY POINTER (LOW)
CLEAR CARRY FOR ADD
#40
MODE 8 BYTE COUNT
OFFLO
STORE NEW VALUE
INIT2
OVERFLOW ON ADD?
OFFHI
YES, NEW HIGH BYTE.
80 INSTRUCTIONS?
ILOOP
NO, DO SOME MORE.
#$5B
MODE 6 W/HSCROL + LMS
LIST-3,X CHANGE LAST OPCODE
#$42
MODE 0 WILMS
LIST,X
STORE INSTRUCTION
TXTMSC
TEXT WINDOW PNTR (LOW)
LIST+l,X STORE POINTER (LOW)
TXTMSC+l TEXT WINDOW (HIGH)
LIST+2,X POINTER (HIGH)
#$02
MODE 0 OPCODE
LIST+3,X 2ND LINE TEXT
LIST+4,X 3RD LINE TEXT
LIST+5,X 4TH LINE TEXT
#$41
JUMP + WAIT FOR VBLANK
LIST+6,X STORE OPCODE
#LIST&$FF DISPLAY LIST (LOW)
LIST+7,X JUMP ADDRESS (LOW)
DLISTL
OS POINTER (LOW)
#LIST/256 DISPLAY LIST (HIGH)
LIST+8,X JUMP ADDRESS (HIGH)
DLISTH
OS POINTER (HIGH)
VBLANK ROUTINE (HIGH)
SET X REGISTER
VBLANK ROUTI NE (LOW)
SET Y REGISTER
#$07
VBLANK SET CODE
SETVBV
SET VBLANK ADDRESS
RETURN TO BASIC

XPOS
#$70
LIST
LIST+l
LIST+2
#80
SAVMSC

2907
8D04D4
D004
C6BO
C6Bl
AD7802
2902
DOIC
A5B3
C9E4
F016
E6B3
A5B3
2901
8D05D4
DOOB
A5BO
18
6928
85BO
9002
E6Bl
AD7802
2901
DOIC
A5B3
F018
C6B3
A5B3
2901
8D05D4
C901
DOOB
A5BO
38
E928
85BO
B002
C6Bl
AOOO
B90406
18
65BO
990406
B90506
65Bl
990506
C8
C8
C8
COFO
DOE8
4C62E4

3033
3035
3038
303A
303C
303E
3041
3043
3045
3047
3049
304B
304D
304F
3051
3054
3056
3058
3059
305B
305D
305F
3061
3064
3066
3068
306A
306C
306E
3070
3072
3075
3077
3079
307B
307C
307E
3080
3082
3084
3086
3089
308A
308C
308F
3092
3094
3097
3098
3099
309A
309C
309E
30Al

1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
CHGDL
CGl

;
CHKDN

CHKUP

LDY
LDA
CLC
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC
STA
INY
INY
INY
CPY
BNE
JMP
• END

LDA
AND
BNE
LDA
BEQ
DEC
LDA
AND
STA
CMP
BNE
LDA
SEC
SBC
STA
BCS
DEC

LDA
AND
BNE
LDA
CMP
BEQ
INC
LDA
AND
STA
BNE
LDA
CLC
ADC
STA
BCC
INC

AND
STA
BNE
DEC
DEC

#240
CGt
XITVBV
•

OFFLO
LIST+4,Y
LIST+5,Y
OFFHI
LIST+5,Y

#0
LIST+4,Y

#40
OFFLO
CHGDL
OFFHI

STICK
#$01
CHGDL
YPOS
CHGDL
YPOS
YPOS
#$01
VSCROL
#$01
CHGDL
OFFLO

#40
OFFLO
CHKDN
OFFHI

STICK
#$02
CHKDN
YPOS
#228
CHKDN
YPOS
YPOS
#$01
VSCROL
CHKDN
OFFLO

#7
HSCROL
CHKUP
OFFLO
OFFHI

ZERO Y INDEX
LOAD ADR (LOW)
CLEAR CARRY FOR ADD
ADD OFFSET (LOW)
NEW LOAD ADR (La>
LOAD ADR (HIGH)
ADD OFFSET (HIGH)
NEW LOAD ADR (HI)
POINT TO NEXT BYTE
POINT TO NEXT BYTE
POINT TO NEXT BYTE
END OF DISPLAY LIST?
NO, DO SOME MORE.
VERTICAL BLANK EXIT

CHECK STICK
UP BIT FOR DOWN?
NO, CHANGE DISPLAY.
BOTTOM EDGE?
YES, CHANGE DISPLAY.
DECREMENT Y-COORD
GET Y-COORD
AND SCROLL BITS
FINE SCROLL
OVERFLOW?
NO, CHANGE DISPLAY.
GET OFFSET (LOW)
SET CARRY FOR SUBTRACT
BYTES IN MODE 8 LINE
NEW OFFSET (LOW)
VALUE > 255?
YES, OFFSET (HIGH)

CHECK STICK
DOWN BIT FOR UP?
NO, TRY DOWN.
GET Y-COORD
AT TOP EDGE?
YES, TRY DOWN.
INCREMENT Y-COORD
GET Y-COORD
OVERFLOW CONDITION?
FINE SCROLL
NO, TRY DOWN.
GET OFFSET (LOW)
CLEAR CARRY BIT'
BYTES IN MODE 8 LINE
NEW OFFSET (LOW)
VALUE > 255?
YES, OFFSET (HIGH)

OVERFLOW?
FINE SCROLL
NO, TRY UP.
OFFSET FOR SCROLL
OFFSET FOR SCROLL
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SOFTWARE PRICE
BREAKTHROUGH!
Join American Software Club and get state·of·the-art name
brand software at the lowest price it will probably ever be.
I want to tell you about the most exciting development that has ever happened
to your computer. Then I want to extend
an invitation. Neither the development or
the invitation need cost you a cent.
•
•
•
•

It's
It's
It's
It's

not a new terminal.
not any kind of peripheral.
not a new language.
all of these.

It's a club. A club exclusively for people who live and breathe computers, like
you-and me.

BUILD A SOFTWARE
LIBRARY THAT WILL
EXPAND YOUR
COMPUTER'S CAPABILITIES
TO THE LIMITS
OF YOUR IMAGINATION.
Each month we bring you the finest
and boldest concepts in computer software from manufacturers allover the
world, from categories that include
education and business to entertainment and home utilities.
Out of thousands of programs avail·
able, we select those that make your
computer do more of what you bought
your computer for. Programs that keep
yqur computer working throughout the
day instead of gathering dust on a desk.
ASC keeps your computer functioning and expanding by supplying the vital

THE ASC GUARANTEE
ASC promises that mem-

ber's prices are the lowest
available. If, within 30
days of your purchase,
you find a lower, nationally advertised price, then
we will gladly credit your
account with the difference.

software resources necessary for its
growth. Software for the business
owner, educator, hobbiest, the fami ly.
Software that will continually keep your
hardware paced with state of the art
technology. With an ASC membership
you will be assured that your equipment
is never rendered obsolete.

OUR NO·OBLIGATION
CHARTER INVITATION
When you become a charter member
you get:
• Free lifetime membership. Charter
members will never pay a penny in
membership fees
• Our informative
newsmagazine

and

very

candid

DISCOUNTS.
PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
No more searching through magazine
ads and paying top dollar. You save
every time you buy. Save on software,
hardware, books ... all computer supplies. For example, next month you can
purchase name brand blank diskettes
that the "discounters" sell for $3.50. Our
price-$2.50. That's saving $10 per box.

TYPICAL MEMBERS'
SAVINGS.
Alkemstone
Adventure 12

• Discounts on major brands of hardware and supplies

from Adventure
International

• Software updates as they become
available
• BONUS. Free buy, sell, .>r swap ad
in our newsmagazine (In a space·
available basis). A real moneysaver.
NO MINIMUM PURCHASE
REQUIREMENTS EVER.
Call or send in the coupon now. Mail today.

membef S

you

price

price

save

39.95 27.95 30%

from Dakin5

• Discounts on all software programs

• Additional discounts for recommend·
ing new members

regular

Disk Doctor

19.95 13.95 30%
from

100.00 79.95 20%

SuperSoft

lago

from
DataSoft

19.95 14.95 25%

Nemesis
SuperSoft

from

40.00 29.95 25%

FOR EXTRA FAST SERVICE
Call toll·free 800-431-2061
24 hours a day, seven days per week
and your membership materials will
be sent out pronto.

r-------------------------------,
AMERICAN SOFTWARE CLUB, INC.
I
Mill wood, N.Y. 10546

Call toll·free 800·431-2061
I can't wait. Please send me my membership materials and enroll me in
the American Software CLub as outlined in this ad. I understand that
all future purchases are at low member's prices and no minimum
purchase is ever required.
My computer is

1 I am primarily interested in

model and #
Storage media
cassette or disk (specify size).
Name
Address •

Business
Entertainment
Household
Education
Ali areas

__
__
__
__
__
_
_

------------------------------- .J
City/State/Zip
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Atari Display List
by Craig Patchett
This article will attempt to explain enough about
the ATARI display list so that you will be able to
design your own custom graphics modes. Even if you
are not interested in such applications, the information provided should give you some interesting
insights into the operation of your machine.
In order to understand anything that your ATARI
does to your television screen, it's important to
understand what your television does to your
television screen. To create an image on the screen,
the television sends out an electron beam that scans
the screen from left to right and top to bottom, much
like you would scan a page while reading. When this
beam hits the phosphor that coats the inside of the
screen surface, the phosphor glows. The television
regulates how strong the beam is, which in turn
determines how bright the phosphor glows (a colour
television is slightly more complex, with three
different coloured phosphors and thr.ee beams, but
one beam is sufficient for our purposes). The
problem is that the phosphor will only glow for a
fraction of a second after the beam hits it. This means
that the beam must move very quickly and
constantly redraw the screen in order for an image to
be retained. It is for this reason that graphics information must be stored in a computer's memory, as
well as on the screen (if you're interested, the screen
is redrawn every sixtieth of a second). Now for the
important stuff. Each line the electron beam scans on
its way from top to bottom is called a scan line
(makes sense, right?). As far as the ATARI is concerned, 262 such scan lines make up the screen. Of
these 262 lines, however, only 192 are completely
visible, and thus are the only ones used (these 192
make up the "box" you see in GRAPHICS 0). It is
possible, however, to use more than 192 scan lines,
as we will see later.
The information presented so far has only
explained the operation of your television set. What
about that of your computer? How does it go about
relaying its data to the screen? After all, you certainly don't have to worry about updating the screen
sixty times a second yourself. The unsung hero responsible for doing this dirty work is a little chip
called ANTIC. Like the 6502 (the big chip),
ANTIC is a microprocessor, which means that if you
give it a program, it will give you results.The difference between the 6502 and ANTIC is that the
6502 gives you numbers, while ANTIC gives you
, graphics.

The program for ANTIC, believe it or not, is
called the "display list". Like any program, the display list consists of a series of commands, or instructions. These instructions tell ANTIC exactly
what to do with the screen. Luckily for us, ANTIC
has only three basic kinds of instructions that we
need be concerned With. Before I go over them, let
me explain the difference between two similar terms:
A scan line is as high as the electron beam.
A mode line may be from one to sixteen lines
high, depending on the type of mode. For example, a
GRAPHICS 0 mode line is eight scan lines high,
while a GRAPHICS 2 mode line is sixteen, and a
GRAPHICS 8 is one.
With these differences in mind, let's take our first
look at the ANTIC instructions:
MOD n - make the next line a graphics
mode n line (the n does not always correspond
to a BASIC graphics mode).
BLK n - make the next n scan lines blank
(i.e. turn off the electron beam for n scan lines).
JVB addr - jump to addr and wait for the
end of the next vertical blank (vertical blank is
the time during which the electron beam
returns from the bottom of the screen to the top
after it has finished drawing the screen. Thus it
occurs every sixtieth of a second).
Before we go into any detail on these instructions,
let's take a look at what a typical display list would
look like:
BEGIN BLK 8 *we first skip 24 scan lines, due
BLK8 to the forementioned problem
BLK 8 of some lines not being entirely
visible.*
MOD 2 *next, we want 24 mode 0
lines*
MOD 2

"
"
"
MOD 2
JVB BEGIN *finally, we want to go
back to the beginning of
our list and wait until it's
time to start redrawing
the screen.*
As you can see, the principle behind the display list is
relatively simple. Keeping this in mind, let's take a
look at some of the finer details.
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You may be wondering what numbers in the MOD
instruction correspond to the different BASIC
graphics modes. ANTIC recognizes a total of four~
teen graphics modes, nine of which are directly
accessible from BASIC. The following chart will give
the pertinent information for each of the fourteen. I
won't go into detail on any of the new modes in this
article, but will rather leave them for you to play with
after the article is over:
Mode Basic
Number Mode

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

0

Scan lines
#
per mode Characters
Colors
line
per line

Type

TEXT
TEXT
TEXT
TEXT
1
TEXT
TEXT
2
3 GRAPHICS
4 GRAPHICS
5 GRAPHICS
6 GRAPHICS
NONE GRAPHICS
GRAPHICS
7
NONE GRAPHICS
GRAPHICS
8

NONE
NONE
NONE

2
2
4
4
5
5
4
2
4
2
2
4
4
2

8
10
8
16
8
16
8
4
4
2
1
2
1
1

40
40
40
40
20
20
40
80
80
160
160
160
160
320

(Chart 1)

When we go to put the display list into memory, we
will represent the MOD n instruction with the
mode number. Thus MOD 2 would translate to a
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MOD 2 LMS would translate to a 2+64 = 66). Like
the jump instruction, the second and third bytes
represent the low and high bytes of the address,
where this time the address is that of the beginning of
the graphics memory area.
Now that we (hopefully) have all our numbers
straight, let's take another look at our sample display
list. We'll assume that the display list begins at
memory location 25824, and graphics memory
begins at memory location 25888 (these numbers
are just examples. We'll see how to get the real
numbers, easily, later on):
NEW
OLD
112
BEGIN
BLK8
112
BLK8
112
BLK8
MOD 2 (LMS) 66
32
11 (11 *256+32=
25888)
MOD 2
2

"

"
"

MOD 2
JVB BEGIN

"
"
"

2
65
224
10 (10*256+224
=25824

2.
Representation of the other two ANTIC instruct~
ions in memory is just as simple. The BLK n is rep~
resented by the number 16*(n~I). Thus BLK 8
would translate to a 16*(8~ 1) = 16*7 = 112. Finally,
the JVB addr instruction is represented by three
numbers, or bytes as they are more commonly
referred to. The first byte tells ANTIC that this in~
struction is a jump, and is always a 65. The second
and third bytes tell ANTIC the address to jump to.
They are the "low byte" and "high byte" of the
actual address, in that order (the high byte of addr =
INT(addr/256) and the low byte = addr~256*(the
high byte). So 2561, for example, would have high
byte = 10, low byte = 1).
Finally (ok, so I lied before), there is a special kind
of MOD instruction, called LMS, that tells ANTIC
where in memory the graphics information is stored
(LMS stands for Load Memory Scan). Usually there
is only one LMS instruction in a display list, and it
takes the place of the first MOD instruction. You
could, however, use as many of them as you like
(keeping in mind that each one takes the place of a
MOD), and thus have different pieces of the graphics
memory in different places. For our purposes,
however, one will almost always suffice. In any case,
a LMS instruction, like a jump, consists of three
bytes. The first byte is just the mode number of the
MOD.that is being replaced, plus sixty~four (i.e. a

We're now ready to begin custom designing our
own graphics mode. The good news is that we don't
have to do a lot of work setting up the display list we'll just make some changes to one that BASIC sets
up for us. This means not having to worry about
figuring out addresses. The bad news is that we do
have to do some work in deciding exactly what our
graphics mode will look like. The main thing is to
make sure that our custom mode uses no more than
192 lines (we can use less if we like, but the screen
will look smaller than usual). Use Chart 1 to
determine how many scan lines your custom mode
will use. For example, if we want to mix BASIC
modes 0, 1, 2, and 7, and we decide that we want
three lines of mode 0, four of mode 1, and two of
mode 2, then we have a total of 3*8 + 4*8 + 2*16 =
88 scan lines so far. That leaves us with 192~8 = 104
scan lines for mode 7, so we can have 104/2 = 52
lines of mode 7.
Surprise! That's all it takes to design our custom
mode. Putting it into the ATARI is almost as easy.
The first step is to get BASIC to set up a graphics
mode (i.e. display list and graphics memory) that we
can use to make changes to. We don this with a
GRAPHICS n+ 16, where n is· the BASIC graphics
mode that uses the most memory/screen of all the
modes we are mixing. The chart summarizes the dif[~
erent memory/screen requirements:
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MEMORY/
ANTIC BASIC
MODE MODE SCREEN (BYTES)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Finally, we want fifty-two lines of mode 7. But we set
up a mode 7 display list when we did our
GRAPHICS 23, so wedon't have to change anything
for our mode 7 lines. We do, however, have to reposition the lYB instruction. Since we have a total of
sixty-one MOD instructions (3+4+2+52) plus
three BLK instructions plus two more bytes for the
LMS address, our lYB has to begin at memory
location DISPLAY+(61+3+2) = DISPLAY+66.
Remembering that locations 560 and 561 already
hold the low and high bytes for the address of the
beginning of the display list, we can simply do the
following (remember that lYB = 65):

960
760
960
480
480
240
240
480
960
1920
3840
3840
7680
7680

0

NONE
NONE
NONE
1
2
3
4
5
6

NONE
7

NONE
8

160 POKE DISPLAY+66,65:POKE DISPLAY +67,PEEK(560):POKE DISPLAY+68,PEEK(561)

(Chart 2)

So, for example, out of BASIC modes 0,2, and 7,7
has the largest memory/screen requirement so we
would use a GRAPHICS 23 to start things off (note
that if we were using ANTIC mode 12 instead of
BASIC mode 7, we would still use a GRAPHICS
23).
Now BASIC has set up a display list and graphics
memory area for us. We must go in and modify the
display list. But how do we know where the display
list is? It just so happens (I can affford to be smug
about this) that memory locations 560 and 561
point to it. They hold the low and high bytes of the
address of the beginning of the display list. We'll use
a variable DISPLAY=PEEK(560)+256*PEEK(561)
to hold that address. So we know that locations DISPLAY, DISPLAY+l, and DISPLAY+2 hold BLK 8
instructions (check for yourself by PEEKing them).
For our example, DISPLAY+ 3 holds a MOD 13
LMS instruction (remember, ANTIC mode 13 =
BASIC mode 7). But we want the first line to be a
MOD 2 (or BASIC mode 0) LMS instruction, so we
have to change it. A simple POKE DISPLAY+3,66
takes care of this (remember, again, that MOD 2
LMS = 66), since BASIC already took care of the
LMS address at locations DISPLAY+4, DISPLAY+5 when it set the display list up. Our program so far, then, looks like this:

100 GRAPHICS 23
110 DISPLAY=PEEK(560)+256*PEEK
(561)
120POKE DISPLAY+3,66
We want two more mode

°

lines, so we add:

130 POKE DISPLAY+2,2:POKE
PLAY+7,2
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Next we want four lines of mode 1:

140 POKE DISPLAY+8,6:POKE DISPLAY+9,6:POKE DISPLAY+10,6:
POKE DISPLAY+11,6
And two more lines of mode two:

150POKE DISPLAY+12,7:POKE DISPLAY+13,7

So as not to confuse ANTIC while we are making our
changes, we'll turn it off while we make them, and
then turn it back on after we're done:

115 POKE 559,0
170 POKE 559,34
And, believe it or not, we now have a custom
designed graphics mode (before you run the program, put in 1000 GOTO 1000, since the ATARI
thinks that it's in a full screen mode and will go back
to GRAPHICS if you don't)! If you want to get rid
of the blue band in the mode
lines, use a
SETCOLOR 2,0,0 instruction.
Now that we have our custom mode, what do we
do with it (keep those thought to yourself)?
Remember that the ATARI still things it has a
GRAPHICS 7 mode set up, so any time we try to
POSITION, PRINT, PLOT, or DRAWTO, it will
assume we want to do it in a GRAPHICS 7 environment. Getting around this problem is the "tough"
part of custom modes, so·take a deep breath, relax,
and read on.
The problem that we have to overcome is largely
due to the fact that different modes use different
amounts of memory per mode line. The following
chart lists the differences:

°

°

ANTIC BASIC
MODE MODE

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

BYTES PER
MODE LINE

0

NONE
NONE
NONE
1
2
3
4
5
6

NONE
7

NONE
8

(Chart 3)

40
40
40
40
20
20
10
10
20
20
20
40
40
40
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Before I continue, let me clear up one possible
misconception you might have. ANTIC only takes
care of displaying the graphics memory on the screen
(i.e. controlling what it looks like). ANTIC does not
handle any changes that are to be made to the graphics
memory. With this in mind, you can see that the
ATARI, with the exception of ANTIC, is completely oblivious to what our custom mode looks
like. It still thinks it is dealing with a GRAPHICS 7
screen, and thus we will run into difficulties when we
try to make changes to the text mode areas in our
custom mode. Also, becautie of the difference in
memory requirements of the different mode lines,
trying to access the GRAPHICS 7 area will also give
us problems. This is because the ATARI expects each
line to be forty bytes long (the length of a
GRAPHICS 7 line). Since we have a combination of
forties and twenties in the text area, if we try and
PLOT to the GRAPHICS 7 area, it will not PLOT
where we want it to (try it). Also keep in mind that
even if all the text mode lines were forty bytes/line,
we would still run into problems (can you see why?
Hint - PLOT X,Y will plot in the correct column,
but not the correct row). As you can see, this is all
very confusing. Don't worry too much if you don't
completely understand. Luckily, the solution is relatively simple.
First of all, it's very easy to trick the ATARI into
thinking that it's in a different mode. Memory
location 87 holds the number of the correct BASIC
mode. So if we want to make the ATARI believe that
it's in another mode, we just POKE 87 with a new
BASIC mode number. If we're dealing with an
ANTIC mode that doesn't have a corresponding
BASIC mode, then we use the closest BASIC mode·
in terms of type and bytes per mode line (BASIC a
for ANTIC 3,4, and 5, BASIC 6 for ANTIC 12, and
BASIC 7 for ANTlC 14).
Now all we have to do is make it so that we can
ignore whatever comes before the particular mode
that we're interested in (what?). As we mentioned
before, even after we straighten out the ATARI with
respect to what mode we're using, it will still be confused as to where exactly that mode is on the screen,
and therefore in memory (remember, it'll assume
that the same mode takes up the whole screen). So
how are we going to get around this? We'll fool the
ATARI (again - and you always thought it was intelligent) into thinking that the top of the graphics
mode area that we want to use is really the top of the
screen. That way, the top left-hand corner of each
mode area can be treated as position 0,0. Perhaps an
easier way to think of this is to visualize each different mode area as being a separate, and smaller,
screen. When we access one of these screens, we
won't pay any attention to the others.
In order to pull this off, we have to know the
address in graphics memory of each mode area, or
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"screen". Memory locations 88 and 89 are used by
the ATARI to point to the beginning of graphics
memory (88 holds the low byte, 89 the high). So we
have a way of determining the address of the beginning of the first screen. We also know how much
memory each screen takes up (remember, we know
how many bytes per mode line there are). Thus we
can figure out the addresses of the beginning of the
other mode areas. Perhaps the best thing to do here is
use our example:

180 SCREEN=PEEK+256*PEEK(89)
SCREEN
SCREEN=120
SCREEN=200
SCREEN=240
GR.O: 3 lines at 40 bytes/line = 120 bytes
GR.1: 4 lines at 20 bytes/line = 80 bytes
GR.2: 2 lines at 20 bytes/line = 40 bytes
GR.?
So we use:

190 SCREEN1=SCREEN+ 120:SCREEN2
=SCREEN1 +80:SCREEN7=
SCREEN2+40
Ok, we now have the addresses we need. How do
we tell them to the ATARl? Surprise (don't you just
love these surprises?) - locations 88 and 89 will do
the trick, since they only specify where the ATARI
thinks screen memory begins, not where it actually
does (the LMS in the display list tells where it really
begins). So, remembering that we first have to
convert our addresses to low and high byte, let's do
something to our example screen:

200 POKE 87,0:PRINT ttLINE l":PRINT
ttLINE 2":PRINTttLINE 3"
210 HI=INT(SCREENl/256):LO=
SCREEN1-HI*256:POKE 88,LO:
POKE 89,HI
220POKE 87,1:POSITION O,O:PRINT
#6;ttLINE l":PRINT #6;ttLINE 2":
PRINT #6;ttLiNE 3":PRINT #6;
ttLINE 4"
230 HI=INT(SCREEN2/256):LO=
SCREEN2-HI*256:POKE 88,LO:
POKE 89,HI
240 POKE 87,2:POSITION O,O:PRINT
#6;ttLINE l":PRINT #6,ttLINE 2"
250 HI=INT(SCREEN7 /256):LO=
SCREEN7-HI*256:POKE 88,LO:
POKE 89,HI
260 POKE 87,7:COLOR 2:PLOT 0,0:
DRAWTO 51,51
And there you have it! One genuine custom graphics
mode in use.
Hopefully, if you've managed to read all the way
through to here, you understand the display list and
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how the ATARI handles the screen at least a little
better than you did when you started. Chances are
that you're a little discouraged about the apparent
complexity of designing a custom mode, especially
with regard to accessing the different mode areas.
The only thing I can suggest if this is the case if that
you practice. Like anything new you learn, the more
you put it to use, the easier it becomes. And in this
case, the possible results are more than worth the
effort.

MORE(?!)
Yes, there is one more thing. If you're going to use
ANTIC modes 14 or 15, you may run into a
problem. This problem is due to a minor limitation
of ANTIC in that it has "difficulties" with large
screen memories (specifically, screen memory can't
cross a 4 K boundary, if that makes any sense to you).
In ANTIC modes 14 and 15, screen memory
becomes large enough to cause problems. ANTIC's
way around the problem is to have another LMS
instruction halfway through the display list. All this
does is keep ANTIC happy. There is no difference in
the way the screen looks, and screen memory is still

in one big chunk. The only time something goes
wrong is when you attempt to make changes. And,
unfortunately, there is no easy way around it. If you
find yourself in this type of situation, you must take
the following steps:
1. Find the second LMS in the display list.
2. Determine the address that it starts loading
from (if you use a variable called LMS to point to the
memory location of the second LMS instruction,
then ADDRESS=PEEK(LMS+l)+256*PEEK
(LMS+2) ).
3. If your screen memory does not end before this
address, find the mode line that uses the address, and
make the MOD instruction for that line an LMS
instead (remember that the LMS will take up three
bytes instead of one, and don't forget to include the
address).
In other words, it's a pain in the you-know-what, but
hopefully you'll never encounter it - I seldom do.
In the meantime, enjoy yourself and practice, practice, practice. 0

MAE lMacro Assemb'8r Editor)

7 ATARI PRODUCTS
THE
MONKEY

MAE contains the most powerful 6502 8ssembler 8nd ten editor currently on the market. If you are
looking for a professional development tool that can greatly increase the productivity of your pro·
gramming staff. then MAE may be the answer. The following are just some of MAE's features - Write
for detailed spec sheet:
MAE was wrinen entirely in machine language - not in Basic like some assemblers we know of.
Thus you get very fast and accurate assemblies.
Con tams a machine language monitor with numerous commands for debugging machine code.
38 error codes, 27 commands. 26 pseudo ops. and 5 conditional assembly operators.
Contains a word processor. example files, and learning aid.
Requires at least 32K of memory.
All commands oriented fOf disk operation with ATARI 810 disk drive.
Macro, Conditional Assembly, and Interactive Asembly capability.
Sorted Symbol Table.
Optionally creates executable object code in memory or reloC8table object code on disk.
50 page manual.
810 Diskette and Mlnull - $169.95
Ire uir81 license reem.ntl
MACRO ASSEMBLER AND TEXT EDITOR IASSM/TEDI

WRENCH
The Monkey Wrench is a machine language ROM cartridge which extends the operating capability of
the ATAAI BOO computer. The Monkey Wrench provides 9 new BASIC commands. They are:

AUIO Line Numbering - Provides new line numbers when entering BASIC program lines.
Delete Line Numbers - Removes a range of BASIC line numbers.
Renumber
- Renumbers BASIC"s line numbers Including Internal references.
Cursor Exchange
- Allows usage of the cursor keys without holding down the CTRL key.
Change Margins
- Provides the capability to easily change the screen margins.
Memory Ten
- Provides the capability to test RAM memory.
Hex Conversion
- Convens a hexidecimal number to a decimal number.
Decimal Conversion
- Converts a decimal number to a hexidecimal number.
Monitor
- Enter the machine language monitor. In addition to the BASIC commands. the Monkey Wrench also contains a machine language monitor With 15 commands used to
interact with the powerful features of the 6502 microprocessor
C.rtridge Ind Mlinull - $49.95

ASSM/TEO is a high powered Macro assembler and text editor for use with ATARI 800 computers
with at lean 40K of memory.
Wrinen entirely in Machine Language - Not in Basic like some we know of. Thus you get very
fast and accurate assemblies.
36 Error Codes. 26 Commands, 22 Pseudo ops.
Macro and Conditional Assembly Capability.
Input/Output of source files to cossene deck.
Multiple source files on cassette may be assembled.
Built·in machine language monitor.. .
. . . . . Cassette and ManUI' - $49.95
810 Diskette and Mlinull - $53.95
MACHINE LANGUAGE MONITOR FOR ATARI
The MachIne Language Monitor for ATARI provides 21 commands which allows the user the ability to
interact with the 6502 microprocessor. It is compatible with ATARI BASIC and lonce loaded) is
ready for your use at anytime. The monitor comes on cassette or on diskette for the ATARI 810 disk.
Cassette version - 524.95
Diskette version - $29.96
MEMORY TEST FOR ATARI
When you purchase a new ATARI or add on new RAM modules, you need to be sure that the memory
is workmg properly. Remember. you only have a short guarantee on your memory. Memory Test
performs the most extensive memory check available.
. . . . Cassette and Manual - $6.95

TYPING EXERCISE FOR ATARI
Typing Exercise is a great educational program for those who wish to improve their typing skills.
Typing E)(ercise consits of two programs. TYPING 1 contains 13 typing drills; 9 drills progress thru
alphabet and 4 thru numerics. TYPING 2 is a timed typing test. Time and words per minute are
calculated for you. . .
.
810 Dilkene - $12.95
EPROM CARTRIDGE

EASTERN HOUSE SOFTWARE
3239 Linda Drive'
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27106 U.S.A.

The EPROM cartridge is a specially designed printed circuit board which Will allow the user to install
his or her own EPROM sohware. Uses 2716. 2532. 2732.tyP8 EPROMs
c.rtridge and Mlinull - $19.95

Call Orders: (919) 924·2889

OTHER NiCE STUFF

Commodore UIC·20 Computer.
Svncom or Memorex 5:.'." disks.
Mini·Flex disk File Case (holds 50 5Xo" disks).
Ribbon Cartridge For Starwriter, Diablo, etc ..
Starwriter 25 cps printer with tractors Parallel Interface.

. . . . .$265.00
10 for $30.00
$24.95
. . Mylar -$5.00. Cloth - $6.00
. . . . . . . . . . . . $1645.00

We Pay Postage on Prepaid
USA/Canada Orders. Add
$7.50 to Cover Shipment Elsewhere

A.N.A.L.O.G.
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SOFTWARE REVIEW:
ATARI GRAPH-IT PACKAGE
TOM HUDSON
One of the Atari's greatest assets is its ability to
display beautiful color graphics. We have all seen
graphics put to use in games such as Star Raiders and
other entertainment programs, but one of the best
uses of color graphics is the display of information in
a form which can be easily interpreted. Atari has
recently introduced GRAPH-IT, an advanced
graphics package, for this verY"purpose.
GRAPH-IT is a set of programs which allow the
easy generation of bar charts, pie graphs, twodimension X,Y plots, two-dimension polar plots and
three-dimension X,Y ,Z plots. The package requires a
minimum of 16K memory, the BASIC cartridge and
a 410 recorder. An optional accessory is a joystick,
which is not used for drawing, but allows the user to
determine the slope of a line at a particular point on
the screen.
35
30

PIE GRAPH

AND
BAR CHART

The bar chart program is relatively straight-·
forward. Users have the ability to display up to three
sets of data at once, with titles and column labels
(such as JAN, FEB, MAR, etc.). Users may have up
to 32 such columns on the screen at once, or as few as
one. After giving the title and column labels, the data
is entered. All entries are nicely prompted by the
computer and edited to make sure the user didn't
type in any letters by mistake. After all the data
values have been entered, the computer generates the
chart, scaling it so that it fits properly on the screen.
The pie graph program is also straightforward,
allowing the user to generate a pie graph with lip to
12 "slices". Each slice can have a three-letter label.
Next are the two- and three-dimension plot
programs. These programs use high-resolution
graphics modes to draw fine-lined graphs of complex
mathematical functions. The. ability to draw these
functions in a graphic form i~ very important when
trying to find correlations between several variables.
In addition, it sometimes is necessary to know the
slope at certain points on such a plot. Fortunately,
these programs will allow the user to use a joystick
controller to determine the slope (and other

information) at a line on the graph. The user simply
moves a cursor around on the screen with the stick,
and when the desired point is located, the button is
pressed. Since these programs are written in
BASIC, users may use any function available in
BASIC within their function (such as SQR, SIN,
COS, etc.). This is an excellent feature, especially
since the user can type functions into the program
like any other input. The program also allows the
user to go back and edit the function if it is incorrect.
The amazing flexibility ofthis" part of the GRAPH-IT
package (including automatic scaling of the plot) is
nice to see in a world of mediocre programs.
The GRAPH-IT package comes with a IS-page
manual packed with color illustrations and hints on
using graphic displays to their best advantage. This
manual is typical of Atari's high quality documentation.
In reviewing GRAPH-IT, this reviewer has only a
few small gripes with the package. First, the user has
no choice in the colors that are used for the bar
charts and pie graphs. This is no great problem, but
such a feature would be nice. Second, since the
programs are supplied on cassette, there are no
provisions to use data files from disk, which
necessitates typing in data each time a graph is
generated. For most applications, this would not
make .such a difference. Third, and probably the
most important, the program is written in BASIC,
which can be terribly slow. The only time this
becomes a factor is when the program is generating
complicated three-dimensional plots. Some can take
several hours if the functions are highly complicated.
It makes one wonder why the package was not
written in machine language instead of BASIC. Of
course, even ,With the wait, it's faster than doing all
those calculations by hand!
In conclusion, the Atari GRAPH-IT graphics
package is an excellent way to present data in an easyto-understand form, with the computer doing all the
hard work. And isn't that what computers are for,
anyway? 0
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A last moving Arcade game
with simple rules and many
skill levels will keep you and
all your kids occupied for
hours and hours. Early
reports indicate this pro·
gram
has
addictive
qualities. Special Bonus Also included with this pro·
gram is the memory game
SIMON SAYS.
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MOUNTAIN SHOOT
by Jeff Jesse
Pick your powder and pick your
angle as you plug away over
the mountain. Great sound and
superb colors! Has special
limited powder version too for
greater challenge!
ATARI 400/800 16K
TAPE TO DISK 051·0079 $14.95

ATARI 400/800 8K
TAPE TO DISK 051·0078
$14.95

This improved Star Trek version includes ..
Action Sound Effects" 10% Faster Execution .. Up To 30% Faster Execution for Long
and Short Range Sensor Scans" Smoother
Command Flow" Multiple Moves when using
Impulse Engines During non-combat Situations .. Reduction of some Unnecessary
screen display" and Improved Klingon Battle
Logic for Greater Challenge.
PLUS our standard features - .. a three
demensional galaxy made up of 192
quadrants .. a galaxy made up of various
types of stars, planets, black holes and a
pulsar" a mission which includes exploration and combat .. animated visual displays ..
extensive commands" load and save game.
ATARI800· 32K TAPE
051·0025 $19.95
ANGLE WORMS . For 2
players (Requires two joysticks, if "NONE" is entered
for second piayer's name
then one may play). Each
player attempts to prevent
his growing worm from hit·
ting an obstacle! Each worm
may fire a projectile from its
head to try and shorten its
own length. Watch for the
walls!
ATARI 400/800 8K
TAPE TO DISK 051·0092
$14.95

Neither rain, nor snow, nor threat of hail will
keep the Sunday golfer from this course. Grab
your clubs and head for the fairways.
These links are open for teeing off
twenty-four hours a day.
ATARI 400/800
16K BASIC
051·0101
$14.95

Alari is a reg. ,. of Alari. Inc.
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BASIC A+
BASIC A+ will rate an A+ from any Atari user! Upward compatible
with Atari Basic, it adds statements and features that enhance the Atari
800's real power, flexibility, and ease of use: Superior I/O features
for business and other applications. Additional file manipulation
commands. Significant help in program development and debug.
Structured programming aids. And MORE! A partial list of the enhancements of BASIC A+ includes:
RPUT/RGET (record I/O) BPUT/BGET (binary I/O) ERASE
PRINT USING SET TAB INPUT" " DlR PROTECT RENAME
TRACE WHILE ...ENDWHILE IF ELSE...ENDIF
SUPERB PLAYER/MISSILE GRAPHICS
BASIC A+ requires adisk and 32K bytes of RAM. Since no cartridge is
used, BASIC A+ will take advantage of all the RAM (48K bytes) in a
maximum Atari 800 system (recommended)
$80

OS/A+
Completely compatible with Atari's DOS (version 2), but with an
advanced, command-driven console processor. Simple. Flexible.
Powerful. With an easy-to-use BATCH capability. OS/A+ INCLUDES
all the following utilities (and more):
EASMD (Editor/ASseMbler/Debug) is our upgraded all-in-one
assembly language development package for the 6502 microprocessor. The editor - with such features as FIND and REPLACEcan even edit BASIC A+ programs. The assembler can include
multiple source files in a single assembly.
DUPDSK and FORMAT create master or slave disks. Make sector by
sector copies of any OS/A+ disk.
COpy a simple, single file copy utility.
All of this power is included in our OS/A+ package
$80
For the utmost in capability and flexibility, our combination system
- BASIC A+ and OS/A+ - is available
$150
SOFTWARE IN A CLASS BY ITSELF
AVAILABLE NOW THROUGH LOCAL DEALERS
Optimized Systems Software, Inc.
10379 C Lansdale Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014,
(408) 446-3099

.
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CREATE YOUR OWN CUSTOM CHARACTERS/CiRAPHICS
by Tony Messina
One of the nicest features available on ATARI
computer is the custom character generation capability. The method for creating your own graphics by
altering the character set is relatively easy. Once the
method is know, you can create professional
looking programs and really WOW them at user
group meetings. The purpose of this article then is to
give the bare facts on how to change the existing
character set and then provide a demonstration
program utilizing an altered set. I know you're saying
"There has to be a catch!!" Well ... The only
difficult portion of the operation is deciding which
characters or graphics you want to create and then
converting these shapes to numbers the computer
will understand. ARRRRRGGG!!! the cries of
anguish!! Converting numbers ... I knew there was
a hitch!! As Robert Stack would say (who's he??)
"Don't worry ... We've got you covered!!" Just
follow me as I discuss the method to greater graphics.

THE METHOD
The method can be summed up in one
sentence ... (feel free to take notes) ... Take the
existing character set, move it to a place where you
can access it, overlay the old character information
with your new information and then tell the
computer where the new character set is located.
That's all there is to it. In conclusion, I hope I have
provided you with ... (ONLY KIDDING!!!). There
is just a little bit (no pun intended) more
information required to accomplish these tasks so
let's dive in and start· creating!!

BACKGROUND INFO
Each letter or graphics character consists of little
pixels arranged in an 8x8 grid. To make the character
appear the "ixels are turned on or off. The letter A
for example lL..... ks like figure one in its pixel form.

FIGURE 1
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The decimal value for each BYTE is obtained by
adding the values of all the "SET BITS" together. If
all BITS were set, then the value for that BYTE
would be 128+64+32 + 16+8+4+2 + 1 or 255
decimal. If bits 0, 1, and 2 were set then the value
would be 4+2+1 or 7 decimal. I hope I haven't got
you lost yet. I know this may seem trivial to some of
you pros but for others this may be new. Anyway,
armed with this information, we will now create a
character and determine the values for each BYTE.
When creating characters, I use graph paper broken
into 8x8 squares. If LEE is nice he will include a piece
in this magazine so you can copy it. If you're into
GREEK or CRYLLIC, go ahead and create those
characters. I never was so I'll show you how to make
a little invader character. I took the graph paper and
filled in the BITS I wanted to set to produce my
invader. He looks like figure 3.

FIGURE 3
BITS
76543 2 I 0

(BITS)
76543 2 I 0

xx

As you can see there are 8 bits per Byte (numbered
0-7) and there are 8 Bytes for each character. Some
quick math tells us that if there 128 characters available and each has 8 bytes then the character set takes
up 1024 bytes of ROM. Now if one page of memory
has 256 bytes then 1024/256=4 pages of memory.
The term page shouldn't scare you, just remember
that the 6502 uses paging and each page consists of
256 BYTES. Remember the 4 as we will use it
shortly. Now let's take a look at 1 BYTE to see how it
is broken down. Figure 2 shows one BYTE and the
decimal values of each bit when that bit is set or
turned on.

x
x

x
x
x
x x x x
x

x

x

x x
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CALCULATIONS
128
64+2
32+4+1
32+16+8+4
64+16+4+2
128+64+32+16+8+4+2+1
.64+2
128+64+4+2
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VALUE
128
66
37
60
86
255
66
198

There we have a little invader and the calculations
that go behind making him appear. Go ahead and
create more characters if you wish. Up to this point
I've gone into a fair amount of detail on what makes
up a character. What do we do with them after they
are created? Go take a break, enjoy your favorite
beverage. When you return, I'll demonstrat~ the
method of putting your characters into the
computer.
AFTER THE BREAK READING
Well, now we have our characters ready and are
ready to alter the existing set. If you remember from
the first part of THE METHOD, we have to move
the existing character set to a safe place in RAM.
OH ... almost forgot ... WE have to know how the
existing character set is stored, i.e. the order that the
characters have in memory. After all how can we
change existing characters if we don't know how they
are stored? If we look at the ATASCII CHAR~
ACTER SET (Appendix C) we can see the ATASCII
values of all the characters available. This, unfortunately, is not the way they are stored in memory.
For this information we have to look at Page 55 of
the Basic Reference manual Table 9.6. Now what??
Decide which characters you want to substitute and
find their ATASCII value in Appendix C. Use the
following conversion to find the memory location of
the characters you have chosen.
1) If ATASCII VALUE= 0-31 then MEM=
(A. VALUE+64 )*8+DLIST
2) If ATASCII VALUE=32-95 then MEM=
(A. VALUE+ 32 )*8+ DLIST
3) If ATASCII VALUE=96~127 then MEM=
A.VALUE*8+DLIST
DLIST=Start location of character set
We multiply by 8 because there are 8 bytes for
each character. OK!! Enough talk, time for an
example. I've created an invaders character set for a
demo. If you follow along with listing 1, I'll go
through each step of THE METHOD. HERE WE
GO!!!

STEP 1
Take the existing character set and move it to a
place in memory where we can access it.
To do this we must protect soine memory so that
BASIC will not interfere with our character set. Line
120 does this for us. Remember way back we said we
. needed 4 pages of memory? Well this is where it
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comes in. Location 106 is used by the operating
system to determine how many pages of memory are
available for use by BASIC. We can always reduce
this number and fool the operating system. That's
w hat line 120 does. I've reduced the number in
location 106 by 5 pages (just to be safe). Executing
the graphics statement causes the operating system
to partially reinitialize but now we have 5 pages of
memory for our use!!
Line 135 determines the decimal starting address
of where we will transfer the old character s~t from
ROM. We saved 5 pages but want to leave a safety
buffer for our 4 page character set hence the + 1.
Now let's move the ROM set to our saved area.
This is done in line 140. The ROM set starts at
location 56344. The move loop takes the ROM set
and pokes it into our save area starting at DLIST
(calculated in line 135).
STEP 2
Overlay the old character information with your
new character information.
Lines 200~285 contain the DATA statements for
each invader I created. The first number in each
statement, however is the ATASCII VALUE of the
character I want the DATA substituted for. I want to
substitute 16 characters so LINE 150 sets up a loop
for this. LINE 155 reads the ATASCII VALUE and
LINE 160 determines the offset in memory value
where I will store the information that follows. I
decided to replace the first 16 graphic characters
(CNTRL Comma-O) with my invaders. This would
still leave me with all the letters for text use. LINE
160 then is the conversion routine I mentioned pre~
viously (The one for ATASCII VALUESO~31.LINE
165 overlays my new data by reading each number
and poking it into the appropriate memory location.
STEP 3
Tell the computer where the new character set is
located. I cheated in the DEMO. LINE 136 POKES
location 756 with the location of DLIST/256. I did
this so that you could see the characters being over- .
layed when you run the DEMO. Location 756 is the
HIGH ORDER BYTE pointer, thus we divide
DLIST by 256. The rest of the DEMO deals with
moving the characters around on the screen and producing the marching noise of the invaders.
FINAL NOTES
When you run the demo you'll notice that I used
Graphics Mode 1. The invaders show up better.
LINE 175 creates the Graphics Mode 1 screen.
Notice also, that we RE~POKED location 756 with
DLIST/256+2. If you look at TABLE 9.7 on page
56 of the BASIC REF. Manual, you'll see why. Our
characters fall under the conversion 3 catagory so we
must Poke 756 with DLIST/256+2. WHAT??? OK,
in the table you see POKE 756,226. To the left you
see POKE 756,224. 224+2=226 RIGHT? Well,
those numbers refer to the existing character set. Our
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character set resides at DUST/256 and we want to
use conversion 3 numbers so we must add 2 to our
calculation. Whew. .. Another point which needs
to be mentioned. Whenever you execute a graphics
statement, you must reset location 756 to point to
your character set since the operating system resets
756 to point to the ROM character set and not your
new one. In addition, if you hit SYSTEM RESET,
you will have to RE~RUN the program. Again, the
operating system resets ALL of the pointers to
include wiping out our save area. That's about it for
this lesson. I hope I have given you all some ideas for
using character sets that you create. I used my
characters in strings to move them. Using PUT can
be another method. Anyway, type in the DEMO and
follow it through. Create your own sets of characters
and use them in your programs. I'm sure many of
you can improve on the DEMO and it is encouraged.
Have fun. GO WILD!!! and if you have any
questions or ideas send them in. 0
5 GOSUB 100
10 FOR COUNT=l TO 4
15 POSITION ROW,LINE:? #6;K$
20 POSITION ROW,LINE+2:? #6;1$
25 POSITION ROW,LINE+4:? #6;H$
30 POSITION ROW,LINE+6:? #6;F$
35 POSITION ROW,LINE+8:? #6;D$
40 POSITION ROW,LINE+I0:? #6;A$
45 ROW=ROW+IT:SOUND 1,110,8,4:FOR II=l
TO 10:NEXT II:SOUND 1,0,O,O:FOR II=l
TO 150:NEXT II
50 POSITION ROW,LINE:? #6;L$
55 POSITION ROW,LINE+2:? #6;J$
60 POSITION ROW,LINE+4:? #6;G$
65 POSITION ROW,LINE+6:? #6;E$
70 POSITION ROW,LINE+8:? #6;C$
75 POSITION ROW,LINE+I0:? #6;B$
80 ROW=ROW+IT:SOUND 1,110,8,4:FOR II=l
TO 10:NEXT II:SOUND 1,0,0,0:FOR II=l
TO 150:NEXT II:NEXT COUNT
85 IF DIR=O THEN IT=-l:DIR=l:GOTO 10
90 IT=l:DIR=O:GOTO 10
100 DIM A$(13),B$(13>,C$(13>,D$(13>,E$
(13),F$(13>,G$(13>,H$(13>,I$(13>,J$(13
>,K$(13) ,L$(l3>
105 A$=" ~ ~ ~ .. .. ~ ": B$=" I I I I I I
":C$=" .I -l .I -l .... ":D$=" ; -I -I -I -I ..
": E$=" , , , , , , "
110 F$=" / / / / / / ":G$=" \ \ \ \ \ \
" : H$=" ~......... ~
": 1$=" a • • • • •
": J$=" ............ ~ ~
"
115 K$=" • • a • • • ":L$=" a • • • • •

°

120 POKE 106,PEEK(106)-5:GRAPHICS
130 POKE 752,1
135 DLIST=(PEEK(106>+1>*256
136 POKE 756.DLIST/256
137? • I'm mavin the character set •• p
lease
140 FOR MOVE=O TO 1023:POKE DLIST+MOVE
,PEEK(57344+MOVE>:NEXT MOVE
145 ? '~RLAYING NEW SET I ~ : "
146 ? :?"l I- I .. i , / \ A ~'-r"'-'·""".""' -_~I
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150 FOR COUNT=l TO 16
155 READ OLD
160 PLACE=(OLD+64>*8
165 FOR CHANGE=O TO 7:READ NUMBER:POKE
PLACE+DLIST+CHANGE,NUMBER:NEXT CHANGE

170 NEXT COUNT:IT=l:FOR COUNT=l TO 150
O:NEXT COUNT
175 LINE=4:GRAPHICS l:POKE 756,DLIST/2
56+2
180 POKE 708, 250: POKE 709,36:POKE 710,
176:POKE 712,0
185? #6;"
MOVEMENT SAMPLE"
190 POSITION 0,17:? #6;"

-"

.

195 POSITION O,19:? #6;'"
•
"
200 POKE 752.1:? :? "1*Analog 400/800 DI
lema by Tony Messi na*I": RETURN
210 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
215 DATA 1,24,90,219,255,66,68,72,144
220 DATA 2,24,126,219,255,130,66,34,17
225 DATA 3,60,126,243,243,255,66,66,99
230 DATA 4,60,126,207,207,255,66,66,19
8

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

5,24,60,86,255,66,36,66,129
6,24,60,106,255,66,129,90,36
7,129,165,90,24,24,24,36,195
8,0,90,189,153,36,66,36,0
9,60,126,219,165,153,90,90,0
10,60,126,219,165,153,165,165

265 DATA
270 DATA
275 DATA
5,195
280 DATA
285 DATA
195.

11,128,66,37,60,86,255,66,198
12,1,66,164,60,106.255,66,231
13,126,255,255,255,255,255,19

235
240
245
250
255
260
,0

14,24,24,24,60,60,60,126,255
15,60.126.255,153.255.126.60,

CONTROL
CHARACTERS

=1]
B$ =11)

A$

C$ -0$ -E$ -F$ --

g

a

G$=~

H$=~
1$ = "

J$=~

=1;1

t:I

K$

rJ

L$=1iiI
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Mailing List
BY GARRY

J.

PATTON

This program is written to take advantage of the
NOTE and POINT capabilities of the Atari. It is
relatively fast and requires the 810 disk drive with
DOS II and 16K if only 75 records are desired. On a
single diskette 750 records can be accessed if needed.
This requires 24K. The program is versatile and can
be used for any home use for maintaining that list of
ir:1portant addresses. One of my "gripes" about
current commercial mailing list programs (besides
shelling out $25~$35) is the time required to get at
an address quickly. By the time the machine is
powered up, the program loaded, and the list
searched, as much as two to three minutes have gone
by. That seems a little excessive. This program stores
all addresses on the diskette and can access them
quickly. It doesn't require loading in the program
and then loading in the data file. It also doesn't
search every file - only until it finds the appropriate
address. It then stops and prints the name.
For most of us 50~ 100 names are all that are
required to keep up our Christmas list. However, if
you have an exhaustive list (who does at 20q: a
letter), up to 750 addresses can be stored on a single
diskette if desired. As the number of addresses on
file increase, the initial s!3-rt increases; thus,
the advantage of quickly finding that missing address
is decreased. So only create the number of files that
you think you will need. Presently the program is set
for 100 names.
Because of its uniform file structure, this program
can easily be adapted to search for any major field
and to sort by each field. However, these "niceties"
Are not generally required by most of us. In order to
keep RAM to a minimum, these "extras" were not
included.
The program has several error protecting features;
thus, it shouldn't crash for you. If you encounter an
error, just type GOTO MENU and try again. The
TRAP command is an excellent tool to prevent those
unwanted crashes. When writing a program, this
command can help keep your program out of
trouble.
The heart of this program is the FILE$. The Atari
has excellent string handling capabilities which are
used to our advantage in this program. Each subset
of the FILE$ is a major field. As mentioned above,
each of these fields could easily be searched for in~
dividually and sorted or manipulated as desired with
only the addition of a short additional subroutine.

The FILE$ is structured such:
FILE$(l,lS) = LAST NAME
FILE$(16,2S) = FIRST NAME

FILE$(26,49) = STREET ADDRESS
FILE$(SO,69) = CITY
FILE$(70,71) = STATE
FILE$(72,81) = ZIP
FILE$(82,9S) = PHONE
FILE$(96,116) = EXTRA
A datafile called MAILDATA.FIL is created to
store each record. An error trapping routine alerts
you if the datafile is not on your diskette, and then it
asks if you want to create one. Be sure you have
enough sectors left on your diskette before creating
the datafile. (It requires .94 SECTORS for each
record. Thus, if you want 100 records, have 94
. SECTORS left.) The number of records created is
controlled by line 87. Set the FOR/NEXT loop to
the number desired if you want different than 100
records. (CAUTION! Be sure then that lines 13,87,
352, 604, and 2501 all match! These lines all have
references to the number of records.) If you want
more or less records, be sure to change the
appropriate lines.
Each record's position in the datafile is stored in
two arrays named SECTOR and BYTE. The reason
for the need for increased memory for more records
is that these arrays must be DIM'ed for the proper
amount. This requires memory. The more records
created (say 750 instead of 100) the more memory
you will need. Remember too that your start~up time
will increase because at initialization each record
must be counted and its location stored in the
appropriate array.
Okay! Now on to the program:
lines 10~30
initializes the program, opens the
screen editor, the keys, and
MAILDATA.FIL
lines 74~89
if MAILDATA.FIL is not
located on the diskette, you are
given the choice of creating the
file or ending. 100 records are
created with a dummy FILE$ of
+'s. Each record's position is
NOTED and stored in the arrays
SECTOR. and BYTE for future
reference. POKE 559,0 turns off
ANTIC (the screen goes blank
because ANTIC controls the
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lines 100-354

•
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screen updating). With ANTIC
off 6502 can go merrily about its
way doing the task at hand
without interruptions from
ANTIC. This can save up to
30% of the time required for
completion. POKE 559,34 turns
ANTIC back on. MAILDATA.
FlL is now created and ready to
receive your entries.
This is the meat of the
program. With the appropriate
prompts each field of FILE$ is
created here. A short subroutine
at 1000~1010 causes the cursor
position to flash, advances the
cursor, and assigns the ATASCn
value of the key struck to the
variable XX. If the delete key
(126) is struck, the flag Qis set;
then the entire field is erased,
and you start again. lEthe return
key (155) is struck, this
terminates the entry to the field.
Each field is assigned a
discrete length and is protected
to that length. If you go over, an
error message routine at 700~
708 tells you of your error, and
you start again. If the field you
enter is less than the prescribed
length, the field is padded with
blanks until it equals the proper
length.
EDIT is a flag that says you've
come here from some other
subroutine in the pro~
gram and allows return to that
area. Flags allow ohe to give a
program versatility and to
reduce RAM useage as an area of
your program can be used for
several purposes. This reduces
repetition. You'll find flags used
throughout this program to
direct you in and out of various
areas smoothly depending on
your needs.
You'll note that this program
is "with the times" and allows
for the new ZIP+four postal
wonder or nine digit zip code. If
you know your Zip+four, go
ahead and use it. If not it will be
here soon. Space is reserved for
the additional + four. So you
can add it later.
Line 344 allows you to change
your mind before the record is
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committed to the disk. If you
keep the file, the next free space
is POINTED to by the SECTOR
/BYTE arrays, and your file is
now stored for your future use.
lines 500-570
This is the main MENU
giving you your choice of op~
tions to operate the program.
Each choice sends you to the
appropriate subroutine to com~
plete your task as requested.
lines 600-610
At initialization if MAIL~
DATA.FIL is available on the
disk, each record is looked at to
determine each record's posi~
tion, to determine the number
of names on file to date, and to
create the SECTOR/BYTE
arrays for future use.
lines 2000-2504
This subroutine allows you to
search for a wanted name. You
can search by last name or first
and last names. Using last name
only allows faster execution time
because less manipulations are
required, but if you have ten
Smith's, the first and last names
will be needed to return the cor~
rect one. Otherwise, the first
Smith encountered will be
printed. Lines 2390~241O look
at the console keys and allow
you to page through the datafile
record by record. This is a nice
convenience that will allow you
to occasionally page through
your listings and find outdated
files or the names of l(ex~friends"
whose names you don't want any
longer.
lines 4000-4055
This subroutine is used for the
printer. You can print out one
record at a time or you can chose
to print out all of the addresses
you have stored on file. You will
be asked how many lines you
want between records (1 ~9).
This will allow for labels to be
printed to cut down the drud~
gery of addressing all those
Christmas cards.
Well, there you have it. It was fun" riting this
program. (Not quite as fun debugging it, but that's
the price you pay if you want to write!) The Atari is
truly an amazing machine. It never ceases to astonish
me. As more and more programs become available,
I'm sure my amazement will only increase. Now it's
off to try to get my wife to talk to me again! 0
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1 REM *** MAILING LIST PROGRAM ***
by
2 REM ***
***
GARRY PATTON
3 REM ***
***
PO BOX 137
4 REM ***
***
5 REM *** ROMULUS, NY 14541+0137 ***
6 REM
7 REM
10 DIM FILE$(116),LN$(16),rN$(II),ST$(
25),PHONE$(15),C$(21),STATE$(3),ZIP$(1
1),EXTRA$(22),TAB$(39)
13 DIM SECTOR ( 100) , BYTE ( 100) : TAB$="
20 OPEN #3,4,O,"S:":OPEN #1,4,O,"K:":Z
=14: MENU=500: EDIT=O
30 TRAP 75:0PEN #2,12,O,"D:MAILDATA.FI
L":TRAP 40000:RN=0:GOTO 600
75 ? CHR$(253):? :? "MAILDATA.FIL IS N
OT ON THIS DISK":POKE 752,1:? "DO YOU
,.,ANT TO CREATE MAILDATA. FIL"
76 ? "(Y or N)"
78 GET #1,K:IF K<>78 THEN IF K<>89 THE
N 75
81 IF K=78 THEN END
82 TRAP 95:CLOSE #2:0PEN #2,8,0,"D:MAI
LDATA.FIL"
83 POKE 559,0:FILE$="":FOR ZZ=1 TO 116
:FILE$(ZZ,ZZ)="+":NEXT ZZ:FOR ZZ=1 TO
100:NOTE #2,S,B
89 SECTOR(ZZ)=S:BYTE(ZZ)=B:? #2;FILE$:
NEXT ZZ:POKE 559,34:CLOSE #2:0PEN #2,1
2,0, "D:MAILDATA.FIL":GOTO MENU
95 POKE 559,34:? CHR$(253):? :?" ERR
OR I!": END
100 REM CREATE FILE$
110 FILE$= .... :? .. "
112 O=0:LN$= .... :X=2:Y=4:POSITION X.Y:?
"LAST NAME: ":FOR ZZ=14 TO 28:POSITION
ZZ,Y:? "-":NEXT ZZ
114 POSITION Z+O,Y:GET #3,W:GOSUB 1000
:IF Q=1 THEN Q=O:GOTO 112
115 IF XX=155 THEN 130
119 LN$(LEN(LN$)+I)=CHR$(XX):IF LEN(LN
$»15 THEN GOSUB 700:GOTO 112
126 GOTO 114
130 IF LEN(LN$)(15 THEN LN$(LEN(LN$)+1
) =" ": GOTO 130
136 IF EDIT THEN RETURN
140 FILE$(LEN(FILE$)+I)=LN$
150 0=0:FN$= .... :Y=5:POSITION X,Y:? "FIR
ST NAME: ":FOR ZZ=14 TO 23:POSITION ZI
,V:? "-":NEXT IZ
154 POSITION Z+O,Y:GET #3,W:GOSUB 1000
:IF Q=1 THEN Q=O:GOTO 150
156 IF XX=155 THEN 162
158 FN$(LEN(FN$)+I)=CHR$(XX):IF LEN(FN
$»10 THEN GOSUB 700:GOTO 150
161 GOTO 154
162 IF LEN(FN$)<10 THEN FN$(LEN(FN$)+1
)=" ":GOTO 162
166 IF EDIT THEN RETURN
170 FILE$(LEN(FILE$)+I)=FN$
176 0=0:ST$= .... :Y=6:POSITION X,Y:? "STR
EET: ":FOR IZ=14 TO 37:POSITION ZZ,Y:?
"-":NEXT ZI
180 POSITION Z+O,Y:GET #3,W:GOSUB 1000
:IF Q=1 THEN Q=O:GOTO 176
186 IF XX=155 THEN 194
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188 ST$(LEN(ST$)+I)=CHR$(XX):IF LEN(ST
$»24 THEN GOSUB 700:GOTO 176
192 GOTO 180
194 IF LEN(ST$)<24 THEN ST$(LEN(ST$)+1
)=" ":GOTO 194
196 IF EDIT THEN RETURN
200 FILE$(LEN(FILE$)+1)=ST$
204 O=0:C$= .... :Y=7:POSITION X,Y:? "CITY
: ":FOR ZZ=14 TO 33:POSITION ZZ,Y:? "":NEXT ZZ
208 POSITION Z+O,Y:GET #3,W:GOSUB 1000
:IF Q=1 THEN Q=O:GOTO 204
216 IF XX=155 THEN 224
218 C$(LEN(C$)+l)=CHR$(XX):IF LEN(C$)>
20 THEN GOSUB 700:GOTO 204
220 GOTO 208
224 IF LEN(C$)<20 THEN C$(LEN(C$)+1)="
":GOTO 224
226 IF EDIT THEN RETURN
230 FILE$(LEN(FILE$)+1)=C$
234 O=0:STATE$= .... :Y=8:POSITION X,Y:? ..
STATE: ":POSITION Z,Y:? "--"
236 POSITION Z+O,Y:GET #3,W:GOSUB 1000
:IF Q=l THEN Q=O:GQTO 234
242 IF XX=155 THEN 250
2~ STeL~!LEN(STATE$)+l)=CHR$(XX):IF

244 GOTO 236
250 IF LEN(STATE$)<>2 THEN? CHR$(253)
:POSITION X,Y:? TAB$:GOTO 234
256 IF EDIT THEN RETURN
260 FILE$(LEN(FILE$)+1)=STATE$
264 O=0:ZIP$= .... :Y=9:POSITION X,Y:? "ZI
P: ":POSITION Z,Y:? .. -----+---~ ..
266 POSITION Z+O.Y:GET #3.W:GOSUB 1000
:IF Q=1 THEN Q=O~GOTO 264'
270 IF XX=155 THEN 274
271 ZIP$(LEN(ZIP$)+l)=CHR$(XX):IF LEN(
ZIP$»10 THEN GOSUB 700:GOTO 264
273 GOTO 266
274 IF LEN(ZIP$)(10 THEN ZIP$(LEN(ZIP$
) + 1 ) =" ": GOTO 274
275 IF EDIT THEN RETURN
276 FILE$(LEN(FILE$)+l)=ZIP$
280 O=I:Y=10:POSITION X,Y:? "PHONE: ":
PHONE$="(---) --- ---- .. :POSITION Z,Y:?
PHONE$
.
282 POSITION Z+O,Y:GET #3,W:GOSUB 1000
:IF Q=1 THEN Q=O:GOTO 280
284 IF XX=155 THEN 294
287 IF 0=4 THEN PHONE$(O,O)=CHR$(XX):O
=6:GOTO 282
288 IF 0=9 THEN PHONE$(O,O)=CHR$(XX):O
=10:GOTO 282
.
•
292 PHONE$(O~O)=CHR$(XX):IF 0<14 THEN
282

294 IF LEN <PHONE$) < 14 THEN PHONE$=" (---300 IF EDIT THEN RETURN
304 FILE$(LEN(FILE$)+l)=PHONE$
310 0=0:EXTRA$= .... :Y=11:POSITION X,Y:?
"EXTRA:":FOR ZZ=14 TO 34:POSITION ZZ.Y
:? "-":NEXT ZI
314 POSITION Z+O.Y:GET #3,W:GOSUB 1000
:IF Q=l THEN Q=O:GOTO 310
318 IF XX=155 THEN 332
322 EXTRA$(LEN(EXTRA$)+l)=CHR$(XX):IF
LEN(EXTRA$»21 THEN GOSUB 700:GOTO 310

-)
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328 GOTO 314
332 IF LEN(EXTRA$)<21 THEN EXTRA$(LEN(
EXTRA$)+l)=" ":GOTO 332
334 IF EDIT THEN RETURN
336 FILE$(LEN(FILE$)+l)=EXTRA$
340 IF LEN(FILE$)<>116 THEN? CHR$(253
) :? :? "ERROR IN F ILE$ ~ , ": FOR DELAY=l
TO 500:NEXT DELAY:GOTO 100
~44 POSITION 3,15:? "File as shown
(Y
~r N)?";POSITION 3,16:? "N cancels thi
s printing.":GET #1,1<
346 IF K<>78 THEN IF K<>89 THEN 344
348 IF 1<=78 THEN? " ":GOTO MENU
352 RN=RN+l:IF RN>100 THEN? CHR$(253)
:GOTO 400
353 POINT #2,SECTOR(RN),BYTE(RN):PRINT
#2;FILE$:GOTO MENU
~54 PRINT #2:FILE$:GOTO MENU
400? " ":POSITION 4,10:? "1 7m sorry,
but MAILDATA.FIL is full''':FOR D=l TO
500:NEXT D:GOTO MENU
500 ? " ":POSITION 7,3:? "CHOOSE APPRO
PRIATE NUMBER":POSITION 12,0:? "RECORD
S ON FILE ";RN
510 POSITION 4.5~? "1 Add New Name":PO
SITION 4,6:? "i Edit Name":POSITION 4.
7:? "3 Delete Name"
520 POSITION 4,8:POKE 752,1:? "4 Print
Name":GET #l,K
530 IF K<>49 THEN IF K<>50 THEN IF K<>
51 THEN IF K<>52 THEN 500
532 IF K=51 THEN 4000
534 IF K=49 THEN 100
536 IF K=50 THEN 3000
540 POSITION 4,12:? "WILL YOU BE USING
PRINTER (Y or N)?":GET #l,KK
541 IF KK=78 THEN 2000
542 POSITION 4,14:? "WILL YOU LPRINT A
LL OR SOME (A or S)":GET #I,KKK
543 IF KKK=65 THEN GOTO 5000
570 GOTO 2000
600 REM COUNT RECORDS ON FILE
604 TRAP 95:POKE 559,O:FOR NR=l TO 100
:NOTE #2.S,B:SECTOR(NR)=S:BYTE(NR)=B
606 INPUT #2,FILE$:IF FILE$(1,5)<>"+++
++" THEN RN=RN+l
610 NEXT NR:POKE 559,34:TRAP 40000:GOT
o MENU
700 ? CHR$(253)
704 FOR ZZ=l TO 4:POSITION X,Y:? TAB$:
FOR D=1 TO 30:NEXT D:POSITION X,Y:? "I
TEM TOO LONG' STAY WITHIN _7S'"
708 FOR D=1 TO 100:NEXT D:NEXT ZZ:POSI
TION X,Y:? TAB$:RETURN
1000 POSITION Z+O.Y:? CHR$(W)
1004 IF PEEK(764)~255 THEN POSITION Z+
O.Y:? " ":GOTO 1000
1006 GET #l,XX:IF XX=126 THEN Q=I:RETU
RN
1010 POSITION Z+O,Y:? CHR$(XX):POKE 76
4, 255:0=O+1:RETURN
2000 REM PRINT NAME
2010 ? " ":POSITION 3,5:? "DO YOU WANT
TO SEARCH FOR: ":POSITION 10,7:? "I La
st name only"
2020 POSITION 10,8:? "2 Last name and
first name"

2030 GET #I,K:IF K<>49 THEN IF K<>50 T
HEN 2000
2040 POSITION 3,12:? "LAST NAME: ";:IN
PUT LN$
2050 IF LEN(LN$) >15 THEN? CHR$(253):P
OSITION 3,12:? TAB$:POSITION 3,12:? "N
AME TOO LONG'":FOR D=1 TO 500:NEXT D
2051 IF LEN(LN$) >15 THEN POSITION 3,12
:? TAB$:GOTO 2040
2070 IF K=49 THEN FN$=" ":GOTO 2200
2080 POSITION 3,14:? "FIRST NAME:";:IN
PUT FN$
2090 IF LEN(FN$»10 THEN? CHR$(253):P
OSITION 3,14:? TAB$:POSITION 3,14:? "N
AME TOO LONG''':FOR D=l TO 500:NEXT D
2091 IF LEN(FN$»10 THEN POSITION 3,14
:? TAB$:GOTO 2080
2200 FOR P=l TO RN:POINT #2,SECTOR(P),
BYTE(P):INPUT #2,FILE$
2210 IF FILE$(I,LEN(LN$»=LN$ AND K=49
THEN POP :GOTO 2300
2220 IF FILE$(I,LEN(LN$»=LN$ AND FILE
$(16, 15+LEN(FN$»=FN$ THEN POP :GOTO 2
300
2225 NEXT P
2230 ? " ": POS I T I ON 3, 10:? "I'm sorT y
but I do not find: :? :?
U;FN$;U
;LN$
2240 FOR D=l TO 500:NEXT D:GOTO MENU
2300 ? " ":POSITION 12,0:? "RECORD NUM
BER ":P
230"5 POSITION 2,4:? "LAST NAME: ":POSI
TION 14,4:? FILE$(1,15)
2310 POSITION 2,5:? "FIRST NAME: ":POS
ITION 14.5:? FILE$(16,25)
2320 POSITION 2,6:? "STREET: ":POSITIO
N 14,6:? FILE$(26,49)
2330 POSITION 2,7:? "CITY: ":POSITION
14.7:? FILE$(50,69)
2340 POSITION 2,8:? "STATE: ":POSITION
14,8:? FILE$(70,71)
23Si) POSITION 2,9:? "ZIP: ":POSITION 1
4,9:? FILE$(72,81)
2360 POSITION 2,10:? "PHONE: ":POSITIO
N 14.10:? FILE$(82,95)
2370' POSITION 2,11:? "EXTRA: ":POSITIO
N 14,11:? FILE$(96,116)
2372 IF KK=89 THEN KK=O:GOSUB 4500
2374 IF EDIT THEN RETURN
2378 POKE 53279,8
2380 POSITION 4~20:? "PressIOPTION[to
page forward":POSITION 4,21:? "Press [§J
IELECtl to page back"
2384 POSITION 4,22:POKE 752,1:? "Press
(STARTI to return to menu"
2390 IF PEEI< (53279) =5 THEN P=P-l: GOSUB
2500:GOTO 2300
2400 IF PEEK(53279)=3 THEN P=P+l:GOSUB
2500:GOTO 2300
2410 IF PEEK(53279)=6 THEN GOTO MENU
2420 GOTO 2390
2500 IF P<l THEN P=1
2501 IF P>100 THEN P=100
2504 POINT #2,SECTOR(P),BYTE(P):INPUT
#2,FILE$:RETURN
3000 REM EDIT
II

II

II
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3010 EDIT=l: GOSUB 2000 ~_==-=
3020 POSITION 10.13:? iTo EDITI Choose
one":POSITION 4,15:? "1 LAST"
3030 POSITION 20,15:? "2 FIRST":POSITI
ON 4,16:-:> "3 STREET":POSITION 20,16:?
"4 CITY"
3040 POSITION 4,17:? "5 STATE":POSITIO
N 20,17:? "6 ZIP":POSITION 4,18:? "7 P
HONE":POSITION 20.18:? "8 EXTRA"
3050 POSITION 4,21:? "SISAVEI as shown"
:POSITION 4.20:? "E EXIT"
3055 GET #l,K:IF K=83 THEN 3200
3060 IF K=49 THEN GOSUB 112:FILE$(1,15
)=LN$:GOTO 3020
3065 IF K=50 THEN GOSUB 150:FILE$(16,2
5)=FN$:GOTO 3020
3070 IF K=51 THEN GOSUB 176:FILE$(26,4
9)=ST$:GOTO 3020
3075 IF K=52 THEN GOSUB 204:FILE$(50.6
9)=C$:GOTO 3020
3080 IF K=53 THEN GOSUB 234:FILE$(70,7
1)=STATE$:GOTO 3020
3085 IF K=54 THEN GOSUB 264:FILE$(72.8
l)=ZIP$:GOTO 3020
3090 IF K=55 THEN GOSUB 280:FILE$(82.9
5)=PHONE$:GOTO 3020
3095 IF K=56 THEN GOSUB 310:FILE$(96.1
16)=EXTRA$:GOTO 3020
3097 IF K=69 THEN EDIT=O:GOTO MENU
3110 GOTO 3055
3200 POINT #2.SECTOR(P),BYTE(P):FOR D=
1 TO 50:NEXT D:PRINT #2;FILE$
3230 EDIT=O:GOTO MENU
4000 REM DELETE NAME
4010 EDIT=1:GOSUB 2000
4020 POSITION 4.15:? "Do you want to (!3
fELETE I thi s file
(Y or N)?"
4030 GET #1,K:IF K<>78 THEN IF K<>89 T
HEN 4020
4040 IF K=78 THEN EDIT=O:POSITION 4,18
:? "FileINOTI deleted":FOR D=1.TO 500:N
EXT D:GOTO MENU
4050 POINT #2,SECTOR(RN),BYTE(RN):INPU
T #2;FILE$:POINT #2,SECTOR(P),BYTE(P):
PRINT #2;FILE$
4055 FOR" ZZ=1 TO 116:FILE$(ZZ.ZZ)="+":
NEXT ZZ:POINT #2,SECTOR(RN),BYTE(RN):P
RINT #2;FILE$:RN=RN-1:EDIT=0:GOTO MENU
4500 T=O:FOR ZZ=16 TO 25:IF FILE$(ZZ,Z
Z)<>" " THEN T=T+1
4510 NEXT ZZ
4530 TT=O:FOR ZZ=50 TO 69:IF FILE$(ZZ,
ZZ)<>" " THEN TT=TT+1
4540 NEXT ZZ:LPRINT FILE$(16,15+T);" "
;FILE$(1.15):LPRINT FILE$(26.49)
~570 LPRiNT FILE$(50,49+TT).", ";FILE$
(70.71> ;" "; FILE$ (72. 81> : RETURN
500;) POSITION 4.16:?" "HOW MANY LINES B
ETWEEN ADDRESSES":POSITION 4,17:? "(19)":GET #l,I<:IF K<49 OR 1<>57 THEN 5000
5005 I<KKK=K-48
5010 FOR ZZ=1 TO RN:POINT #2.SECTOR(ZZ
I.BYTE(ZZ):INPUT #2;FILE$
5012 T=O:FOR QO=16 TO 25:IF FILE$(QQ.Q
Q) <>" " THEN T=T+1
5013 NEXT QO
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5014 TT=O:FOR OQ=50 TO 69:IF FILE$(QQ.
" THEN TT=TT+1
5015 NEXT QQ
5020 LPRINT FILE$(16.15+T);" ";FILE$(1
,15):LPRINT FILE$(26.49)
5030 LPRINT FILE$(50.49+TT);". ";FILE$
(70.71);" ":FILE$(72.81)
5040 FOR ZZZ=1 TO KKKK:LPRINT :NEXT ZZ
00)<>"

Z

5050 NEXT ZZ:I<K=O:I<:J<I<=O:KKKI<=O:GOTO ME
NU •
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grade level. Can be used with existing data base, user
.
created data, or additional data cassettes. It features:

•

•
•
•

Test level- flashes the word on the screen for YOIJ to
spell.
Comes with a data base of the most frequently
misspelled words.
Create your own data base. Store the words on
cassette for future use.

MATH FACTS - LEVEll
$15.00
(16K BASIC, grades K-2) Concepts covered in this level
are: numbers, number placement number words (1·20),
addition and subtraction (visual and,abstract).

Change the words in the data base with one of the
additional cassettes that are available.

SPELLBOUND DATA TAPES follow a phenetic sequence. Tape #1 begins with short
vowel, three letter words and progresses to
long vowel four letter words. The words on
each cassette continue this sequence. All words in this
series are grouped phonetically and by grade level when·
ever possible. All DATA cassettes contain 300 words.

MATH FACTS - LEVEL II

SPELLBOUND

$15.00
(master program with most frequently misspelled
words) BASIC 24K

58 DATA TAPE #t

.

... ,

$5.00

58(short
DATA
TAPE #2 vowels/blends) , '
vowels/long

,

S8 DATA TAPE #3 (grades 2-4)

'$$55. .0 0

!

00

$15.00
(16K BASic, grades 1-3) The child is guided graphically
throughout this level. In the addition and subtraction units,
the column on the right MUST be added or subtracted
before the column on the left This level includes: Number
sequences to 100, greater than/less than (1·100), addition
and subtraction (2 and 3 columns).

I

I

(short vowels/long vowels)

MATH FACTS
A series of self-paced instructional programs for elemen'
tary school children. The programs in this series automatically advance to the next unit when the child has
mastered 80% of the work generated by the computer.
The previous unit will be reviewed if the child cannot
master 50% of the work in a particular unit Each unit
builds on the skills developed in the previous unit

Learning level- holds a word on the screen for you to
study.

•

):(

MATH FACTS- LEVEL III
$15.00
(24K BASIC, grades 2-4) High resolution graphics aid the
child In learning how to carry and borrow. Units in this level
include: addition (3 number in one, two or three columns),
addition (with carry) and subtraction (with borrow).

(blends/hard s/soft c)

S8 DATA TAPE #4 (grades 2·4) ... , .. ", ... $5.00
(diphthongs/ homonym~)
$5.00

S8 DATA TAPE #5 (grades 3-5)
(silent letters/endings/compound words)

S8 DATA TAPE #6 (grades 3-5)

$5.00

(more diphthongs/double consonants)
$5.00

S8 DATA TAPE #7 (grades 4·6)
(compound words/endings)

S8 DATA TAPE #8 (grades 4-6)

,

$5.00

(words not covered in previous units)
\
ALL DATA TAPES REQUIRE
.
THE SPELLBOUND MASTER PROGRAM. \

CON"PUTATION/TONAL ENCOUNTER ... $15.00
Two memory building programs on one cassette. CON"·
PUTATlON is a 'concentration' gal11e for two players.
Match the equation behind one of the boxes with the
answer or an equal equation. Each of the eight levels of
play helps develop the child's addition, subtraction, multiplication or division skills_ TONAL ENCOUNTER - play
back the melody that the computer composes. Contajns
five different skill levels and an auto mode.

'~.H.E.S.I.S.
P.O. Box ~47M148135
Garden CIty,
or can

COD

(313) 595-4722 for . . .

Please add:

:i..gg i~; ~~~~g/handljng
Mi<:h. residents, 4% tax
Wnte For Free flyer

Dealer inquiries welcome.
t Atari is a trademark of Atari, Inc.

Drawing Tablet
VersaWriter operates on a simple principle,
but produces graphics which match or exceed
those of other digitizers. Its rugged yet
precision construction makes it easy to use
and trouble free. Operation is mast'ered in
minutes. It plugs directly into your "ATARI
personal computer.

FOR ATARI PERSONAL COMPUTERS
SUGGESTED PRiCE

Graphics Software

$299

Easily the most capable, complete,
and usable graphics software for
ATARI personal computers available.
Designed for hobbyists, but engineers,
artists, doctors, and educators are also
finding exciting ways to expand their
computer's value with VersaWriter.

.
UNIQUE OFFER
Send us YOUR disk and $1. We will promptly
return the disk with a slide package of 10 color
pictures drawn with VersaWriter.

-----------------o Enclosed is $1 and my disk.
o

Send me the slide package.
D ATARI
0 APPLE II
Send more information including
VersaWriter dealers in my area.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
NAME

ADDRESS

-----------------3541 Old Conejo Rd Newbury Park, CA (805) 498-1956
CITY

Versa Computing

STATE

ZIP
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REVIEW

DYNACOMP TEXT EDITOR
Dynacomp Inc.
1427 Monroe Ave.
Rochester, MY 14618
by Bill Latino
I regret that I am unable to thoroughly review this
program. Failure to accomplish this task is not from
lack of interest in same - I stayed up until three in
the morning trying to get the program to function
properly. Success was not my reward!
While unable to coax DYNACOMP's offering
into consistent, crash~free operation, I did become
conversant enough with it to offer a few observa~
tions:
1. The documentation for the ATARI translation
is incomplete.
2. Not all inconsistencies between the well dis~
cussed NORTH STAR version and the ATARI version are defined.
3. The ATARI program contains neither the
"notes" nor the "comments" file intrinsic to the
NORTH STAR program. This is a false economy
which can be ill afforded in light of the superficial
documentation supplied with this version.
4. The utility of this program is questionable in
view of the inherent screen editing capabilities of the
ATARI - capabilities which cannot be used within
this program (once a line has been entered) without
causing format problems. Actually, for many simple
tasks, one can edit quicker by employing a simple
driver routine composed of nothing more exotic
than a series of line numbers suffixed by a lineprint
command and quotation marks (1000 LP.
" ... llOOLP." ... etc.). Use would simply require
listing about 20 lines, tabbing twice to place the cur~or on the second quotation mark, and entering up
to 80 characters (about 2.3 screen lines) before hitting "return." One can change, delete, append, or
otherwise manipulate the text either before or after
entering the line. The DYNACOMP program is
rather unwieldy by comparison, requiring extensive
handling of files and multiple saves to disk before
final edited copy can be output to the printer.
5. While TEXT EDITOR will allow setting a maximum right margin, it does NOT right justify
(straighten the right margin) as claimed, nor does it
have any provision for adjusting the left margin.
Additionally, there is no control over printer opera~
tion other than LPRINT and carriage return. 0
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o CONTEST I 0
ANALOG'S 1ST ANNUAL
PROGRAMMING CONTEST!!
Our contest is simple. A.N.A.L.O.G. is looking
for top quality programs for use in our magazine, and
as you can see many of the programs and articles in
our pages are submitted by our readers. Hopefully
you'll agree that the programs in our pages are as
good as if not better than many on the market. Our
aim is to help support the Atari computers by
making availabk top quality programs and tutorials
fllr a reasonable price (the cost of a subscription). So
in order to get more of our readers involved in our
efforts, \\'e have decided to add a bonus to the
contributor fe~. The author of the best or most informatiw program, tutorial or article we use through
March 1982 will receive an Atari 810 Disk Drive, in
addition to his or her royalty payment. You will be
the judge. In issue 119, we will publish a questionn:1irc which hopefully \\'ill bc filled out and
rcturncel to us, and will determine the winner.
So let's gct going with that program you've always
\\'antL'LI to write for your Atari no\\' that we have
given you some incentive.
Deadline for submission is March 1st, 1982. 0

• REGI STEREO TRAO[!lARK
ATARI INC.

llASnRfARV.i VISA fAI.l'
1·'l16·.J7~,~ 1766
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SOFTWARE REVIEW:
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TRICK TUTORIALS
Santa Cruz Software

ASTEROIDS* CONTROLLER
by Rick Rowland

by Jerry White

Well, after waiting too long for Asteroids to come
out, it finally showed up and I had to almost fight to
get a copy. The only disappointment was while I had
to use a joystick and after all that practice at the
quarter machines.
So after a short while, I decided it was time to do
some converting. First, the joystick came apart with
four screws. (Don't lose the small spring). This had
been done before to mount a fire button on top of
the stick for playing Star Raiders. Inside are five
contact switches, o~e for the fire button and four
positions (12, 3, 6 and 9 o'clock). Each contact has
one separate wire leading to it and one common wire
leading to the remaining terminals.
After a short while with an Ohm m~ter the
terminal on the joystick ports were decoded as
follows:
From the top left # 1 was the forward position,
#2 was the rear position, #3 was left, #4 was right,
and #5 was unused. From the bottom left #6 was the
.fire button, #7 was unused, #8 was the common, and
#9 was unused.
After obtaining this information it was time for a
trip to the electronic and computer stores. There I
found a plug and connectors for the joystick port,
some 6 strand wire, a box and five very large
momentary push buttons.
After installing the buttons in the box ala arcade
games, it was a few minutes with a soldering gun
hooking the wires per the diagram. Asteroids was
now just like the arcade game without the quarters.
Where was this for Space Invaders? (This works well
on Space Invaders and who knows what other
applications. )
Well, this was so easy, now ali I need is a large ball
type controlkr and it's on to mastering the high
scores on Missile Command! 0

Atari owners are a very lucky group of people. We
not only have magazines like ANALOG, and the
cooperative folks at Atari as sources of information,
we also have companies like The Code Works
(IRIDIS), and Santa Cruz Software. Many are
familiar with The Code Works but few have heard of
Santa Cruz. If you are into learning more about
"How to do it" using Atari Basic, look into the
Tricky Tutorials from this new and exciting source.
Santa Cruz has six Tricky Tutorial Packages. Each
consists of a group of demonstration programs
written in Atari Basic along with well written docu~
mentation. The amazing thing is that each is sold for
only $14.95 on cassette or diskette. If you have an
Atari 810 Disk Drive, note that the disk version costs
no more than the cassettes.
The six packages cover Display Lists, Horizontal!
Vertical Scrolling, Page Flipping, Basics of
Animation, Player Missile Graphics, and Sounds.
They are useful to the beginner as well as the exper~
ienced programmer. This is made possible by the
way each subject is presented, Although the beginner
may get lost while trying to learn using documen~
tation alone, the programs demonstrate the subject
and provide ready to use routines. You really don't
have to understand WHY to adapt these routines
into your own programs.
For example, I have always had trouble under~
standing the modified display list. Through trial and
error, I could create my own mixed screen modes,
but I found it to be a very frustrating and time con~
suming task. Using tricky tutorial #1, and Edit type
program, (program #10 in that package), makes even
trial and error easy. DATA statements containing
display list data are edited right on the screen. The
resulting screen display is easily reviewed and altered
until the desired result is achieved. The DATA may
then be LISTed to disk or cassette, then ENTERed
into your own Basic program. I love it.
The documentation is written in a very friendly
style. This style makes for easier reading than the
common dry manual. I did notice occasional errors
in spelling, but this will bother only the English
teacher. The important thing is the wealth of information supplied for the incredibly low price of
$14.95.0

*Trademark of ATARI, Inc.

ATARI 400/800

APPLE II & 11+

EASY TO USE - Letter Perfect is a single load easy to use program. It is a menu driven, character orientated processor
with the user in mind. FAST machine language operation, ability to send control codes within the body of the program,
mnemonics that make sense, and a full printed page of buffer space for text editing are but a few features. Screen Format
allows you to preview printed text. Indented margins are allowed. Data Base Merge with DATA PERFECT by LJK, form
letters, accounting files and mailing labels only with MAIL MERGE/UTILITY by LJK. FEATURES - Proportional/
Incremental spacing' Right Justification' File Merging' Block movement' Headers' Footers' Print Multiple Copies'
Auto Page Numbering' Scroll forward/backward' Search and Replaces' Full cursor control' Underlining * Boldface *
Superscripts' Subscripts * Auto page numbering * Insert character/line * Delete character/line * Centering * Horizontal
tabs/changeable * Multifunction format line (line spacing - left margin - page width - lines/page - change fonts - top/
bot margin adjust) MUCH MORE! $149.95

ATARI VERSION 2.0 #2001
Uses proportional font, right justified with Atari 825lCentronics* 737, 739 printers. Uses
EPSON MX* Series + Graftraxlitalicized font. Can mix type fonts on same page; mix boldface and enhanced font in same
line with justification. Can be used with 16K Ataril400.
"Compared to the price of many other word processors, this package is a steal. It does everything the advertisement
claims and more. On top of this the software is very easy to use." A.N.A.L.O.G. MAGAZINE

APPLE VERSION 5.0 #1001
DOS 3.3 compatible - Use 40 or 80 column interchangeably (Smarterm - A LS; Videoterm-Videx; Full View 80 - Bit 3
Inc.; Vision 80 - Vista; Sup-R-Term - M&R Ent.) Reconfigurable at any time for different video, printer, or interface.
USE HAYES MICROMODEM 11* LCA necessary if no 80 column board, need at least 24 K of memory. Files saved as
either Text or Binary. Shift key modification allowed. Data Base Merge compatible with DATA PERFECT* by UK.
"For $150, Letter Perfect offers the type of software that can provide quality word processing on inexpensive microcomputer systems at a competitive price." INFOWORLD

APPLE & ATARI
DATABASE MANAGEMENT

DATA PERFECT T.M. LJK

.9~5

Complete Data Base System. User orientated for easy and fast operation. 100% Assembly language. Easy to use. You may
create your own screen mask for your needs. Searches and Sorts allowed, Configurable to use with any of the 80 column
boards of Letter Perfect word processing, or use 40 column Apple video. Lower case supported in 40 column video.
Utility enables user to convert standard files to Data Perfect format. Complete report generation capability. Much More!

EDIT 6502 T . M . LJK

MAIL MERGE/UTILITY

This is a coresident - two pass ASSEMBLER, DISASSEMBLER, TEXT EDITOR, and MACHINE LANGUAGE MONITOR. Editing is both character and line
oriented. Disassemblies create editable source files with
ability to use predefined labels. Complete control with 41
commands, 5 disassembly modes, 24 monitor commands
including step, trace, and read/write disk. Twenty pseudo
opcodes, allows linked assemblies, software stacking
(single and multiple page) plus complete printer control,
i.e. paganation, titles and tab setting. User can moye
source, object and symbol table anywhere in memory.
Feel as if you never left the environment of BASIC. Use
any of the 80 column boards as supported by LETTER
PERFECT, Lower Case optional with LCG.

LJK DISK UTI L1TY

This menu driven program combined with LETTER
PERFECT allows user to generate form letters and print
mailing labels. With the Atari, you may CONVERT
ATARI DOS FILES, or Visicalc files compatible for
editing with LETTER PER FECT. Utility creates Data
Base files for Letter Perfect.

LOWER CASE CHARACTER
GENERATOR

APPLE $29.95

"""" >5"

Atari Computer -

~

Lower Case Character Generator for the Rev. 7, Apple II
or 11+ computers. When installed, this Eprom will generate
lower case characters to the video screen. Lower case
characters set has two dot true descenders. Installation
instruction included. Manual includes listing of software
for full support and complete instructions for shift key
modification. Compatible with LETTER PERFECT.

_~~[5"
co"'"
I
,ED ' 'ED SOli''"'

$34.95

,

This menu driven program allows the user to manipulate a
variety of different file types. Binary, Text, and Source.
files may be easily converted into each other. The program may be used with APPLESOFT*, VISCALC*, and
other programs. These program files may be readily
adapted for multiple use including editing with LETTER
PERFECT word processings.

·Trademarks of: Apple Computer -

$29.95
APPLE & ATARI

n(

LJK ENTERPRISES INC.
P.O. Box 10827
St. Louis, MO 63129
(314) 846-6124

Epson America -

DEALER
INQCJIRES
INVITED

Hayes Microcomputers -

Personal

Software - Videx - Bit 3 Inc. - M& REnt. - Advanced Logic Systems - Vista Computers

SPACE SHUTTLE
Atari 400/800'~
Simulation Software
LAUNCH AND ASCENT
INTO ORBIT
You steer the Space Shuttle
through launch and. into orbit.
Requires 24K RAM and I
joystick.
CASSETTE ONLY- 59.95
PROPELLANT LOADING
You load dangerous rocket
propellants into the Space
Shuttle. Requires 16K RAM
and 1 joystick.
CASSETTE ONLY - 56.95

*STARBOUND
Software
P. O. Box 214
Cocoa Beach, FL. 32931
.;'~ { •. ,.1',1 I' ,I

",:,;",,",1 'r., J.

:1 .llt . :

I-u,. II

INDEX TO
ADVERTISERS
The aliens have swept undefeated across the galaxy.
You are an enterprising star ship captain-the final
defender of space.
As the aliens attack, you launch a deadly barrage of
missiles. Flankers swoop down on your position.
Maneuvering to avoid the counterattack, you
disintegrate their ships with your magnetic repellers.
As your skill improves, the attackers increase their
speed. And as a last resort, the aliens use their
invisible ray to slow the speed of your missile
launcher.
GALACTIC CHASE provides Atari owners with the
most challenging one or two person game in the
galaxy.

~
ATARI ®
Atari 400/800 16k. Written in machine language. Requires joysticks.
Payment: Personal Checks-allow three weeks to clear.
American Express, Visa, & Master Charge-in~lude all numbers on card. Please include phone
number with all orders. 24.95 for cassette or 29.95 for disk plus 2.00 shipping. Michigan
residents add 4%.
Check the dealer In your local galaxy. Dealer inquiries encouraged.
Galactic Chase © 1981 5tedek Software.

SPECTRUM
COMPUTERS

Dept A.

26618 Southfield
Lathrup Village, MI. 48076
(313) 559-5252

Adventure International
Alternate Reality Software
American Software Club
Amulet Enterprises
ANALOG Software

21
42
61
1
Artwo~
19
CE Software
63
Compute Books
2
Computer Center
63
Computer House
31
Creative Computing Software 6
Cybersoft
C3
Datasoft
C4
Eastern House Software
47
Electronic Specialists
29
Game-Tech
37
Go-Tari
57
Intec
25
LJK
58
Microperipheral Corp.
21
Mirage Software
16
Mosaic
C1
On-Line Systems
8
Optimized Systems Software 13
Program Design Inc.
12
Quality Software
11
Santa Cruz Software
32
Spectrum Computers
64
Starbound Software
64
Sunrise Software
25
Swifty Software
11
Synapse Software
49
Synergistic Software
16
T.H.E.S.I.S.
59
Versa Computing
60

LOOK WHAT YOUR ATARI
WANTS FOR CHRISTMAS.
Bifore this Christmas is past, give a Cybersoft ™ present.

This Christmas, treat the ATARI in your house to the very
to confound you. Scoring is a function of how many tries and how
best in software. Your ATARI leads the way in micro-computer
difficult the.puzzle. Cassette $17.95
e.,xceU ence. So should your software.
Star Trek 3.5 (Adventure International) 24K Lots of color,
We have the ''best of the best" programs fi'om the Grand
lots of action as you hyperwal'p through the ~uadrants
Masters of micro-computer software: Automated Simulations,
in your search feir Klingons. This program wi I satisfy the
"trekkie" in us all. Cassette $14.95
Adventureland (Adventure International) UK Designed for
Crvstal, Swifly Software, Adventure International, Datasoft,
Pei'sonal Sofuvare, and Dynacomp. All sold by mail. And, with the
the novice at adventW"ing and a great way to get hooked on the
CYBERSOFT ironclad duarantee*.
world ofadven tw'e. As you make your way through an enchan ted
Space Chase (Sw'iiT;; Software) 16K Nifty eve-hand
world you will encounter wild animals, spell-ridden critters and
cooraination tests ... ({vou clear one gala,}, of"planets" and avoid
more. Your task is to avoid the perils as you try to collect the 13 lost
desh'uction at the hands of an alien snip vou are re\varded by an
treasures. Cassette $14.95
attack by two aliens and then three. Garrie keeps score and .
Mission Impossible (Adventure International) 24K Another
displays high score. Colorful graphics and gooa playing.
adventure frorn the great Scoti Adams. Beginning "Good morning,
Cassette $14.95
your mission is ... ", your task is to save a nuclear reactor from
Fastgammon'" (Quality Sofh-vare) 8K The best of the
destruction. This adventure game is not easy. Cassette $14.95
computer backdammon dames. You can repeat dames with the
(For Your Business.)
same dice rolls 10 try different strategies. You roll dice or let
File Manager 800 (Synapse) 40K The premier data base
computer roll foryou. This machine ranguage prograrn challenges
management system availab1e for ATARI. Not a translation. File
experienced and beginners alike.
Manager fully utilizes the special
Underutilizes ATAR1® "graphics but
keyboard of ATARI. It creates files, sorts
·CYBERSOFT Ironclad Guarantee.
data, prints lables to your specifications.
playing quali~ more tllan makes up.
Cassetre $199;:>
The full documentation IS clear and
(NEW!) Te~ple at Apshai (Automated
We fully guarantee the software we sell. If
easily understood. We think this one is
fully competitive with data base systems
Simulations) :32KJust released for
for any reason, you are not satisfied WIth
ATARI, the program many believe to be
your purchase, return the progl'am wlthm
at several times the price. Disk, 825
30 days in its original packaging. We'll
Printer $94.95
the best of fhe role-fantasy games now
refund your monel', no questions asked.
VisiCale" (Personal Softw.are) 32K
available. You will encounter as many as
30 monsters in more than 200 rooms.
. :
Ifyou use yoW" ATARI for any business
Select from 18 different actions: fidhtind
Our order system Isas accurate and fast as
pUIlJose or for your personaffinances,
to evesdropping. Cassette $39.95;:'
;:,
our software. Just dial
you will want VisiCalc. It probably sold
(NEW!) Crush, Crumble and Chomp
more computers than any program
(Automated Simulations) 32K Tired of
•
other than Star Raiders. VisiCaIc creates
(In Iowa 1-800-362-2133, extension 505).
a very large accountants ledger pad
destroying countless monsters? This one
is for you. You are the monster. Pick
Or, you can \vrite to CYBERSOFT at P.O. Box
upon which you \",rite with yoW" ATARI.
from six. You may be the giant
505 B II
W h' t 98009 VISA d
The fundarnental difference is, ifyou
amp'hibian, Goshilla. Knock down the
e evue, as mg on
.
an
change any figw'e(s) the balance ofthe
GolClen Gate brid.e;e, or tip over the
MasterCard gladly accepted.
figures are automatically adjusted.
Empire State Bujrdin d . But look out for
Include $2.00 handling charge per order.
Extensive documentation outlines the
the National Guard. ~ou pick the goal
Washington residents add 5.4% sales tax.
full features of this fantastic business
and see ifyou can make it. Five
© Cop.\'right 1981 C."bersoft Inc., 206,382,7366
tool. Diskette $199.95
2803 122nd Place N.E. Bellevue, WA 98005
Text Wizard'" (DatasoftJ 32K
objectives. Cassette $29.95
Bridge 2.0 (Dynacomp') 24K Now
'Atari is" registered tr"dem"rk of ATr\RI Inc.
ATARI owners have waiteda long time
you can practice your briage at home
for a high quality, full blown wori:!
before you have to embarrass yourself at
processor. This easy-to-use and
the neighbors. Brid.e;e 2.0 bids (Goren)
comparatively inexpensive program has
and plays both confract and duplicate
receIved raves from users across the
bridge.lt even doubles ifyou get carried
country. This pro.e;ram fully utilizes the
away with your bidding. "No graphics,
unique ATARf keYboard and ease of
but clearly arranged format makes
cursor movement. Justifies right, left
playing easy. Cassette $17.95
and center. Pagination. Word search and
NominoesJigsaw (Dyncu;omp) 24K
substitute. Diskette and ATARI 825,
A 60 piece jigsaw puzzle you complete
Centronics 737 or Epson MX-80 printer.
$99.95
on your screen. Three levels of difficulty

1 800 247 2000 EXT. 505

